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Abstract  
A medicalised death in an intensive care unit (ICU), a particular event in a particular site, is 
the starting point for this thesis. This specific event and the associated site, materials, 
processes, and critical definitions will be examined using an auto-ethnographic 
methodology within a practice-led research process. 
 
Looking first at the definitions of death and the process of that death being medicalised, 
there are many ways to determine when it occurs and when it is irreversible. Death is 
traditionally called at a point in time. My proposition is that in a medicalised context death 
is a period, not a point. It is a process. The manner in which a specific death is medicalised, 
being constructed as a medical problem, reflects a level of intervention within the 
economic, social, cultural, and technological contexts of an ICU.  
 
In ICU, breathing, circulation of the blood in its closed system and renal performance are 
the basics of keeping the patient alive. By keeping the heart pumping, maintaining the 
blood pressure and stopping leaks, a complex process of medicalisation is introduced into 
the care of the patient at that tipping point between life and death. Surveillance or 
monitoring within an ICU is both observation of the body and collection of data and its 
visualisation. The economics and the market conditions behind the supply of blood, blood 
products, and body parts frame the experience of this situation.  
 
Creative Component 
 
Art-making as a practice is the force driving this research process and the exhibition of the 
artworks is the public presentation of that research. My art and exhibition-making combine 
object, sound, moving image, installation and performance to demonstrate and make 
perceptible to others the practice-led research into the emotional landscape of this specific 
event, in this specific site. The exhibition embodies the temporal nature of a medicalised 
death in ICU; the initial adrenaline rush and feeling of time speeding up in the shock and 
ix 
 
panic of entry to ICU, the boredom of the liminal spaces when you are excluded from the 
ICU and the slow slide to acceptance. A performative lecture within the exhibition further 
engages the viewer with these concepts.  
  
1 
 
Introduction – Cast a cold eye on life, on death: 2 The Remake: 
Medicalised Death in ICU 
Until “I am unknowing”3 
 
In his last lecture series The Preparation of the Novel4, the French philosopher and 
theoretician Roland Barthes conceptualised the process of writing not through the 
humdrum ritual of making, nor through focusing on the daily hard work required. Instead, 
his interest lay in the suspense and anticipation of, and the unknowingness about, the 
particularities of an outcome or series of outcomes, considering neither the possibility of 
mediocrity or failure, nor the likelihood of greatness.5 
 
Barthes starts with the question why in the lecture titled Session of December 2 1978.6 For 
Barthes, the why appears in many ways to be specific to his person, his age, and his 
realisations. Condensing these points, he starts by proclaiming that he, the “… subject [is] 
not to be repressed” and further, that it is “better the illusion of subjectivity than the 
impostures of objectivity. Better the Imaginary of the Subject than its censorship.”7 Barthes 
then progresses in his lecture to discuss the impact of a decisive fold,8 a breaking, a 
dislocation in response to an event in one’s life that marks it into two distinct sections: 
before and after. What he brings from the time before the decisive fold is the realisation 
that he is at some kind of juncture, again referencing the fold where he realises death is 
real, his days are numbered, and that he has “… no time left to try out several different 
lives. I have to choose my last life.”9 Underlying this statement is his understanding that the 
 
2 William Butler Yeats. Last Poems: Manuscript Materials  
3 Quote from The Seventh Seal, Death to the Knight https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0050976/quotes. 
4 R. Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel: Lecture Courses and Seminars at the College de France (1978-1979 and 1979 – 
1980 trans. Kate Briggs (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011),  
5 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 3-16. 
6 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 3. 
7 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 3. 
8 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 5. 
9 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 5. 
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repetition of his previous processes and practices is alienating and perhaps a means of 
disguising to himself the absolute dislocation of the fold line.10  
 
The how in this process, according to Barthes, is “to discover” a new writing practice. He 
does not propose an entirely different activity, either intellectual, manual, physical, spiritual, 
or emotional. He does not seek distraction. He does not take up bridge. Rather he seeks to 
break with the previous: disrupt the numbing humdrum of the repetition of daily practices 
and processes. He raises the idea of the overwhelming, overarching Grand Project or quest 
into which all his literary activities, the ephemeral and the published, are subsumed.11 
 
The what of this process may be incomplete due to Barthes’s untimely death in a road 
accident in March 1980. What he had completed was found after his death in a folder 
labelled Vita Nova, or New Life.12 Inside were eight sheets of paper. The contents of this 
folder are included in a book of lectures, translated by Kate Briggs.13 Briggs describes the 
contents of this folder as follows: 
 
Vita Nova comprises eight sheets of paper in 21 x 29.7 format. The first seven pages 
were written on typewriter paper. The eighth on squared paper. The pages were filed 
in a red cardboard folder marked VITA NOVA in capital letters. The first draft was 
written in ink; the additions were made in black or red pencil.14 
 
Accompanying this description is a key to how the workings and reworkings of the texts 
are separated from each other in the typewritten transcription. In addition to those phrases 
inserted into the text, the words made illegible or crossed out and the interlinear additions 
are listed. The key does not mention that the words and symbols on the eight sheets of 
paper in Barthes’s file were handwritten. These layers of working by hand, using different 
tools, writing, reworking, rewriting and re-performing the same actions, give the marks on 
 
10 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 3-5.  
11 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 7-9. 
12 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 389.  
13 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 397. 
14 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 397. 
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the eight sheets of paper and its transcription and translation in the edited book a fluid, 
malleable, and manipulable set of meanings. 
 
 
Figure 1: Roland Barthes Vita Nova, sourced from R. Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel: Lecture Courses 
and Seminars at the College de France (1978-1979 and 1979 – 1980 trans. Kate Briggs (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2011), 389. 
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My Barthesian Grand Project, Cast a cold eye on life, on death: the Remake: Medicalised 
Death in ICU, and the accompanying thesis, began in response to a decisive fold in my life. 
On this side of the fold is my Vita Nova, or New Life. All of my art practice is now within an 
overarching Grand Project of inter, multi but predominantly transdisciplinary15 practice-led 
research into the contexts, conditions, landscapes and concepts of medicalised death in an 
ICU. Inevitably, this Grand Project lies in and among the disciplines of art, medicine, 
architecture, science, economics, philosophy, ethics, medical humanities, and culture. 
Sometimes it is a no-man’s-land, where the language is not understandable and the rules 
are non-existent, ephemeral, or vague. Sometimes the longing for certainty is 
overwhelming. Within my Grand Project I have developed new art practices and processes: 
the direction foreshadowed by the multiple layers of practice, of reworking and of re-
performing that make up both the intention and the materiality of the eight sheets of 
paper that form the notes to self for Barthes’s Grand Project. In his project he was 
choosing his last life, his new life. In my new practice the focus has changed from an 
expectation of a particular outcome to the particularities of the practice, the processes, and 
a new way of working. This regime of practices, make, review, rework, reperform then 
remake, operate in a fluid junction of decisions that allow for the uncertainty of the 
outcomes, and of the unknown in the predominantly transdisciplinary territory to be 
viewed in anticipation and even with delight.  
 
 
15 Disciplinarity is addressed and referenced at various stages throughout this thesis (including pages 5, 6, 7, 49, 105, 116, 
154, 173, and 174), however a short summary of the methodology of disciplinarity may be useful at this stage. Three of 
the four common forms of disciplinarity, inter, multi and trans, have been utilised at various stages in this thesis, with the 
predominant form being transdisciplinarity.   
• Interdisciplinarity is where two or more disciplines integrate or combine in some form and that process creates 
something new, new forms of knowledges;  
• Multidisciplinarity is when two or more disciplines aggregate by being brought together but do not integrate. The 
discipline boundaries are maintained;   
• Transdisciplinarity is a term that can hold a wide range of understandings as to its meaning. Some describe it just as 
a subset of interdisciplinarity but in its most basic interpretation, it is a way of working which transcends the 
boundaries of the component disciplines and knowledge is shared. The origin of the knowledge is not what is 
valued, instead it is the ways in which those fragments of knowledge combine and recombine to form new 
knowledges and ways of working beyond or across boundaries, transcendent of the discipline silos; and  
• Postdisciplinarity is when academic discipline boundaries are dissolved, and the focus shifts to the problem to be 
researched not to defining the discipline methodologies and regimes of truth with which to be engaged. The 
methodology of postdisciplinarity is not used in this thesis. 
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In the fields of art/science, art/medicine, art/architecture, art/economics, and art/culture, 
some do not appear to experience any uncertainty about the possibilities of the 
transdisciplinary. The Art Science Museum in Singapore states its mission:  
 
… is to explore where art, science, culture and technology come together. It is here at 
the intersection of art and science that innovation and new ideas are formed. We like 
to say it’s where the future is created.16  
 
While there is an expectation of an outcome the future, that future is not being described. 
It is not being limited by any expectations of particularities.  
 
That the leaky boundaries of disciplines are fertile ground is detailed in UK-based 
education scholar Stephen Rowland’s 2002 paper Interdisciplinarity as a site of 
contestation,17 where he describes the edges of disciplines as variable and fluid. He frames 
interdisciplinarity in two main ways. The first, sometimes called transdisciplinarity, is the 
instrumental encounters on the boundaries of disciplines that can lead to the dissolution 
of the disciplines as separate entities. The second process views the boundaries as 
immutable and the intersections between disciplines as the site of turf wars for control.  
 
When these contested boundaries are seen as political constructs, Rowland considers them 
as sites for possible critical interdisciplinarity, which challenges the assumptions underlying 
the systemic construction of the discipline boundaries. Furthermore, Rowland also notes that 
even if one considers the discipline as a regime of truth,18 it is likely that there is considerable 
 
16 Art Science Museum of Singapore “Home page” 2019 https://www.marinabaysands.com/museum/about.html accessed 
January 14th 2019  
17 Stephen Rowland, “Interdisciplinarity as a site of contestation”  2002  
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/00002521.htm accessed 14th January 2019  
18 This term was used by Foucault in many ways over the years of his writings. Two shades of meaning are important in 
this context; Foucault described an element of circularity where the truth produces the regime that produces the truth 
and so on. In her paper Daniele Lorenzini reinterprets Foucault’s thoughts as “we are not obliged to accept the scientific 
or epistemological regime of truth, and more importantly that we are not obliged to shape our subjectivity and our way 
of life on it.” Daniele Lorenzini, “What is a "Regime of Truth?” Le Foucaldien 1, 1 (2015): 5 DOI: 
http://doi.org/10.16995/lefou.2 
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dispute over the definition of the discipline19 within the discipline itself.  
 
That fertile ground between two regimes of truth is also the location where boundary 
objects occur, according to American sociologist Susan Leigh Star and philosopher James 
R. Griesemer. As they suggest:  
 
Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local 
needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust 
enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly structured 
in common use and become strongly structured in individual site use. These 
objects may be abstract or concrete. They have different meanings in different 
social worlds, but their structure is common enough to more than one world to 
make them recognizable, a means of translation.20 
 
Both of these possibilities – boundary objects and the unknowingness of what grows in the 
fertile ground of transdisciplinarity – are enlisted in my project. Both allow a developing 
appreciation of difference, of diversity, of displacement, of the dynamic, of the 
discontinuous, and of the co-authored. They exist in the liminal space between more fixed 
interpretations and multiple perspectives. They lie at the periphery, but rather than 
occupying a marginalised position in a paradoxically ambiguous construction, they have 
instead the clarity of multiplicities. Swedish education scholars Su-Ming Khoo, Jani 
Haapakoski, Meeri Hellstén and Joanne Malone wrote in a 2018 study on higher education 
methodologies that  
Inter- and transdisciplinarity are not pre-specified specialized ‘methods’ but, 
rather, are orientations that may take reductive, convergent, divergent or 
emergent pathways. Inter- and transdisciplinarity can perhaps be best treated 
as a problematizing and open-ended methodological approach that 
 
19Stephen Rowland, “Interdisciplinarity as a site of contestation” 2002   
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/00002521.htm accessed 14th January 2019  
20 Susan Star and James Griesemer “Translations’ and Boundary Objects. Amateurs and Professionals in Berkeley’s 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 1907-39”. Social Studies of Science, 19: 393  
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foregrounds plurality and contestation, orienting research frameworks towards 
inclusiveness, tensions, unpredictability and complexity. 21 
 
What this means is that the scope of the field of this thesis is wide-ranging, crossing 
disciplines to draw many threads and intersections into itself. My practice-led Grand 
Project is where the ability of the object, the sound, the moving image, or the performance 
to occupy the space between disciplines and therefore have fluid meanings specific to the 
viewer or audience will be used to navigate the complexity of the fundamental simplicity of 
a death when that death has been medicalised and occurs in a particular site, the ICU. The 
line from W. B. Yeats’s epitaph, included in the title of the thesis and the title of the work of 
the thesis, Cast a cold eye on life, on death,22 sets the line for my willingness to deal 
directly with the many intersecting threads crossing over between the disciplines of the 
fields under consideration and to establish the pivot point of the liminal space between life 
and death as the central anchoring field of the thesis. 
 
This Grand Project will draw on the contexts of many fields: art/science, art/medicine, 
art/death, hospital and ICU architecture, medical economics, medical ethics, medical 
humanities, exhibition-making, and audience engagement. It is developed on the 
foundation of a collaboration with the Australian physicist the late Dr Peter Domachuk who 
was working on the development of an implantable photonic device made from fibrion, a 
component of silk. This device was intended to investigate the properties of blood within 
the body without external testing. The collaboration was called “Blood on Silk”. We didn’t 
make things together; it was a collaboration of ideas. Dr Domachuk died at the end of 
2012. The Grand Project within this thesis is the work of one individual who is enrolled 
through the Sydney College of the Arts, the disciplinary silo for the practice of 
contemporary art within the University of Sydney.  
 
 
21 Su-Ming Khoo, Jan Haapakoski, Meeri Hellstén and Joanne Malone, “Moving from interdisciplinary research to 
transdisciplinary educational ethics: Bridging epistemological differences in researching higher education 
internationalization(s).” European Educational Research Journal, vol 18 issue 2 (2018) 181 
22 William Butler Yeats. Last Poems: Manuscript Materials 
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This Grand Project will be further contextualised by the work of artists, including 
performative works of the Australian performance artist John A. Douglas, the hospitalised 
and medicalised expectation of death in the photographs of the Australian photographer 
Carole Jerrems, the softer multiform approach of Australian multidisciplinary performative 
installation artist Vic McEwan, the confronting performative works by the artist Franko B, 
and the critical work in both practice and process undertaken by Ingmar Bergman in the 
film The Seventh Seal. Theorists from the fields of art and death including Phillipe Ariès, 
Christopher Townsend, Gilles Deleuze, Simon Critchley, Lauren Berlant, David Morris, 
McKenzie Wark, Michel Foucault, and Maria Pia Di Bella are anchored by the idea of the 
liminal space between life and death in an ICU to form the first layer of transdisciplinarity 
in this thesis. The next layer will be the container or the site of that death – the ICU – which 
is also contained within a contemporary hospital. Within the container of the ICU, the 
materials of blood, blood products, and body parts are in transit, the processes of those 
means of transit and the practice of surveillance in the ICU. While all the layers have fluid 
boundaries, the last layer in particular cuts back to form other perspectives of the event 
and the new practices and public presentation of the art made during the practice-led 
research of this thesis.  
 
Each chapter focuses on the site or a particular context in which the overarching theme of 
medicalised death in ICU is located. The chapters are structured to draw together the 
transdisciplinary nature of both my project and my processes or practices. Each chapter 
begins with an introductory framework outlining the specific relevant terminology and 
theory. This is followed by a discussion of aspects that are especially applicable to a 
medicalised death in ICU: in Chapter 1 medicalised death, and in Chapter 2 the site of the 
hospital and ICU. The focus of Chapter 3 is the materials of blood, blood products and 
body parts and the process of surveillance. In chapter 4 the focus is on the importance of 
inter and transdisciplinarity and my new art-making practices and processes that have 
been developed in this Grand Project: make, performance, review, remake, re-performance, 
and rewrite. In each chapter, an examination of work by selected artists who work in the 
field of art and medicine form a scaffold that frames the outlines of my works. 
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Chapter Synopses 
To expand on the detail covered in each chapter, Chapter 1 frames the definitions of death 
and the process of death being medicalised. This position considers the broad range of 
definitions of death: what it is, when it occurs, and when it is irreversible. At one end of the 
spectrum are legal definitions; at the other are those who wait for bodily putrefaction 
before they declare death. The time of death is traditionally called at a single point in time; 
however, this thesis develops the alternative proposition that in a medicalised context 
death is a period, rather than a point. This is very different to the process of “dying” as that 
term is used within palliative care that denotes the caring for an individual at the end of life 
in their transition to death. Instead, the specific processes of medicalised death reflect a 
level of intervention within the economic, social, cultural and technological contexts of a 
hospital and, in particular, the ICU. In this context there tends to be a dislocation from the 
understanding that death is inevitable; rather, the focus is on striving to overcome this 
crisis, the following crisis and then the one after that. Death is considered to the point of 
its irreversibility.  
 
In Chapter 2, I examine one of the sites where medicalised deaths occur, the ICU within a 
large contemporary hospital. This chapter will bring the function, role, and architecture of 
the hospital and the ICU in material, systemic, and emotional terms to the foreground and 
question the basis of the decision-making both about the architectural design of the 
hospital and ICU and the experiences of the patient and their family in this context. Aspects 
that are considered to have been either fully or partially omitted from the literature form 
part of the propositions developed in this chapter.  
 
Chapter 3 positions selected materials and processes used during the event of a 
medicalised death in the ICU within the cultural, emotional, technical, economic, and social 
contexts of the intersection of the site and the event. The materials of the medicalised 
intervention include blood, blood products, and body parts. These are of interest as 
material, as a medical product in transition either into or out of the body, until they are no 
10 
 
longer being in transition. Propositions in this thesis are developed through speculation 
about changes in the contexts surrounding these materials as medical products.  
 
Chapter 3 also explores surveillance within an ICU as both observation of the body and 
collection of data and its visualisation. A central failing of this surveillance system is the 
way in which the information gathered is compared to sets of established norms. These 
norms are established based on experience or by previous large-scale testing and 
determination of what is considered an acceptable range. The proposition of this thesis is 
that surveillance in this context relies on distortions of experience.  
 
In Chapter 4 the thesis links artistic processes, including performance during the research 
process, with the outcomes and experiences intended for the exhibition that forms the 
creative work component of this thesis, also known as the examination exhibition. It 
describes the reasons why this research matters and the importance of the art that leads 
this research process, its exposition and, by that process, the sharing of the knowledge 
gained, the conclusions reached, and the possibilities for ongoing areas of research. It 
draws together the ideas and the connections established in earlier chapters.  
 
This thesis is not intended to be prescriptive. It is practice-led and this written component 
is primarily led by the artworks produced in the creative component that have been placed 
in the context of artworks by other artists. It values the voice of the participant: the voice of 
the artist, the patient, the carer, the doctor, and others. The afterword is in my voice. I am 
both the researcher and the researched. 
11 
 
Chapter 1 - The Medicalisation of Death  
Death is a technical phenomenon…a cessation of care23 
 
Medicalised death in an ICU, what it is, how it happens, and when it happens is the focus of 
this chapter. It is examined through the lens of medicine, philosophy, ethics, art, law, 
popular media, and practice-led research.  
 
I start with the term medicalised, that from the early 1970s was used to describe scenarios 
where medical techniques were introduced to mediate or attempt to control situations that 
would not have previously been considered medical.24 In 1976 the Austrian philosopher 
Ivan Illich pulled the ideas of medicalisation and death together: 
  
The medicalization of society has brought the epoch of natural death to an end. 
Western man has lost the right to preside at his act of dying. Health, or the 
autonomous power to cope, has been expropriated down to the last breath. 
Technical death has won its victory over dying. Mechanical death has conquered and 
destroyed all other deaths.25 
 
This thesis explores medicalised deaths, defined as those constructed as medical problems, 
where medical treatments, products, and processes are used in an unsuccessful attempt to 
prevent deaths occurring. Medicalised deaths often occur in the context of a high-level 
mediated intervention, typically as provided in an ICU in a hospital. The primary purpose of 
the application of this high level of mediated intervention is to prolong the life of a patient 
by overcoming a specific crisis point or sequence of related crisis points.  
 
 
23Philippe Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1974), 88. 
24Antonio Maturo, “Medicalization: current concept and future directions in a bionic society,” Mens sana monographs 10, 
no. 1 (2012): 124. 
25 Ivan Illich, "The Medicalization of Life," Journal of Medical Ethics 1, no. 2 (1975): 208. 
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There is a wide range of situations in which people feel comfortable about what constitutes 
a death. To illustrate, at one extreme there are those who wait for putrefaction before they 
declare death. In the section of the “Orange Book” series published by the American 
Association of Orthopaedic Surgeons that covers “Emergency Care and Transportation of 
the Sick and Injured,” putrefaction is listed as a definitive sign of death.26 At the other 
extreme is a legal ruling from Florida on December 3, 1976 that a woman being kept alive 
by artificial ventilation was dead, and had been since November 21, 1976.27 It is difficult to 
consider the possibility that a warm, comfortable-looking person with a beating heart is in 
fact dead.28 It is also possible that conditions such as gangrene, where sections of the flesh 
of a living body die and appear to putrefy, could give someone the appearance of being 
dead. I would propose that there is no consistent understanding of what death is that 
covers all times and all situations. Sometimes we are sure, but sometimes we are not. 
 
The issue of defining death can be thought of in relation to the problems inherent in 
determining at what time a human is first alive. We can know roughly the time of 
conception, we know when the first heartbeat occurs, and we know when the first breath 
happens. We do not know with any definitive and uncontested clarity the first time that 
person is alive or conscious. Similarly, we do not know in all cases when the brain is no 
longer capable of consciousness, or the body is dead. Both problems of defining the start 
of life and the time of death have socio-legal implications.  
 
The legal definition of death in all Australian jurisdictions,29 as illustrated by section 41 of 
the Human Tissue Act 1982 (Vic), is either the “irreversible cessation of all functions of the 
brain, [brain death or the] irreversible cessation of circulation of blood in the body 
[circulatory death].”30 However, Australian law does not define “irreversible” nor how to 
 
26American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, Emergency Care and Transportation of the Sick and Injured (Burlington: 
Jones & Bartlett, 2011): 436. 
27Christopher Danbury, Law and Ethics in Intensive Care (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010): 137. 
28Danbury, Law and Ethics in Intensive Care, 142. 
29Human Tissue Act 1982 (Victoria). 
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi%2Dbin/viewdoc/au/legis/vic/consol_act/hta1982160/s41.html. 
30 Circulatory death is not included in the Human Tissue and Transplant Act 1982 9 Western Australia 
https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_mrtitle_436_homepage.html 
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determine irreversibility. In an expanded definition of circulatory death, the Australian 
Association of Intensive Care Specialists lists evidence of the following presences or 
absences as a means of determining death: immobility, apnoea (complete absence of any 
breathing efforts), absent skin perfusion, and the absence of circulation as evidenced by 
absent arterial pulse for a minimum of two minutes.31 The Organ and Tissue Authority of 
Australia defines the term “irreversible” as it relates to death.32 The protocol considers 
death to be irreversible when: 
 
Sufficient time has elapsed to eliminate the possibility of auto-resuscitation so that, 
in the absence of resuscitative attempts, cessation is irreversible, and 
resuscitative attempts are either contraindicated on medical grounds, given that it 
has been determined that meaningful recovery of the patient is unlikely, or the 
patient (or the person with legal authority to make his or her medical decisions) has 
decided that resuscitative measures would be unduly burdensome.33 
 
The Australian Association of Intensive Care Specialists described this determination as 
based on the best scientific evidence combined with the extensive expertise of Australian 
intensive care specialists.34 The association also asserted the need for the public to have 
confidence in this specific definition of death to facilitate the harvesting of organs for 
transplantation. As prompt harvesting is more likely to lead to successful transplantation,35 
there is a tension between the irreversibility of death and prompt harvesting, as hearts that 
have stopped “irreversibly” may not be suitable for transplant.36      
 
 
31The Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society, The ANZICS Statement on Death and Organ 
Donation (Melbourne: ANZICS, 2013): 52. 
32Australian Government Organ and Tissue Authority, National Protocol for Donation after Cardiac Death (Canberra: 
AGOTA, 2010): 22. 
33Australian Government Organ and Tissue Authority, National Protocol for Donation after Cardiac Death, 22. 
34 The Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society, The ANZICS Statement on Death and Organ 
Donation (Melbourne: ANZICS, 2013): 3 
35The Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society, The ANZICS Statement on Death and Organ 
Donation: 47-48. 
36Jennifer A. Cowger, “Addressing the Growing U.S. Donor Heart Shortage: Waiting for Godot or a Transplant?” Journal of 
the American College of Cardiology 69, no. 13 (April 4, 2017): p 1717; Robert M. Veatch, “Transplanting Hearts after 
Death Measured by Cardiac Criteria: The Challenge to the Dead Donor Rule.” The Journal of medicine and philosophy 35, 
no. 3 (June 2010): 313. 
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As the writer Philippe Ariès states: 
 
Death in the hospital is no longer the occasion of a ritual ceremony, over which the 
dying person presides amidst his assembled relatives and friends. Death is a technical 
phenomenon obtained by a cessation of care, a cessation determined in a more or 
less avowed way by a decision of the doctor and the hospital team …  Death has been 
dissected, cut to bits by a series of little steps, which finally makes it impossible to 
know which step was the real death, the one in which consciousness was lost, or the 
one in which breathing stopped … [Doctors] are the masters of death–of the moment 
as well as of the circumstances of death.37  
 
Ariès observes that doctors try to obtain for their patient the appearance of “an acceptable 
style of living while dying,”38 with an emphasis on acceptability.  
 
An acceptable death is a death that can be tolerated by witnesses. It has its antithesis: 
… the embarrassingly graceless dying, which upsets the witnesses by causes too 
strong an emotion to burst forth; and emotions must be avoided both in the hospital 
and everywhere in society. One does not have the right to become emotional other 
than in private, that is to say, secretly.39 
 
In 1963, the philosopher Michel Foucault stated in The Birth of the Clinic, An Archaeology 
of Medical Perception that medicine was based on the gaze but that: 
 
… it was no longer the gaze of any observer, but that of a doctor supported and 
justified by an institution, that of a doctor endowed with the power of decision and 
intervention … it was a gaze that was not content to observe what was self-evident; it 
must make it possible to outline chances and risks; it was calculating.40 
 
37Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present, 88. 
38Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present, 89. 
39Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present, 87-89 
40Michel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception (London: Vintage Books, 1994): 110. 
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By these means the codes of knowledge of medicine are constructed, deconstructed, 
reconstructed and remade. This is so that the all-conquering mechanical death of Illich, 
which is the cessation of mechanical intervention in the treatment of a patient, becomes 
the definition of death.41 
 
In the context of art practice and theory, discussions about death tend to be based on an 
implicit assumption about its universal nature. The focus is mainly on the post-mortem, the 
dead body, the memory held by others, and the absence of the dead person. In his book 
Art and Death, Chris Townsend states, “We know death not as an experience or event, but, 
rather, as what comes after.”42 One disparate view focusing on the transition from life to 
death was offered by the philosopher Gilles Deleuze when he said:  
 
Between his life and his death, there is a moment that is only that of a life playing 
with death. The life of the individual gives way to an impersonal and yet singular life 
that releases a pure event freed from the accidents of internal and external life.43 
 
In terms of how death is represented within the theory of art practice, the literature reveals 
the primacy of two apparently opposing camps. On the one hand, as represented by the 
English philosopher Simon Critchley, is the opinion that “Death is radically resistant to the 
order of representation. Representations of death are misrepresentations or rather 
representations of an absence.”44 This is countered by Jacques Derrida’s proposition that it 
is death that gives representation its power.45 
 
In her 2003 book Regarding the Pain of Others, the American theorist Susan Sontag 
introduces the idea of gradations of representation; which deaths are acceptable to 
 
41 Ariès, Western Attitudes toward Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present, 88. 
42Chris Townsend, Art and Death (London: I.B. Tauris, 2008): 8. 
43Gilles Deleuze, Pure Immanence: Essays on a Life, trans. Anne Boyman (New York: Zone Books, 2001): 28. 
44Simon Critchley, Very Little--Almost Nothing: Death, Philosophy, Literature (New York: Routledge, 1997): 26. 
45Jacques Derrida, The Work of Mourning, trans. Brault, Pascale-Anne and Michael Naas, (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001): 151. 
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represent is determined in part by whether or not the dead are ours.46 In her discussion of 
war photography, she notes that the dead of others are displayed with visibly identifiable 
faces, while our dead are shown with their faces hidden. In a similar vein, the social 
anthropologist Maria Pia Di Bella noted that the visibility or otherwise of those executed by 
the state in the US is controlled. Murder victims are not shown as a dead body but are 
represented as alive. For both the executed and the murdered, the cause of their deaths 
and the site of their deaths are shown without the representation of any human body.47 
 
Townsend states that “Art’s use of death is, rather, a living in and through death.”48 To 
paraphrase Townsend, the death that informs or is used in my art-making is the 
medicalised death in an ICU. One of the features of medicalised death in an ICU is that it is 
associated with a physical dimension in time; a period. It is a death that has moved to 
becoming a process through a period rather than an event occurring at a single point in 
time, such as indicated by the stereotypical practice of calling the time of death. Whatever 
the definition of death used within the specific context of an ICU – brain or circulatory – 
that death can take place over a period of time, not at a specific point. 
 
In the context of a critical care ward, the palliative care 49 term dying50 does not appear to 
apply to that period of time in which the death of the ICU patient occurs. The focus in 
palliative care is not on survivability or curing the patient, but on first alleviating pain and 
discomfort, and second, as the patient approaches the end of life, facilitating the process 
of transitioning from the state of being alive to the state of death. There is an 
acknowledgement that the patient is dying, whether in the short or long term. The 
Australian sociologist Alex Broom states that over 80 percent of referrals to palliative care 
 
46Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (London: Penguin, 2005): 68-70. 
47Maria Pia Di Bella, Observing Executions in Representations of Pain in Art and Visual Culture (New York: Routledge, 
2013): 181. 
48Townsend, Art and Death: 20. 
49“The goal of palliative care is to improve the quality of life of patients with an active, progressive disease that has little 
or no prospect of a cure.” From the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, “Palliative care services in Australia,” 
accessed January 17, 2019, https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/palliative-care-services/palliative-care-services-in-
australia/data. 
50Alex Broom, Dying: A Social Perspective on the End of Life (Farnham: Ashgate, 2015): 6-10. 
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teams within Australian hospitals are cancer-related.51 As there are many other chronic 
conditions that can lead to death, such as heart failure, diabetes, asthma, and chronic 
pulmonary obstructive disease, the relatively low referral rate to palliative care from those 
departments may indicate that it is not the common practice in these departments to 
accept that the patient may be dying and to provide care aimed at improving the quality of 
their life until their death. In addition, different procedures are sometimes used in palliative 
care wards and ICUs. One example is how a patient’s excess mucus in the airways is 
treated. In palliative care wards, the comfort of the patient is prioritised and humidification 
and a chemical means to dry up or remove mucus is preferred while, perhaps due to 
possible drug interactions, physical methods of removing excess mucus by suctioning are 
more common in ICU. Suctioning is uncomfortable and can cause distress to the patient.52 
This difference reflects the idea that in an ICU there is an emphasis on saving or 
prolonging the patient’s life rather than in palliative care.  
 
The medical professional David Crippen’s interview with an ICU nurse graphically depicts 
the way these practices can prolong the process of death at the expense of a patient’s 
comfort: 
  
Each day I would come in praying that I would not see her name on the whiteboard 
with my name next to it. And each day both were there. She moved from near death 
crisis to near death crisis with her vitals often hovering at levels that we all knew were 
not survivable - yet she survived. Analgesia was difficult due to hemodynamic 
instability. Her liver failed, she developed an irreversibly metabolic acidosis, and renal 
replacement therapy became unavailable as her cardiac output fell. Mottled and 
bleeding she slowly dies. She was almost at the end, a nurse summoned to her bed in 
the night by an alarm. Her death had taken 2 months and 4 days.53 
  
 
51Broom, Dying: A Social Perspective, 25. 
52Maureen A. Seckel, “Normal Saline and Mucous Plugging,” Critical Care Nurse 32, no. 5 (October 2012): 68. 
53David Crippen, End-of-Life Communication in the ICU: A Global Perspective (New York: Springer, 2008): 52. 
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The term a slow death54 was postulated by American cultural theorist Lauren Berlant in her 
2011 book Cruel Optimism to describe our belief in the efficacy of promises made to the 
extent that this belief is injurious to us. In reverse she writes, “Cruel optimism is the 
condition of maintaining an attachment to a problematic object in advance of its loss.”55 
Berlant develops this concept specifically in relation to how chronic complaints 
exacerbated by obesity affect a statistical population declining in terms of health.56 
However, the term could also be applied to the individual experience of a slow death or 
decline intersecting with the cruel optimism offered by the medicalised intervention of ICU 
to prevent death in the immediate future.  
 
Berlant’s concept of a slow death resonates with the concept of chronic time put forward 
by David Morris, a medical sociologist. Morris suggests that the regulation, regimes, and 
controls of a person with a chronic condition interferes with or alters their lived experience 
to such an extent that it disturbs their usual relationship with ecstatic temporality,57 as 
Heidegger describes experiences of time disrupted from the sequential, so that their death 
defines their experience of time, rather than just being an episode of endurance. 58 Note 
the similarities between the habitual nature of treatment regimens in Morris’s chronically ill 
patients and the restricted everyday lives in Berlant’s writings on slow death, and how both 
situations function to reduce an individual’s choices. The medicalisation of the deaths of 
the chronically ill individual, then, can be extended to describe a population experiencing 
Berlant’s slow death, as such a death does not occur in a single point of time, but must 
inevitably occur over a period. As Crippen notes: 
 
Before the advent of critical care, patients sent signals concerning their degree of 
health, discomfort and survivability. Patients who looked bad were bad. These signals 
resonated with their surrogates. However most moribund patients on life support in 
 
54Lauren Gail Berlant, Cruel Optimism, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 95. 
55 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, 121. 
56 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, 102-117. 
57Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. Stambaugh, Joan, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 330. 
58David Morris, “Diabetes, Chronic Illness and the Bodily Roots of Ecstatic Temporality,” Human Studies 31, no. 4 
(December 2008): 416. 
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an intensive care unit (ICU) look comfortable … As long as the patient looks viable it is 
easier to accept the premise that there is enhanced survivability, it is easier to believe 
that if the patient can just be maintained comfortably long enough he or she may be 
cured.59 
 
The Transition from Life to Death in Art 
Being maintained comfortably enough until help arrives or the patient can be cured is the 
crux of the German fairytale Snow White (Schneewittchen).60 First published by the 
brothers Grimm in 1812, the story begins with the image of a queen sewing while 
daydreaming of her wish to carry and give birth to her own daughter. The queen is startled 
by a bird and pricks her finger with her needle. A drop of her bright red blood falls onto 
the white of newly fallen snow. Later the queen gives birth to a daughter with “skin as 
white as snow, lips as red as blood, and hair as black as ebony.”61 The daughter is called 
Snow White. The queen has a magic mirror that can only answer a question with the truth. 
Every day the queen asks the mirror, “Who is the fairest in the land?” Every day, the mirror 
replies that she is the fairest until one day it replies that while she is fair, Snow White is the 
fairest. The queen plots to kill Snow White and eat her heart. The queen asks a hunter to 
take Snow White to the forest, kill her and cut out her heart for the queen to eat. He 
cannot bring himself to kill Snow White and instead releases her and kills a wild boar to 
take its heart back to the queen. Snow White runs away and finds the home of the seven 
dwarves, where she lives happily for some time.  
 
The queen, believing that she had eaten the heart of Snow White, asks the mirror again 
“Who is the fairest in the land?”. Again, the mirror responds that she is fair but Snow White 
living with the seven dwarves is the fairest. Again, the queen plots to kill Snow White. She 
prepares an apple with one half poisoned and the other not. She disguises herself as a 
peddler and approaches Snow White with the apple. She persuades Snow White that the 
 
59Crippen, End-of-Life Communication in the ICU: A Global Perspective, 168. 
60Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, “Kinder-und Hausmärchen‘“, 1812, accessed January 17, 2019, 
https://archive.org/details/kinderundhausm00grimuoft/page/n175: 161. 
61Grimm, Kinder-und Hausmärchen, 161 
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apple is good by cutting it in half and eating the un-poisoned half. When Snow White eats 
her half, she falls down, apparently dead. The dwarves return and find her body. They 
mourn her, but find they are unable to bury her in the ground even though they believe 
her dead, as she appears to be a living person with red cheeks. Instead, they put her body 
in a glass coffin, which they place on top of a mountain. A prince passes by, falls in love 
with Snow White and asks the dwarves whether he can take Snow White with him to his 
home. After a while, they agree. When the prince’s men are carrying the glass coffin, one 
stumbles and a fragment of poisoned apple in Snow White’s mouth is dislodged. She 
recovers, and reanimated, sits up, asking where she is. The prince declares his love and 
proposes marriage. The queen arrives at the wedding after her mirror tells her that the new 
princess is still the fairest of them all. All is revealed when the queen arrives at the 
wedding, and she is forced to put on red-hot iron slippers and dance until she dies. 
 
It is clear that Snow White’s state while in her glass coffin would not satisfy Australia’s legal 
definition of death. Her apparent death was clearly reversible, as evidenced by her 
reanimation, although she did not auto-resuscitate. Snow White’s bright red checks are 
also a sign of perfusion, the absence of which is listed as one of the signs of death by the 
Australian Association of Intensive Care Specialists.62 If the status of Snow White during the 
story is considered on a spectrum of consciousness extending into the liminal space of 
death rather than a sequence of life followed by death followed by life, the relevance of 
interpretations that focus on the idea of cycles of life and death can be questioned. The 
apparently dead but preserved body of Snow White could be perceived as being in the 
transitionary cultural stage of some funeral rites, where until burial or cremation a body is 
neither alive nor dead, until finally in the fairytale there is the confrontation of 
reanimation.63 
 
 
62The Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society, The ANZICS Statement on Death and Organ 
Donation: 52. 
63Richard Sugg, “The Art of Medicine: Prescientific Death Rites, Vampires, and the Human Soul,” The Lancet 377, no. 9767 
(February 2011): 713. 
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Uncertainty over whether a body lying in a glass box, vitrine, or coffin is dead, or alive and 
just sleeping, or unconscious was pivotal in a performance work by the actress, model, and 
artist Tilda Swinton in collaboration with the artist Cornelia Parker. The collaborative 
performance of this work ran for a week in September 1995 at the Serpentine Gallery in 
London as part of Parker’s exhibition, The Maybe. Swinton, wearing contemporary clothing, 
was one of several exhibits in glass cases within the installation.64 The other cases held a 
range of objects, including: 
  
… relics and ephemera from noted figures of history … the brain of the early computer 
scientist Charles Babbage, a quill once used by Charles Dickens, a bank check signed by 
Virginia Woolf, the pillow from Dr. Freud’s couch, Wallis Simpson’s ice skates, Turner’s 
watercolour palette, and on and on.65 
 
Swinton occupied the vitrine for seven shifts of seven hours. She did not adopt the same 
position as Snow White laid out in her glass coffin. It does not appear that the size of the 
vitrine would allow Swinton to lie at full length; rather, she laid mostly on her side in a 
slightly curled-up position. She may be dead, or alive and just sleeping, but is not 
presenting as a formally prepared dead body.  
 
In her monograph on the artist Cornelia Parker, the author, critic and director of the 
Whitechapel Art Gallery Iwona Blazwick comments on Parker’s Living Sculpture style of 
practice of performance and its intersection with the processes and conventions of the art 
gallery. In The Maybe, Blazwick suggests that Parker’s use of the live, seemingly inert and 
disengaged body of Swinton as one of the items on display disrupts the exhibition 
narrative of inanimate historical objects with multiple connections and stories that are able 
to be made and remade. Instead, the performative materiality of the objects, how they 
 
64Serpentine Gallery, “The Maybe”, 2015 accessed July 17, 1995 http://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-
events/maybe. 
65Jason Farago, “The Real Story Behind Tilda Swinton's Performance at MoMA,” 2013 accessed July 17, 2018, 
https://newrepublic.com/article/112782/real-story-behind-tilda-swintons-performance-moma. 
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change with age and with handling, can alter these connections and remake them in a new 
performative form as the material.66 
 
 
Figure 2: Cornelia Parker The Maybe (detail) 1995. 
 
In his introduction to Blazwick’s monograph, curator and writer Bruce Ferguson draws 
attention to the combination of definite and indefinite words in the title of this exhibition. 
“The” is the definite article and “maybe” is a term of an indefinite state; a state of 
ambivalence and of unknowing.67 This mimics the definite and indefinite concurrent states 
a body can take in a vitrine or intensive care bed, appearing alive but also able to be 
thought of as being dead.  
 
The ability to hold seemingly inconsistent states of being, such as being both definite and 
indefinite or both alive and dead, was exploited by Ingmar Bergman in the 1957 Swedish 
 
66Iwona Blazwick, Cornelia Parker (London: Thames & Hudson, 2013), 57. 
67 Blazwick, Cornelia Parker, 15. 
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film The Seventh Seal (Det sjunde inseglet).68 In his development of the film he used the 
process of reworking and re-enacting an earlier script developed for a student theatre 
group in Malmo in 1954. The earlier work was first produced as a radio play, then 
produced as a theatrical play by Bergman. He used these processes of radio and theatrical 
production to rework this script and later, while in hospital, transformed it into the script 
that eventually became that of The Seventh Seal.69 Chapter Four will discuss the remaking 
of Bergman’s film, relocated to a large, contemporary, Western ICU as part of the practice-
led research process. Such a work would be a rethinking of ideas presented in the Bergman 
film: the impact of an apocalyptic or crisis-driven environment, faith in face of the absence 
or silence of God, and a questioning, to the point of distain, of the value of an institution 
such as the church or the hospital. All these concepts can be distilled to the tensions 
between the identifiable or the known, the unidentifiable or unknowable, and the grey 
areas in between.  
 
 
Figure 3: Ingmar Bergman The Seventh Seal (screen shot) 1957  
 
68 Allan Ekelund, Ingmar Bergman, Gunnar Björnstrand, Bengt Ekerot, Nils Poppe, Max Von Sydow, Bibi Andersson. Sjunde 
insegletl, DVD, New York, N.Y: Janus Films, 2009.  
69 Bergman Foundation  “Seventh Seal”  http://www.ingmarbergman.se/en/production/seventh-seal accessed 30th Jan 
2019. 
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Some of the features of ICUs in my experience seem to resonate with elements of the 
original Bergman film. The medieval context of the film is replicated in large, contemporary 
ICUs, where elements of the guild structure appear to operate in a catastrophic context. 
Also present is the role of faith (not necessarily in God but in the idea that someone or 
something will save the patient from death), the imperative to compete or gamble in order 
to prolong life, and the notion that life and death is a game.  
 
Other aspects of Bergman’s film that would be relevant to the ICU remake are the austere 
visual aesthetics, the format of the film (which has been described as a series of extracted 
sermons or parables)70 and the use of minimal artefacts or props. Another relevant device 
is the role of external forces, which in Bergman’s film could be described as the landscape 
interacting with dramatic weather, with shots of a stormy sky above an austere ground. In 
contrast, the spatial design of ICU wards can dislocate the occupants from the outside 
world, from day and night, from the seasons and from the weather. However, in the 
resulting work of my project, Cast a cold eye on life, on death:71 the Remake: Medicalised 
Death in ICU the strength of the force of the world outside human control cannot be 
ignored.  
 
The Transition from Life to Death in Art: My Work Once upon a time, far 
away and long ago  
The art process of remaking a work not in its original materiality but in another form is a 
way to understand the work in an intimate, temporally extended manner. The process of 
making by hand or machine can reveal different forms of understanding or knowledge 
implicit in the materiality of the form chosen. The process can also work as a form of 
veneration. The narrative of The Seventh Seal has here been remade from a film script into 
a short fairytale able to be read or performed.  
  
 
70 Melvyn Bragg. The Seventh Seal (Det Sjunde Inseglet) (London: BFI Publishing, 1993), 11-13. 
71 Yeats. Last Poems: Manuscript Materials 
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The form of the fairytale is embedded in the oral tradition of the collective memory. It 
generally consists of short, almost self-contained episodes that build to the resolution of 
an existing narrative. Remaking a film script into a fairytale while using the existing 
narrative disrupts the form of presentation of that story and brings it back to the more 
elemental literal form of the oral tradition, the retelling of which negotiates a new 
relationship between the almost self-contained episodes. 
 
Once upon a time, far away and long ago 
Chapter One  
1. We can see a knight and his squire who have returned from the Crusades to their 
homeland of Sweden. They are asleep on a remote empty beach. Then we see the 
knight awake. After the knight prays and washes, Death appears. The knight 
challenges him to a game of chess to delay and perhaps prevent his own death.  
 
2. The knight and his squire saddle their horses and leave the beach, climbing to the 
clifftop. The squire asks directions of a man who is dead. His corpse is putrefying. 
 
Chapter Two  
3. We see the wandering minstrel Jof waking up in a wagon. He gets up and washes 
his face. 
 
4. Jof has a vision. We also can see his vision: a beautiful, well-dressed and barefoot 
woman is teaching her child to walk. Jof believes she is the Virgin Mary. He gets 
back into the wagon and wakes his wife Mia to tell her of his vision. Their manager 
complains about them waking him up so early. 
 
5. Outside, Jof sings for Mia and their son. While the manager rehearses his lines, he 
complains about the prop death mask. 
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Chapter Three  
6. The knight and his squire arrive at a church where a new fresco is being painted on 
the wall. The fresco represents the dance of death; the squire talks to the painter 
about the painting while sharing a drink. The squire adds a small drawing of himself 
to the fresco. 
 
7. The knight kneels at the crucifix. He then goes to confess. Death tricks him into 
thinking he is a confessor and the knight tells him of his plan to defeat Death at 
chess. 
 
Chapter Four  
8. Outside the church the knight and his squire meet a woman who is condemned to 
be burnt to death. The soldiers and monks escorting her are scared of her, thinking 
she may be the cause of the plague. 
 
Chapter Five  
9. The knight and his squire leave and ride on. Looking for water, they enter a village. 
It appears to be empty. Everyone is dead or has run away. The squire sees someone 
stealing jewellery from a dead woman. He recognises him as the former seminary 
student who convinced the knight to leave his home to fight in the Crusades. A 
young mute woman hides in the background.  
 
10. The squire stops the seminary student from attacking or raping the woman. The 
squire tells the man if he sees him again he will mark his face. 
 
11. The squire gets water, tries to kiss the woman, and offers her a job. They then leave 
together with the knight.  
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Chapter Six  
12. In a nearby town the wandering minstrels are busy with a variety show for the 
townspeople. After being hit in the face by a piece of fruit thrown from the crowd, 
the manager leaves the stage, admires his appearance in a mirror and departs to 
seduce and be seduced by one of the local women, the wife of the blacksmith. 
 
13. Wearing makeup and costumes, Jof and Mia sing and dance on stage.  
 
14. A religious procession comes through the town. Everyone stops to watch them. 
Incense is swung, a large crucifix is being dragged, people in the procession are 
flagellating themselves or being whipped by others. They chant and wail. The priest 
chastises the crowd for still living an everyday life. 
 
Chapter Seven  
15. The blacksmith asks whether the squire has seen his wife. He goes into an inn 
where he also asks Jof whether he has seen his wife. While others gossip and scare 
each other, he fights with Jof. The seminary student from the village bullies Jof and 
makes him dance on the table like a bear. The squire comes in and cuts the 
seminary student across the face with his knife. 
 
Chapter Eight  
16. We see the knight, Mia and her child sitting outside the wagon on a beautiful 
hillside. It is sunny and peaceful. Jof, scared and injured, finds them. Mia comforts 
him. 
 
17. Jof and Mia offer food and drink to the knight. While he is holding the bowl of milk 
he has been offered, we see the knight saying, “I’ll carry this memory between my 
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hands as if it were a bowl filled to the brim with fresh milk … and it will be an 
adequate sign … it will be enough for me.”  
 
18. Jof sits and plays the lute; the death mask hangs behind him. The knight talks to 
Mia about his own wife. All are content. The knight offers them accommodation at 
his castle. They decide to travel through the forest at night to escape the plague. 
 
19. Death draws the knight away to continue their game of chess.  
 
Chapter Nine  
20. When they are packing to travel overnight, the blacksmith appears still asking for 
his wife. He apologises to Jof. He joins the group and they start off, led by the 
knight on horseback.  
 
21. In the forest, the blacksmith sees his wife with the manager and chases after him. 
The manager pretends to kill himself and the wife returns to the blacksmith. The 
manager then climbs a tree to sleep. Death cuts down the tree, killing him. 
 
22. The witch is brought through the forest to her place of execution. The knight asks 
her about the nature of the devil and of God. The soldiers and monks start to burn 
her.  
 
23. Back in the forest, the knight resumes his game of chess with Death. They all hear 
the screams of a dying man. The seminary student has the plague. He begs for 
water. They do not help him and he dies. 
 
24. The knight resumes his game with Death. While they play, the knight distracts 
Death by knocking over the board and Jof, Mia and their child escape.  
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25. In the forest, we see it is “the dark night of the soul”. 
 
Chapter Ten  
26. Jof and Mia travel through a loud, scary, and angry thunderstorm. They hide. 
 
27. The knight and the others go to his castle, where the knight meets his wife again.  
 
28. All are offered food and drink. Over the meal the knight’s wife reads from the Bible. 
She reads from the Book of Revelations, referring to the opening of the seventh 
seal and the subsequent silence or absence of God for half an hour.  
 
29. Death comes for them all. The mute woman says it is finished. 
 
Chapter Eleven 
30. Mia looks out of the wagon at the new day’s sun. They are on a beach. Outside the 
wagon, Jof sees a vision where Death leads the others away in a procession dancing 
across the top of a hill silhouetted by the storm clouds.  
 
The End  
 
The Transition from Life to Death in Hospital/ICU in Art 
The American video artist Bill Viola engages with the fluidity, permeability, or even semi-
permeability of life and death in The Passing. This work, a black-and-white video made in 
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1991, is 54 minutes and 22 seconds in length and was produced in association by the 
National Endowment for the Arts72 and Das Kleine Fernsehspiel ZDF Mainz, Germany.73 
 
One hears and sees the lonely sounds of the night as heard by the suddenly awakened 
sleeper; the passing car, the barking dog, the wind and the even the sound of the sleeper’s 
restlessness, intersecting with a range of visual images often shot in a level of light that is 
just not quite sufficient, so that the viewer cannot really make sense of what is happening. 
A layer of personal narrative images repeatedly engages in an elemental play of 
hallucination and reality: a young boy playing in the water at the beach, a newborn being 
cuddled, and an older woman wearing a shirtwaister dress at a family celebration holding a 
candle high and then turning to place it on the dining table. These fragments are 
interspersed with images of destructive forces of nature in another layer of seemingly 
narrative elements: individuals, table settings, and sheets are immersed in water; 
abandoned campgrounds are flooded; and stone buildings in the desert are beaten down 
by wind and sand.  
 
As with The Maybe74 by Cornelia Parker, the title of this work by Viola, The Passing, 
confounds by the inclusion of both definite articles and indefinite states. There is 
ambiguity in the sequences of scenes and sounds in the video. It is not possible to 
determine the time of death or birth and so The Passing is a series of events of passing, of 
being in transition. Even though this video has been described by the film theorist and 
academic Sean Cubitt as “opaque and resistant to … an intuitive understanding”75 it can be 
understood as the creation of emotional landscapes interspersed with real-life 
interventions into those non-real landscapes where, as Cubitt says, “death marks the 
abandonment of the effort toward coherence and closure.”76 
 
 
72 National Endowment for the Arts, “home” 2019 https://www.arts.gov/ accessed Jan 18 2019 
73 ZDF, “home”, 2019 https://www.zdf.de/filme/das-kleine-fernsehspiel accessed Jan 18 2019 
74Blazwick, Cornelia Parker, 15. 
75 Sean Cubitt, “On Interpretation: Bill Viola’s The Passing.” Screen 36, no. 2 (1995): 113. 
76 Cubitt, “On Interpretation: Bill Viola’s The Passing.” 116. 
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Viola’s mother is seen dying in hospital, surrounded by the aesthetics and processes of a 
medical environment. She lies on her back on a metal hospital bed with the side rails fully 
up. She is intubated by tracheotomy with the responsibility for her respiration taken over 
by artificial ventilation. Earlier in the video, one of the pairs of hands that interacts with the 
newborn child is wearing thin plastic gloves and could be assumed to be those of a carer, 
nurse, midwife, or doctor. No such interaction between the adult patient (presumed to be 
Viola’s mother, although the physical similarity between the patient and the woman earlier 
shown holding a candle is difficult to determine) and the gloved hands is filmed. At this 
stage of the video, there is no evidence of either her medicalised care or of the reality of 
the world. In the few short scenes of her on her deathbed, there is no indication as to 
whether it is day or night. There is no indication as to whether it is spring, summer, autumn 
or winter. There is no visible indication that care of the body has been undertaken: there 
are no scenes of bathing, feeding, emptying the catheter bag, changing the sheets, turning 
the patient, or the thousands of other activities that make up the practice of caring for a 
patient in hospital. Her visible care consists of one man that appears to be holding her 
hand under the sheets, a small but very significant form of unmedicalised care.  
 
 
Figure 4: Bill Viola The Passing (Screen shot) 1991 
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The Medicalised in Art 
Several artists who work across the medical and medicalised realm in art are tied together 
by their interest in the cultural, historical, economic, technological, and social contexts of 
the practice of medicine. They are not health therapists. They do not exhibit in hospitals. 
Instead they use medicine, the concept of being medicalised and all of its contexts as the 
raw material for their work. These artists include the collaborative partnership from Hong 
Kong of Amy Chan and Natalie Kit-Ying Cheung and two solo artists from Australia, Danica 
Knezevic and Tom Isaacs.  
 
In their interdisciplinary installation The Hong Kong Plague of 1894, Amy Chan and Natalie 
Kit-Ying Cheung engage specifically with the concept of the medicalisation of deaths that 
occurred during the third pandemic of the bubonic plague. In this case, the process of 
medicalisation is expanded to cover the medicalisation of death in the broader sense of its 
impact on a population.  
 
The third pandemic started in China in 1855 and, by 1894, had spread to the Tai Ping Shan 
district of Hong Kong where the death rate was particularly high, up to 94 percent in some 
areas. This third pandemic was considered active until 1959; today, there are still 100 to 
200 deaths per year worldwide attributed to this plague. Treatment prior to the third 
pandemic was not medicalised and the deaths from the earlier pandemics of the plague 
were also not medicalised. The cause of the plague, particularly in the second pandemic in 
medieval Europe, was understood primarily on religious grounds and attributed to some 
variation of God’s displeasure with the sinfulness or inherent wickedness of the human 
population. The treatment, therefore, was primarily symptomatic, both in the physical and 
spiritual realms.77  
 
The combination of the timing, 1894, and the location, Hong Kong, can be considered to 
form one focus which clarified the construction of the plague as a medical problem, or the 
 
77 Carol Benedict, Bubonic Plague in Nineteenth-Century China. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996). 
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medicalisation of the event of the plague outbreak, its spread, and the resulting deaths. 
Medical forms of knowledge were used to understand the outbreak of the plague and the 
means by which it was spread. First, two bacteriologists simultaneously isolated the 
bacteria responsible, Yersina pestis. The one after whom the bacteria are named was the 
French-Swiss scientist Alexandre Yersin, who was working in Hong Kong at the time. The 
method of transmission of the plague bacteria was attributed shortly after this to fleas 
carrying the bacteria from infected rats to humans.78 This method of transmission has only 
recently been convincingly queried by data visualisation methods that model alternative 
means for the spread of the disease and compare these to the historical records of the 
spread of deaths. Published so far are the results of modelling the spread of the plague in 
nine European urban areas during the second pandemic. This has suggested an alternative 
method of transmission.79 While this has opened up a new area of study, it is a 
continuation of understanding the means of transmission in a medical or medicalised 
context, not a religious context. The changing historical construction of the causes of the 
mortality on a population scale in this pandemic can be seen to have been medicalised by 
linking the means of transmission, the bacteria responsible, and the resulting deaths. 
 
Chan and Cheung located their installation The Hong Kong Plague of 1894 in a series of 
spaces in a complex of heritage buildings at the centre of the Tai Ping Shan district. The 
main, 1906 building was purposely constructed to house the first government 
bacteriological laboratory in Hong Kong. Later the building became the Hong Kong 
Museum of Medical Sciences. One of the permanent displays80 in the museum is a 
reconstruction of the early testing laboratories that are used to partially interpret the 
outbreak of the 1894 plague; life-size models of two medical students are shown 
dissecting a rat. Another space outside the main building separated by a short walk was 
 
78 Lars Walløe, “Medieval and modern bubonic plague: some clinical continuities” Medical history. Supplement, 27 (2008): 
59. 
79 Katharine Rose Dean,” Modelling plague transmission in Medieval European cities”, 2015 
https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/45490 accessed November 7 2018 
80 Hong Kong Museum of Medical Sciences, “Exhibition”, 2018  http://www.hkmms.org.hk/en/exh/exhibitions/ accessed 
June 1 2018 
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also used in the performance. This site, a small hut, was originally staff quarters and is now 
a temporary exhibition space.  
 
The site of the performance locates this work in the specific context of colonial control, 
authority, and dominance. Within that site a performative layering of light, movement, 
texts, sounds, smells, and props was utilised to create an immersive environment for the 
audience. As with many of Chan and Cheung’s works, the use of light, either natural or 
artificial (by the introduction of a torch), is a key element in how the meaning of their work 
is constructed. 
 
Figure 5: Chan and Cheung The Hong Kong Plague of 1894 (detail) 2014. Photo credit Fangönei 
 
Chan and Cheung utilise the torch as a photonic device, one that is still commonly used in 
the practice of medicine to throw light onto a subject as a means of discerning additional 
information. A quote from Chan simply states “we use a torch to look for things in the 
dark.”81 This overt use of a torch contrasts with the use of natural light and the way that 
 
81 Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
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light is revealed and concealed. Another major tool in the performance is the medical 
gown as prop used both to convey the authority of Western-style medicine and as a 
means of limiting the availability of light or the ability to look for something.82 
 
Prior to the performance, a mixture of sandalwood dust and frankincense is burnt to 
generate smoke and a smell that Chan describes as neither Chinese nor Western.83 This 
process of relocating the sites of the performance resonates with ideas that the 
sociologists John Law and Wen-yuan Lin outlined linking the process of accretion in the 
plurality of Chinese medicine and interaction between the mode of Western and Chinese 
medical practice.84  
 
The audience enters the darkened space of the small hut. The performers, wearing striped 
long-legged pyjamas, move hurriedly to the corners of the room. After a period of silence, 
the breathing of the nervous performers can be heard. The torches are then switched on to 
explore the space, the architecture, the occupants, and the smoke. A series of shouted 
orders then controls the use of the torches as authority is exerted.85 
 
The torch transitions to be a means of medical examination of the whole or parts of the 
body: the ears, throat, and eyes. The examination becomes more intrusive and 
authoritarian as the position to be held by the one being examined becomes more and 
more uncomfortable. Then the performers start reading aloud fragments of the official 
history of the outbreak of the plague. Others re-record this history on a blackboard. The 
readings become more fragmentary and hysterical until one of the performers seeks a way 
out, pulling down the makeshift curtains of medical gowns over the windows to reveal 
other performers in medical gowns observing them from outside the isolated or 
quarantined space inside the small hut.86 
 
82 Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
83 Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
84 John Law, and Wen-Yuan Lin. “Provincializing STS: Postcoloniality, Symmetry, and Method.” East Asian Science, 
Technology and Society: an International Journal 11, no. 2 (2017): 211–227.  
85Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
86Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
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Moving to a second space inside the small hut, the performers start reading medical jargon 
and texts about the plague, as if at a poetry reading or choral performance. It becomes 
more and more nonsensical or hysterical. An abrupt stop is followed by all the performers 
putting on medical gowns and transforming into figures of authority as part of the medical 
profession. Using the additional authority of the directed torchlight, they lead the audience 
to the old laboratory exhibit in the main museum building. Here, the performers change 
into the costumes of bacteria and interpret the sometimes-hostile relationship between 
humans and bacteria.87 
 
Figure 6: Chan and Cheung The Hong Kong Plague of 1894 (detail) 2014. Photo credit Fangönei 
In this complex theatrical performance Chan and Cheung respond to the colonial 
medicalisation of the 1894 Hong Kong plague and some of the ways this process is used to 
construct the dominant colonial narrative of medicalised death by disease, poor health 
care, inadequate sanitation, and blame.  
 
 
87 Amy Chan, phone conversation with author May 10 2018  
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In her documentation of a repeated series of everyday events, Australian performance 
artist Danica Knezevic does not rely on the conventions of theatrical performance88 as used 
by Chan and Cheung. Instead, Knezevic works primarily as a solo performance artist who 
investigates aspects of the relationship between the carer and the patient or those being 
cared for. This relationship between the self in its physical and emotional state or space 
with another’s physical and emotional space or state is one of the fundamental elements of 
her performative practice. Knezevic is currently the primary carer for one member of her 
family. Her mother had polio as a young child and lives with the impact of post-polio 
syndrome. Unlike the plague, the spread of polio did not reach epidemic status until the 
twentieth century. Prior to that time, early childhood infection by the disease tended not to 
be fatal and gave immunity against more serious and often fatal attacks later in life. 
Knezevic’s mother caught polio in an Austrian refugee camp when she was 18 months old, 
just prior to the usual age for being vaccinated against the disease. Several years later after 
multiple surgeries and an initial six-month period of paralysis, she developed or began to 
experience post-polio syndrome, the symptoms of which include a progressive 
development of muscle weakness, increased joint and muscle pain, and tiredness. One of 
the more obvious impacts on Knezevic’s mother is a significant decrease in her mobility, 
resulting in her daily use of both electric and travelling wheelchairs.  
 
Key elements informing Knezevic’s work are the concepts of empathy, its transference, and 
the principle of holding space, described by the Australian sociologists Ann Game and 
Andrew Metcalfe as a space that is  
 
… in-between self and other, inside and outside, me and not-me, a connecting space 
that both connects and separates.89 
  
 
88 David Osipovich..”What is a Theatrical Performance?” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 64, No. 4 
(2006): 461-470.  
89 Ann Game, and Andrew Metcalfe. “Care and Creativity.” Australian Psychologist 36, no. 1 (March 2001): 70 
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 Knezevic90 understands empathy as the ability or skill to feel or understand another 
person’s emotional or physical experiences from within the other’s frame of reference – to 
be in their shoes or to see with their eyes, “a holding-open way of being”.91 The term 
holding space, commonly used in the caring world, can be seen as a physical descriptor of 
empathy. Speaking as an artist/curator, Knezevic wrote recently in a catalogue essay92 that 
she has held the spaces of her grandfather, grandmother, and mother as her own space is 
being held for her by others. In her video Invisible Agent many of these elements can be 
discerned as the implications of the reduced mobility of her mother are ritualised.  
 
The video documents a performance over a seven-day period as Knezevic prepares to 
leave and return home at the start and end of each day. The video is shot from the one 
position located just between the roller door of the garage and the right-hand side of the 
back of the car. At the start of the day the automatic garage door is open, revealing natural 
daylight outside. Knezevic is seen to bring her mother’s wheelchair from the left-hand side 
of the car, to take apart the components, fold them up and then place all of them into the 
boot of her car. She then walks off screen toward the right-hand side of the car. The car 
reverses out. At the end of the day the roller door is opened, the headlights of the car 
initially illuminating the items stored around the edge of the garage before they fade into 
darkness as the car is driven in. The automatic roller door is then closed and Knezevic, 
appearing from the right-hand side of the car, unpacks and reassembles the components 
of the wheelchair before taking it around to the left-hand side of the car. In this video her 
mother is not seen. She is not present. She is waiting elsewhere. 
 
The wheelchair sits at the intersection between the ideas of a lack of a specific ability (that 
of being able to walk) and technology. Even when unoccupied by the body of the user, it is 
associated with the absence of an ability, a failure to cure, a loss or finally an erasure, an 
invisibility. The travelling or electric wheelchair, such as is evident in Knezevic’s video, 
implies an attempt to integrate the user with others and with other means of getting 
 
90 Danica Knezevic in conversation with author May 24 2018 
91 Game, “Care and Creativity.” 74 
92 Holding Space exhibition catalogue 2018 3x6 Project MAPBM Sydney Australia ISBN 0 9578366 4 3 
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around outside the house, although those other systems of getting around, such public 
transport, may be resistant to integration with wheelchair users. As a child said in an oral 
history in 2001 of her attempts to get out of the house using a powered or travelling 
wheelchair, “I could escape. I threatened to leave home one day … I got as far as the front 
kerb and couldn’t get any further but at least I had that experience.”93 This reflects the 
feeling of wheelchair users who, in a political protest incorporating bodies in wheelchairs, 
blockaded access points for abled people.94 However, the wheelchair is still not as part of 
the everyday as a chair. Its use is restricted to the disabled and while that use is 
increasingly political, it has also become synonymous with the medicalisation of disability. 
 
 
Figure 7: Danica Knezevic Invisible Agent (detail) 2015. Videographer Danica Knezevic 
 
The work undertaken by Knezevic in this performance is clearly physical, as the assembled 
wheelchair has a significant weight.95 This physical work is seen to be partially undertaken 
behind closed doors. The door is closed behind the car at night before she starts to 
manipulate and move the wheelchair. In this way, Knezevic comments on the lack of 
visibility of the less-abled, their lack of agency and the level of difficulty in preparing to 
 
93 Susie Parr, Nick Watson, and Brian Woods. “Access, Agency and Normality: the Wheelchair and the Internet as 
Mediators of Disability.” In: ds) New Technologies in Health Care. Health, Technology and Society. Ed A. Webster (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) 165 
94Daman Rose, “When disabled people took to the streets to change the law,” 2019 
https://www.bbc.com/news/disability-34732084 accessed Jan 30 2019 
95 Danica Knezevic in conversation with author May 24 2018 
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undertake what for many is the relatively simple task of leaving the house and returning at 
the end of the day. The medicalisation of the process of care is one aspect commented on 
by Knezevic in this work through the multiple, repetitive elements of care, the increased 
technical and technological aspects involved, and the ritual and routine of care.  
 
Tom Isaacs also focuses on an interpersonal relationship, in his case between two people, 
in the medicalised experience of undertaking a psychoanalytic therapy session. He is a 
performance artist working from the basis of a family history of both psychiatric and 
psychoanalytic practice. He combines this with a strong intellectual interest in 
psychoanalytic theory.  
 
In the video documentation of the performance, Isaacs lies sleeping on the couch as others 
take turns sitting in an office chair behind his head. For the documentation, the video 
camera is located looking directly at the length of the couch. The couch and chair are 
arranged in the stereotypical therapy session configuration. The patient is fully reclined 
and unable to see the therapist without the effort of twisting a great deal or sitting up and 
turning their head.  
 
 
Figure 8: Tom Isaacs Dream Analysis (detail) 2018, Photo credit Isabel Markus-Dunworth  
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During the entire performance Isaacs, taking the position of the patient, slept on the couch 
while audience members took turns to sit behind the couch in the position of the therapist. 
Isaacs medicalised his inability to fall asleep on command in the middle of the day by 
taking sleeping tablets. Except for one instance, when Isaacs leapt up to go to the toilet, he 
remained asleep for the entire time. The amount of time each therapist sat behind Isaacs’ 
head in the therapist’s chair was flexible and determined by the person themself. The 
rotation of people to fill the therapist position was also flexible and not predetermined.  
 
As the performance went over two hours in length it became clear that the therapist role-
taker brought to their caretaking role their life experiences, their experiences of being 
documented, their experiences of performance, their experiences with care of a sleeping or 
unconscious person, and their ability to empathise with the patient’s vulnerability and 
invulnerability. It also became apparent that some found the experience confronting. 
Interestingly nobody read a book, looked at their phone, ate or drank or worked on their 
computer.  
 
In an artist statement accompanying this performance in January 2018, Isaacs describes96 a 
reported experience of a psychoanalytic session by Stephen Grosz in his book The 
Examined Life.97 In the chapter “Through Silence”,98 Grosz suggests that an AIDS/HIV 
patient who was often silent and then fell asleep during sessions was using this as a means 
of rehearsing for death. The patient also described to Grosz his feeling that by sleeping he 
allowed himself to be looked after. In this work Dream Analysis, the connection of death, 
sleep, and psychoanalysis is evident, and the still body has become for Isaacs a means of 
representing death, or more specifically, Sigmund Freud’s idea of a death drive, the 
destructive impetus to move towards death.99 The format Grosz uses in the book is a series 
of essays detailing case studies, appearing to seek an insight in each chapter. The case 
 
96 Holding Space exhibition catalogue 2018 3x6 Project MAPBM Sydney Australia ISBN 0 9578366 4 3 
97 Stephen Grosz. The Examined Life How We Lose and Find Ourselves. (London: Chatto and Windus, 2013)  
98 Grosz. The Examined Life, 199-205. 
99 Efrat Biberman, and Shirley Sharon-Zisser. Art, Death, and Lacanian Psychoanalysis (New York: Routledge, 2017) 15-16 
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study is a form of knowledge that is inherently resistant to the box-ticking of 
contemporary medicalised mental health therapeutic practice; the meaning of a case is lost 
when reduced to manipulable data. However, one might argue that psychoanalysis is a 
medicalisation of the process outlined in the subtitle of Grosz’s book, How we lose and 
find ourselves.100  
 
The New York-based photographer Annie Leibovitz is most commonly known as a 
celebrity photographer working within the popular-media based context of portraiture. 
Leibovitz took photographs of the hospitalised treatment and deaths of her father and of 
Susan Sontag prior to their deaths in 2005.  
 
 
Figure 9: Annie Leibovitz Sam Leiboviz (detail) 2005. 
 
100 Grosz. The Examined Life, front cover. 
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When I first saw this photo of Annie Leibovitz’s father around the time of his death, it was 
not clear to me whether he was still just alive or just dead; it certainly does not appear that 
his situation was irreversible. However, it would not be expected that others would try to 
resuscitate him to test whether his death was irreversible. There is an element of choice in 
the process of deciding at what time any death is irreversible, extending the idea proposed 
earlier in relation to death in an ICU, where death can occur over a period, not only at a 
point in time. It is possible to argue that death on a more widespread level has similar 
characteristics. It is dependent on varying levels of intervention after the point in time of 
the last breath or the last heartbeat that determine whether it is reversible. Without that 
intervention, it is then that the reversible becomes irreversible. 
 
The Transition from Life to a Medicalised Death in ICU in Art My Work: 
Racing Patience ICU  
Bedside monitors can highlight the disconnection between the comfortable appearance of 
a patient and their survivability. In my work the card game Racing Patience ICU, there will 
be two players. One will draw a central card that describes a patient's vital statistics on 
arrival into ICU. By random assignment, one player will choose to represent the ICU team 
trying to bring the patient back into the survivable ranges for blood pressure, heart rate, 
blood oxygenation and respiration rate. The other player, called Death, will attempt to take 
the patient’s vital signs out of these survivable ranges. Each player will attempt to track the 
four parameters by keeping a rough tally in their head as cards that affect the patient’s 
indicators are added to one of the four stacks.  
 
Starting at the same time, the players will turn over their cards in groups of three but are 
able to play the top card only. The result will not be a social or fair game; it will be 
extremely competitive and could be rough and physical as each player pushes to get their 
card onto the stacks in the centre. There will be no concept of taking turns, and there will 
be no time to consider the ethics of particular interventions that drive swinging changes in 
the patient’s statistical signs. The game will require an ability to focus on many constantly 
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changing factors. At the end of five minutes an alarm will sound and the game is over. The 
winner will be decided by whether the patient at the end of that particular five minutes is 
in or out of the survivable range for the four vital signs. The game will represent only a 
small snippet of the patient’s experience; what would have happened in the next five 
minutes?  
 
The rules of this game 
This is a two-player game. Each player has the same deck of playing cards, differentiated 
by small design differences on the back of the cards.  
 
In the centre of the table is the patient card. One player will attempt to keep the patient’s 
vital signs within the survivable range; the other will attempt to take them out. Choose 
which player will do what between yourselves by drawing short and long sticks, playing 
rock-paper-scissors, or by discussion.  
 
An adjudicator, if available, will count from three to one to start the game. At the count of 
one, each player will turn over the first three cards to form a stack in front of them and will 
decide whether to play the top card or not. Three cards are then turned over onto the top 
of the stack and again only the top card can be played or not. This will continue until all 
cards have been turned over onto the stack. Then the stack will be picked up, turned over 
and play will start again. When a game is won each player will collect their cards from the 
table. Each player should not allow their opponent to take their good cards. 
 
A card is to be played against the mark of that parameter. For example, all +ve and -ve 
oxygenation cards are to be placed on top of the oxygenation mark, and so on. 
 
There are two procedure cards that, once played, will take the relevant parameter out of 
play until the counter card is played: 
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Start Artificial Ventilation: takes respiration out of consideration until Stop Artificial 
Ventilation is played.  
Start Supplemental Oxygen: takes oxygenation out of consideration until Stop 
Supplemental Oxygen is played.  
 
The following cards are to be played in the middle of the patient card: 
• There appears to have been a mistake. Patient discharged.  
• Catastrophic event leading to immediate death of patient.  
• Aortic Aneurysm ruptures and Aortic Aneurysm repaired (can only be played after the 
Aortic Aneurysm ruptures card has been played). 
 
How the Game is Won: 
1. The game will be won by the player trying to keep the patient’s signs within the 
survivable range by: 
• Playing the There appears to have been mistake. Patient discharged card. 
• Responding quickly to all cards played by the other player bringing the patient back 
to a stable central position, including playing the Aortic Aneurysm repaired card 
within 20 seconds of the Aortic Aneurysm ruptures card having been played.  
 
2. The game will be won by the player trying to take the patient’s signs out of the 
survivable range by: 
• Playing the Catastrophic event leading to immediate death of patient card.  
• Playing the Aortic Aneurysm ruptures card without the other player playing the 
Aortic Aneurysm repaired card within 20 seconds. 
By reducing any of the parameters, heart rate, blood pressure or respiration, to zero or the 
oxygenation to 50% or lower (there is less certainty or agreement about the top limit of the 
survivable range for blood pressure, respiration and heart rate). 
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Figure 10: Fiona Davies Racing Patience ICU, 2018. Photo credit Alex Wisser  
 
Figure 11: Fiona Davies Racing Patience ICU, 2018 (detail). Photo credit Alex Wisser 
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Figure 12: Fiona Davies Racing Patience ICU, 2018. Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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While to medicalise is to make something a medical problem, the inter, multi or trans 
disciplinary approach as explored by all of the previously discussed artists allows the 
medicalised to be fragmentary and float in and among many other concepts. This results in 
the development of an ephemeral and nuanced framework within which we can consider 
both the big and the small issues of medicalised death. 
 
In the conclusion to his book The Birth of the Clinic, An Archaeology of Medical Perception, 
Foucault discussed the time when “what was fundamentally invisible is suddenly offered to 
the brightness of gaze.”101 The time he speaks of is the time when the understanding of 
the cause and spread of disease or ill health was no longer understood as attributable to 
superstition or morality, but instead could be framed in ways that are fundamentally 
medical. The process of medicalisation, which is to make a person or a thing that is not 
medical into a medical problem, can also be extended to the brightness of the gaze. 
Currently, all humans die; it is the manner of that death that is under consideration here. It 
is how the individual goes from being alive to being dead. Further into his conclusion, 
Foucault also states that contemporary medicine offers a situation where “death is 
endlessly repeated but is also exorcized …”102 In other words, given that death is a 
certainty, to construct death as a medical problem (that is, a problem that has been 
medicalised) is to participate in the attempt to exorcise death. In the ICU, two opposing 
thoughts are often in play: that death is inevitable but that death at this particular moment 
is not. 
 
  
 
101Foucault. The Birth of the Clinic, 195. 
102Foucault. The Birth of the Clinic, 198. 
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Chapter 2 – ICU/Hospital  
A hospital is not a nice place. 
It never was, and probably never will be. 
Hospitals are not supposed to be. 
They are where you come to be sick and maybe die.103 
 
This above description by Aaron Betsky, the director of the 2008 Venice Biennale of 
Architecture, establishes a marker for understanding the terms at play in this chapter. In 
the literature there appears to be a consistent understanding that the hospital is a place, a 
space, a building or group of buildings, a constructed space, or a container for a whole 
range of services, in which things happen or do not happen.104 The sociologist Thomas 
Gieryn determines that hospitals are “doubly constructed” in the material sense of being 
physically made and in being “interpreted … felt and imagined”105 and so can exist in a 
multiplicity of positions, all co-existent, fluid and ephemeral. In his investigation of 
hospitals and other social spaces, the philosopher Henri Lefebvre observes that “spaces, 
then, are subjectively lived and should not … be considered empty … containers distinct 
from their contents.”106 As such, hospitals and all of their subsections – each ward, each 
bedspace, each toilet, each vending machine area, each surgery, each storeroom – have 
been inscribed by the use of, and the users of, these spaces.  
 
This chapter will first consider the concept of the contemporary hospital configured as a 
container with walls, floors, ceilings, windows, and doors. This container will then be 
investigated as being in partnership or relationship with its contents, leading to the 
consideration of the hospital as a workplace, a place of care as experienced by patients, 
families and carers, and a place of liminality in terms of purpose, quality, and intention of 
 
103 Aaron Betsky “Framing the Hospital: the Failure of Architecture in the Realm of Medicine,” in The Architecture of 
Hospitals, ed Cor Wagenaar (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2006) 68 
104 Theorist and archtiects who support this idea include Foucault, Betsky, Ullrich, Verderber and Wagenaar.  
105
 
Thomas Gieryn. ”A space for place in sociology.” Annual Review of Sociology 26: 465 
106 Henri Lefebvre. The production of space. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991) 87 
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design. An understanding of the relationship between the specific internal content of the 
ICU and the broader context of the hospital as container will be developed. The chapter 
will conclude with questioning what on one level appears to be obvious by its relative 
absence: the omissions, gaps, or invisibilities in the discussion.  
 
In 1867, the English social reformer and pioneer of modern nursing, Florence Nightingale, 
questioned whether there was a fundamental need for a single-use container configured 
as the hospital; its spaces, its equipment and its staff. Nightingale wrote to her cousin 
Henry Bonham-Carter, who later became secretary of the Nightingale Fund Council, that 
she looked for “the abolition of all hospitals”, observing that “… hospitals belong to a stage 
of imperfect or rather of non-civilization.”107 This assessment is repeated in a contemporary 
setting by architect Stephen Verderber in his 2010 book Innovations in Hospital 
Architecture, in which he prognosticates about the future of healthcare provision. He 
predicts that by the year 2050 there will likely be a significantly lower level of healthcare 
services provided by large urban “mega-hospitals [which will only serve the] sickest of the 
sick.” 108 He suggests most patients will likely be treated in widely dispersed micro-
hospitals or at home. This reallocation and remodelling will be driven, he writes, by 
technological changes including telemedicine, the use of holograms, the cost of the 
provision of services and the empowerment of patients.109 Verderber presents these views 
as a logical development of current trends in the hospice movement, such as an increased 
focus on the patient and a stronger connection with nature. In his proposed scenario, 
Verderber considers the diagnosis and treatment components of health care and appears 
to exclude or minimise the daily maintenance of the body while it is undergoing that 
process of diagnosis and treatment. Presumably, Verderber considers that by 2050 robotics 
could take up more of this side of patient care, including washing and toileting, feeding 
and hydrating, administering medicine, providing physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and 
rehabilitation. While one might expect Verderber’s scenario to service well-off members of 
 
107 Kathy Duckett. “Views on the Future of Nursing and Home Healthcare: The Future of Nursing in Home Healthcare Is 
Now.” Home Healthcare Nurse 30, no. 3 (March 2012), 145.  
108 Stephen Verderber. Innovations in Hospital Architecture (New York: Routledge, 2010), 105. 
109 Verderber, Innovations in Hospital Architecture, 105-106. 
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society to an acceptable standard, it is difficult to envision an adequate level of health care 
being provided to all, including the poor, the homeless, refugees, prisoners, the isolated, or 
the transient. As such, this vision might not be regarded as a satisfactory option. 
 
Another shift in thinking around hospitals and healthcare is represented by the research 
undertaken by the artist, architect and healthcare specialist Birgitte Louise Hansen, who 
considers there to be a “growing belief that patient-centred health care is about 
postponing the idea of illness, disease and death in the interests of the individual.”110 
Hansen further argues that the time when the patient comprehends the reality of death, 
disease, and illness can be deferred by reducing the scariness or, to use Betsky’s term, the 
“not niceness” of the hospital.  
 
A middle ground between the despair and desperation of Betsky and the Hansen’s 
endorsement of a lack of awareness is framed by the Australian sociologist and medical 
humanities scholar Deborah Lupton when she says: 
 
The hospital is a place fraught with competing meanings of anxiety, threat, despair, 
hope, fear and punishment. Most people, ill or well, feel uneasy in a hospital, yet the 
hospital promises salvation and remediation for those who are ill … The hospital is 
almost a total institution like a prison, in which patients have little or no control over 
when they eat or sleep, the clothes they wear, the level of noise or light to which they 
are exposed and the manner in which they defecate or urinate.111  
 
The promise to save, cure and repair the ill and that focus on survivability is adopted not 
only by the ill as suggested above by Lupton, but also by the families and carers of the 
patients in the hospital.  
 
 
110 Birgitte Hansen “A nice picture is not enough: research on the social and cultural context of health care,” In: The 
collection: 25 years of art projects in care institutions 1985–2009. ed M. Brouwer, Bram Kempers and Cor Wagenaar. 
(Amsterdam: SKOR; 2009), 93. 
111 Deborah Lupton. Medicine as Culture: Illness, Disease and the Body 3rd ed. (London: Sage, 2012) 95. 
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Reinforcing this perspective is an earlier consideration by French theorist Michel Foucault. 
In his third lecture of a course given at the Institute of Social Medicine in Rio De Janeiro in 
1974, he stated that “the hospital where patients were sent to die must cease to exist.”112 
He further described the need to medicalise113 the purpose of the hospital to make the 
architecture of the space or container the “agent and instrument of cure.”114 Foucault 
outlined other characteristics of the hospital, which in his view was a building necessarily 
located in a part of the city that was consistent with the required levels of sanitary control 
so that hospitals did not continue to be places of infected water, dank air and unhealthy 
clouds of gases that resulted in harm to the patient. Foucault further focused on the means 
of preventing the spread of disease, such as a single bed space per patient115 and a means 
of isolating a patient, as well as active means for the hospital environment to cure the 
patient. In addition, Foucault argued that the hospital must hold and maintain a complete 
and unique system of record-keeping at its centre, including the identification of deceased 
individuals by a small tag tied around the wrist or the ankle with the associated record-
keeping dependent on an active and ongoing system of surveillance. He argued that 
doctors had subverted the role of the religious in medieval hospitals and had taken their 
central position of power, even to the extent of mimicking the religious procession in the 
hierarchy and formality of the doctor’s rounds. 116 
 
The niceness of a hospital, or its ability to act as the “agent and instrument of care” can be 
influenced by a range of approaches: a design that mimics another space such as an hotel 
or office as described by UK sociologists Daryl Martin, Sarah Nettleton, Christina Buse, 
Lindsay Prior and Julia Twigg, when they state:  
 
 
112 Jeremy Crampton and Stuart Elden. Space, Knowledge and Power: Foucault and Geography (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007) 
149. 
113 Foucault appears to use this term in this lecture as meaning the increasing use of discipline to transform the hospital 
into a site of medical intervention rather than the Illich definition of something becoming a medical problem.  
114 Crampton, Space, Knowledge and Power: Foucault and Geography, 150. 
115 Foucault is talking of the trend from the early eighteenth century to have only one patient per bed. Prior to that time 
is was common to have up to six patients per bed. He did not mean one patient bed per room.  
116 Crampton, Space, Knowledge and Power: Foucault and Geography, 148 -150. 
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Attempts to replicate the feeling of home through the use of floral wallpaper and soft 
furnishing in specialist units seek to address the embodied alienation articulated by 
patient groups. Similarly, the hotel model seeks to attend to the comforts of the 
patient. Retail space – shops and services – are available in increasingly diversified 
hospital lobbies.117 
 
Other methods employed to increase the comfort of hospitals include the use of what is 
called evidence-based design, which gives an impression of both physical and reputational 
competence, and a hospital site that minimises the visibility of the more distressing 
elements of health care as it uses a process of making decisions about the design of that 
hospital based on believable research studies.118 These are some of the approaches that 
can be used to delay the patient’s awareness of illness and death.  
 
Another approach considers the process of exhibiting uplifting and inspirational art 
collections within a hospital, an effect addressed in a recent conference paper by the 
Canadian academic Tamar Tembeck. In the paper, Tembeck reframes the redevelopment of 
McGill University’s health centre and its art collection as a strategic move to expand the 
function of the hospital to include being a destination for the general public; a place where 
one could come to see art, not only, as Betsky characterises it, as a place “where you come 
to be sick and die.” 119 The facility’s Art and Heritage Center facilitates a walking tour of 30 
major artworks within the medical precinct of one of the sites alone.120 It may be that the 
naming of such a huge facility as a health centre rather than a hospital is one of the tools 
used to minimise the scariness of the destination. The term “health centre” tends to be 
associated with smaller facilities, not a mega-hospital. This facility was formed through the 
amalgamation of five autonomous hospitals in 1997, with an additional hospital joining in 
 
117 Daryl Martin, Sarah Nettleton, Christina Buse, Lyndsay Prior and Julia Twigg, “Architecture and health care: a place 
for sociology,” Sociology of Health and Illness, 37: (2015), 1007-1022.  
118 Cynthia S. McCullough. Evidence-Based Design for Healthcare Facilities (Indianapolis: Sigma Theta Tau International, 
2010), 3. 
119 Betsky, “Framing the Hospital: the Failure of Architecture in the Realm of Medicine,”68  
120 McGill University Hospital Public Art at the Glen https://muhc.ca/muhc-heritage/page/public-art-glen accessed July 7 
2018 
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2008.121 While the term “health centre” has been used as the name for this large 
amalgamated facility since 1997, rather than “hospital”, during televised interviews some of 
the board members and senior staff more consistently still refer to it as a hospital. While 
difficult to determine accurately, it seems that the number of patient beds is between 800 
and 1300,122 definitely not what would be expected in a typical health centre. 
 
Prior to the McGill redevelopment, the architectural firm Morphosis interpreted the term 
“hospital” in a stripped-down, head-on approach in their design in the late 1980s for the 
Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer Center at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los 
Angeles. In the New York Times, reporter Paul Goldberger noted that: 
 
Mr. Mayne [one of the lead architects] does not want the center to deny the reality of 
illness, but rather to be a humane environment that would give the patient a sense of 
confidence that the most advanced technology and the highest level of care had 
been joined in battle on his behalf.123  
 
Despite this utopian view, a large part of the building was constructed underground due to 
site constraints, and formed part of a hospital described by Betsky as “a large complex of 
bad buildings that takes up about eight blocks of prime real estate [and looks like] … a 
cross between a fancy office building and a businessman's hotel.”124 He argued that the 
architecture’s blandness and vacuity robs the mind of an ability to engage with the realities 
of the activities conducted within the buildings.  
 
A more corporeal view of the term “hospital” is demonstrated in the 2016 design and 
construction of the Hisham A. Alsager Cardiac Centre in Kuwait. With the intention of 
 
121 McGill University Hospital, “History” 2019 https://muhc.ca/homepage/page/history-and-milestones accessed Feb 2 
2019 
122 McGill University Hospital,  “Work priorities”  2019 https://muhc.ca/newsroom/news/summary-work-priorities-2016-
2017 accessed Feb 2 2019 
123 Paul Goldberger, ”A Tough Building helps Patients Fight Disease”, 2018 
https://www.nytimes.com/1991/02/24/arts/architecture-view-a-tough-building-helps-patients-fight-disease.html 
accessed Feb 2 2019 
124 Aaron Betsky, “Cedars-Sinai a Complex of Bad Buildings, Purposeful Blandness,” 1992 http://articles.latimes.com/1992-
11-05/news/we-1395_1_bad-buildings accessed June 7 2018 
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mimicking the look of a cultural and social centre rather than a hospital, the architectural 
firm AGi Architects used the human circulatory system as a model for the organisational 
and relational structure of the building. The core of the building is an atrium; its central 
location and red colour signifies it as the heart of the building, beating and driving the flow 
of blood through the corridors. As the architectural firm notes: 
 
Patients move to and from this central space (the source of light and life), as red 
blood cells do, and are received in the clinics and different departments to be put 
back into the circulatory system once re-oxygenated. Cardiovascular medicine, its 
basis, and even the aesthetic of its tools has been used to write an architectural 
script.125 
 
To reinforce this interpretation, a short video on the firm’s website uses the sound of a 
heartbeat and the animation of a pulsing red colour through a model of the building 
layout to indicate the possible movements of the patients in the building.126  
 
In ascertaining the quality of a hospital, one might refer to hospital rankings, which are 
determined in a similar manner to the various university rankings. Many127 have 
commented on the use of a hospital’s subjective reputation in determining its ranking, as 
this could very well reinforce the status quo. The paediatrician Catherine D. DeAngelis 
concluded in a 2016 statistical analysis of outcomes for specific types of renal transplant 
patients that:  
 
The plethora of publicly available hospital ratings systems does not correlate with 
actual outcomes. A hospital's national ranking is a flawed indicator of transplant 
 
125 AGi Project architects, “Hisham-a – Alsager Cardiac Center”, 2018 
 http://www.agi-architects.com/en/work/hisham-a-alsager-cardiac-center/ accessed Dec 1 2018. 
126 Project architects website http://www.agi-architects.com/en/work/hisham-a-alsager-cardiac-center/Acessed Dec1 
2018 
127 Santino Cua, Susan Moffatt-Bruce, and Susan White. “Reputation and the Best Hospital Rankings: What Does It 
Really Mean?” American Journal Medical Quality, 32(6) (Nov/Dec 2017): 637 
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outcomes. Further systematic investigation into which measures predict quality 
outcomes in renal transplant will benefit both patients and providers.128 
 
Her analysis suggests that these rankings are a total misrepresentation of the situation, 
rather than being merely a flawed indicator, as she reports that 40 percent of hospitals 
ranked in the top 50 had lower than average outcomes in terms of rates of patient death 
and transplant graft integrity. Another factor used in determining hospital rankings is the 
fitness for purpose of the physical hospital spatial design. Increasingly, this indicator is 
informed by conclusions reached by research projects, whose findings are then packaged 
as neat, evidence-based design guidelines. The use of the evidence-based design 
processes also determines how the building serves the wants and needs of the space’s 
users. The American architectural scholar D. Kirk Hamilton defines the term “evidence-
based design” as it relates to healthcare and outlines the expected result of the process: 
 
Evidence-based healthcare designs are used to create environments that are 
therapeutic, supportive of family involvement, efficient for staff performance, and 
restorative for workers under stress ... an evidence-based healthcare design should 
result in demonstrated improvements in the organization's clinical outcomes, 
economic performance, productivity, customer satisfaction, and cultural measures.129  
 
Many studies have validated this approach, which has become dominant in the health care 
sector.130 Foucault appears to support the value of evidence-based design. He argued that 
all elements of a hospital design need to be empirically studied; the pros and cons of each 
element should be determined before that element could be included or discarded.131 
However, Foucault did not include economic performance or productivity among the 
 
128 Catherine DeAngelis. “How Helpful Are Hospital Rankings and Ratings for the Public’s Health?” The Milbank Quarterly, 
94(4) (2016): 730 
129 D. Kirk Hamilton. "The four levels of evidence-based practice. " Healthcare Design, Vol. 3 No. 4, 18 
130 Roger S. Ulrich, Craig Zimring, Xuemei Zhu, Jennifer DuBose, Hyun-Bo Seo, Young-Seon Choi, Xiaobo Quan, and Jali 
Joseph. “A Review of the Research Literature on Evidence-Based Healthcare Design.” HERD: Health Environments 
Research & Design Journal 1, no. 3 (April 2008): 61-125 
131Crampton, Space, Knowledge and Power: Foucault and Geography, 142  
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selected parameters of study in the determining the most appropriate way to put together 
the building or container of a hospital or to determine its contents.  
 
In the 2006 book The Architecture of Hospitals, the final publication of an eight-year 
project run by the University Medical Center of Groningen, Agnes van den Berg and Cor 
Wagenaar dispute the value of evidence-based design.132 They question its apparent 
idealism on two fronts. First, they question the idea’s philosophical basis: “evidence-based 
design opens up the prospect of a pristine, crystal clear universe, untainted by the stains of 
history.”133 Second, they query the effectiveness of evidence-based design’s foundational 
tools. A sub-project of the Groningen project examined 97 studies on the positive effects 
or otherwise of particular architectural features. Re-evaluating the conclusions of these 
studies against the published data led the authors to question the strength of the 
empirical evidence forming the basis for the typical framework of evidence-based design in 
health care. As an example, the value of the evidence suggesting health benefits from a 
connection with nature has been considered strong, but the re-evaluation team questions 
whether indoor plants are as effective as being able to see nature through a window or on 
a screen, as the originating studies allowed some latitude regarding the definition of 
nature. Evidence-based design proponents have historically considered daylight 
unimportant and the benefit of quietness as inconclusive, contrary to the conclusions of 
the Groningen sub-project.134 As outlined by the organisational theorist Haridimos 
Tsoukas, “knowledge now tends to be understood as information, that is as consisting of 
objectified, commodified, abstract, decontextualized representations” and that the pursuit 
of it somehow lessens the understanding of the application of that knowledge.135 Here, it is 
the context of both of the application and of the knowledge of evidence-based design’s 
“regime of truth” that is in question.  
 
 
132 Wagenaar. The Architecture of Hospitals Rotterdam: 7 
133 Wagenaar. The Architecture of Hospitals Rotterdam: 16-17 
134 Wagenaar. The Architecture of Hospitals Rotterdam: 254-257  
135 Haridimos Tsoukas, "The tyranny of light," Futures: the journal of policy, planning and futures studies (0016-3287), 29 
(9): 827 
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A second expanded study of the literature was conducted in 2008136 by a group including 
Roger Ulrich, considered to be a leading supporter of evidence-based design. The study 
concluded that evidence-based design was most effective in its impact on the spread of 
infection. For instance, the ability to design a facility with single-bed rooms, well-located 
handwashing facilities and dedicated waste disposals was the most positively ranked 
design element. In a single-bed room there were fewer incidences of infection spread, 
patient isolation was easier to establish, patients slept better, there were fewer medical 
errors arising from loud environments, and medication costs were lower, which was 
partially attributed to better sleep lessening perceptions of pain as well as distraction from 
pain when the single room had a view of nature.  
 
In Hamilton’s secondary definition of evidence-based design, he contends that:  
 
… an evidence-based healthcare design should result in demonstrated improvements 
in the organization's clinical outcomes, economic performance, productivity, 
customer satisfaction, and cultural measures.137  
 
However, while Hamilton argues that an improvement in clinical outcomes is in the 
interests of the patient, it is debatable whether economic performance and productivity 
strongly reflect the supposedly patient-based framework for evidence-based design.  
 
In her book The Seductions of Quantification: Measuring Human Rights, Gender Violence, 
and Sex Trafficking, sociologist Sally Engle Merry questions the premise of using 
quantitative measures to determine in isolation the merits of any particular outcome 
offering “demonstrated improvements”. Such outcomes use indicators described by Merry 
as non-political, true, unambiguous and comparable, expressed as quantified, manipulable 
numbers that Merry argues depend on “… constructing universal categories that make 
 
136 Roger S. Ulrich, Craig Zimring, Zhu, Xuemei, Jennifer MS., Hyun-Bo Seo, Young-Seon Choi, Xiaobo Quan, and Anjali 
Joseph. “A review of the research literature on evidence-based healthcare design,” Health Environments Research & 
Design Journal 1, (3) (Spring): 61-125. 
137 Hamilton. " The four levels of evidence-based practice," 18. 
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sense across national, class, religious and regional lines.”138 The most obvious omission 
from this list of smoothed-out differences is gender, a category that continues to lack 
appropriate consideration in pharmaceutical and medical device trials.139 The categories as 
constructed in Merry’s analysis are then used to create indicators or outcomes that Merry 
states are not revealing the truth but are creating a supposed truth,140 deriving it from the 
exercise of Foucault’s premise of power.141 The relationship between qualitative and 
quantitative research cannot be smoothed out by the inclusion in quantitative ranking 
systems of “reputation” or a similar notion that attempts to connect individuals with the 
nebulous forms of satisfaction they seek from a hospital environment. Both qualitative and 
quantitative research are to some extent dependent on the creation of knowledge based 
on the evaluation of data processes of translation and commensuration, and are thus 
problematised. 
 
Design in ICU 
The ICUs in contemporary hospitals are intended to care for and prolong the life of 
critically ill patients. Those who interact within ICUs include the workers, the patients, 
family and friends of patients, and carers. All these individuals both support and 
sometimes, whether intentionally or not, undermine life.  
 
A report prepared by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare outlines the required 
service provision of a major hospital ICU: 
 
Public hospitals that have … an approved level 3 adult ICU … must: 
• Be capable of providing complex, multisystem life support for an indefinite 
period. 
 
138 Sally Engle Merry. The Seductions of Quantification: Measuring Human Rights, Gender Violence, and Sex Trafficking. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016) 1. 
139 Robbert Zusterzeel, Kathryn M. O'Callaghan, Daniel A. Caños, William E. Sanders, Danica Marinac-Dabic, and David G. 
Strauss. “Improving the Safety and Effectiveness of Medical Device Therapy in Women , ”Journal of Women's 
Health, (May 2016):  
140 Merry, The Seductions of Quantification, 28. 
141 Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic, 84. 
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• Be a tertiary referral centre for patients in need of intensive care services and 
have extensive backup laboratory and clinical service facilities to support the 
tertiary referral role. 
• Be capable of providing mechanical ventilation, extracorporeal renal support 
services and invasive cardiovascular monitoring for an indefinite period, or 
care of a similar nature. 
 
A paediatric ICU must: 
• Be capable of providing complex, multisystem life support for an indefinite 
period. 
• Be a tertiary referral centre for children needing intensive care and have 
extensive backup laboratory and clinical service facilities to support this 
tertiary role. 
• Be capable of providing mechanical ventilation, extracorporeal renal support 
services and invasive cardiovascular monitoring for an indefinite period to 
infants and children aged less than 16, or care of a similar nature.142  
 
The document also reports that the average length of stay by a patient in an Australian 
public hospital level 3 ICU during 2015–2016 was 93 hours, while in private hospitals the 
average patient’s length of stay in an ICU during the same year was 51½ hours.143  
 
In the process of interacting with the space and time of an ICU, it is possible for individuals 
to experience a contemporary notion of the sublime, to feel fear and anxiety, to feel its 
protection, and to have the lived experience of liminal existence on the outskirts of the 
everyday. The ICU ward is a relatively recent reconfiguring of the ways and means of 
controlling the interaction between patients, their carers or family and friends, and the 
medical and auxiliary staff.144 Some of the contemporary trends associated with evidence-
based design for ICUs focus on separating the staff from both the patient and the patient’s 
family, friends and carers. Three specific trends that illustrate a purposeful intention to 
 
142 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare Canberra “Admitted patient care 2015–16, Australian hospital statistics” 
HEALTH SERVICES SERIES Number 75 117-121 
143 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare Canberra “Admitted patient care 2015–16, Australian hospital statistics” 
HEALTH SERVICES SERIES Number 75 117-121  
144 The Polio Epidemic in Copenhagen in the mid 1950s is often credited with being the original configuration of care into 
an Intensive Care Unit.  
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separate staff from patients are the increased use of externalised monitoring, with data 
captured and evaluated elsewhere; the increased use of the three-tier style patient space; 
and the introduction of separate circulation systems or corridors for staff, all of which 
reduce both planned and incidental interactions.  
 
While some there are reported justifications or evidence-based studies145 supporting the 
implementation of these design trends, one inevitable result is less interaction between 
staff and patients, family and friends. However, qualitative research into these interactions 
suggests they are valuable to patients, families and carers. Using a study into experiences 
in ICU (in particular, the death of a patient after withdrawal of aggressive treatment), the 
US nursing academics Cynthia Peden-McAlpine, Joan Liaschenko and Terri Traudt along 
with philosopher Eleanor Gilmore-Szott highlight some of the possible effects of these ICU 
design trends. The paper drew together seven previous qualitative studies into aspects of 
these experiences in ICU as a foundation for the report, and the study recruited 19 
experienced ICU nurses and used a narrative approach for data collection and analysis. As 
the patient transitioned from receiving aggressive treatment to palliative care until their 
death, they were not moved out of ICU and into a palliative care ward; their physical space 
remained constant. The paper specifically examined how most studies demonstrated the 
benefits of communication at the end of life in ICU, arguing that nurses tend to construct a 
narrative around the illness of the patient, enabling the family and friends to understand its 
trajectory and likely outcome. One of the most striking features of this report was an 
acknowledgment of the inevitability of the temporal nature of dying in ICU; it takes time. 
What this paper did was to name and describe five specific communication practices used 
in the construction of this particular narrative.146 All of the communication practices 
outlined in the report required an extended time commitment. This narrative construction 
commences with the nurse organising and interpreting knowledge of different kinds from 
 
145 Some of the justifications include further minimisation of the spread of infection, the productivity of the staff and 
the economic and other benefits of time management. 
146 Cynthia Peden-Mcalpine, Joan Liaschenko, Terri Traudt, and Eleanor Gilmore-Szott, “Constructing the Story: How 
Nurses Work with Families Regarding Withdrawal of Aggressive Treatment in ICU – A Narrative Study.” International 
Journal of Nursing Studies 52, no. 7 (July 2015): 1146–1156.  
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different sources. This might include talking with the patient, their family, their friends, and 
their carers, as well as medical specialists, to bring together often disparate perspectives. 
Then the nurses sought to understand the patient as a person and to contextualise this 
situation in the life of the patient. The third practice is to construct the narrative of the 
illness and its trajectory without overwhelming either the patient or their family, all of 
which helps to prepare the family, and in some cases the specialists, for the care 
conference.147 The fourth practice is to assist the families to incorporate the agency of the 
patient into decisions concerning end-of-life care. The fifth practice is the facilitation of 
saying goodbye.148  
 
 
Figure 13: Schematic architectural drawing of three-tier patient space. 
 
147Care conferences or family meetings are multi-disciplinary meetings where the medical staff and the family, friends and 
carers outline the patient’s condition, stability, prognosis and seek to make decisions. A family meeting or care 
conference is usually held in a space other than the patient’s bedspace. There are variable reports on the value placed on 
participation in the family meetings by the administration of the hospital, some medical staff, and some families. There is 
a temporal requirement for all such meetings. A quote from the 2015 paper “Constructing the story” outlines some of the 
difficulties in rushing a family meeting or care conference. ‘They may have half an hour or even 45 minutes to spend with 
the family during that conversation, but they do not have days and sometimes it takes days. Sometimes you have to say 
to the physician’ let’s just push it out a day. Give me another day. and we will have a much better conversation tomorrow.  
148 Peden-Mcalpine,“Constructing the Story” 1154.  
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One might expect remote monitoring of the patient’s data to reduce the need for close 
observation of both the patient and the monitoring devices in the patient’s immediate 
vicinity. This reduction in the need for physical observation in turn would reduce the 
amount of contact time between the patient, family and friends and the staff caring for the 
patient. The 2015 study reported that nurses were often the first to recognise that a 
particular patient was dying, perhaps due to the extended amount of time they spend with 
patients. If there is a delay in recognising that a patient is dying, there will be less time to 
undertake the five practices of constructing the narrative of death. 149 
 
The three-tier, single-patient spatial design, which is considered by many design 
professionals to be a central part of family-centered care design, comprises a suite of 
spaces allocated to the one patient.150 Closest to the public circulation corridors are the 
spaces used by medical staff – the clinical zone. The second space is the patient’s bed, 
toilet, and equipment, with a more private space available for the family situated in the 
third space furthest away from the corridor. If there is a window, it tends to be in this 
space. In neonatal ICU the benefits of this design include a significant reduction in the 
sensory load for the newborn, greater facilitation of breastfeeding and “kangaroo care” or 
skin-to-skin contact, and the enhanced ability for extended families to stay and support 
the parents of the newborn. In adult ICUs, this type of design is linked to a reduction in 
sleep disturbance (and a subsequent reduction in pain medication), better infection control 
and reduced medication errors. Apparently absent from the discussion is the likelihood 
that this type of design will reduce the number of incidental conversations between 
medical professionals and the patient’s supporters. The provision of different circulation or 
corridor spaces for staff is likely to further isolate them from incidental meetings with 
families, friends and carers. Proponents of this separation point to the minimisation of 
sound and increased privacy, with fewer people passing the patient space. It is possible to 
imagine this arrangement benefiting staff, some of whom likely find the queries and 
 
149 Peden-Mcalpine, “Constructing the Story” 1154. 
150 Habib Chaudhury, Atiya Mahmood, and Maria Valente.” The Use of Single Patient Rooms versus Multiple Occupancy 
Rooms in Acute Care Environments” 2004 
https://www.healthdesign.org/sites/default/files/use_of_single_patient_rooms_v_multiple_occ._rooms-acute_care.pdf 
accessed 2nd Feb 2019, 4-537 
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neediness of the family at times wearisome. However, without support from outsiders, the 
patient may not appreciate the supposed benefits of these three tiers, instead perhaps 
seeing them as isolating, scary and detrimental to their wellbeing. As one patient reported: 
 
The only thing is that it’s a little lonely. It’s very alone in a room, and when I'm not 
feeling good, they don’t look in on you enough. You feel vulnerable, not feeling well 
and don’t know what had happened.151 
 
While traditionally regarded as one of the many liminal spaces within a hospital, the 
corridors are not inscribed with specific activities, rules of conduct or dress codes.152 
Instead, they are conceived of as an in-between place of ambiguity and ambivalence.153 
Three Australian academics, Rick Iedema, Debbi Long and Katherine Carroll, reframe the 
role of corridors as experienced within hospital organisation. They suggest that hospital 
corridors play an essential role in teaching, particularly in response to emergent issues that 
staff are not specifically equipped to deal with. The corridor serves as a space where the 
rigid hierarchies are suspended. In their study of a clinical team in an outpatient clinic, the 
corridor became a focus after it was realised that the interactions it facilitated were highly 
valuable, particularly in situations where the medical staff needed to react to what was 
happening with a patient in a creative, complex and innovative manner. In the evidence-
based model, this process is described as “interaction-promoting design”.154 The authors 
conclude that: 
  
 
151 Patients' experience of acute unplanned surgical reoperation Maria Dillström MSc aKristofer Bjerså PhD 
152Rick Iedema, Debbi Long and Katherine Carroll. “Corridor communication, spatial design and patient safety: enacting 
and managing complexities.” In Organizational Spaces ed Alfons van Marrewijk and Dvora Yanow (Cheltenham: Edward 
Elgar, 2010) 41.  
153 David Raybin “Aesthetics, Romance and Turner,” in Victor Turner and the Construction of Cultural Criticism, ed 
Kathleen Ashley (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 29. 
154 Iedema, Rick; Long, Debbi; Carroll, Katherine; Stenglin, Maree and Braithwaite, Jeffrey. Corridor Work: How Liminal 
Space becomes a Resource for Handling Complexities of Multi-disciplinary Health Care [online]. In: APROS 11: Asia-Pacific 
Researchers in Organization Studies: 11th International Colloquium, Melbourne, Australia, 4-7 December 2005. 
Melbourne, Vic.: Asia-Pacific Researchers in Organisation Studies, 2006: 238-247. 
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Hospital work can no longer be regarded as reducible to or as simply encompassing 
set procedures and pre-planned routines … The design of existing hospitals and 
hospital procedures has begun to move on from being based purely on static 
hierarchical and discipline-independent definitions of medical-clinical work.155 
 
Their study further reinforces the importance of conversations within the liminal spaces of 
hospitals as being critical to developing interactive complexity. However, these studies of 
interactive complexity rarely consider the ICU patients or their families, friends, and carers. 
Further, the design trends working to exclude them from experiencing incidental 
conversations are being progressively reinforced.  
 
Liminal space and lives within a hospital – and particularly in an ICU – can be seen as 
temporal, material, and ephemeral, with seemingly inconsistent conditions or levels of 
patient agency. In particular, as a patient transitions from being treated aggressively to 
palliative treatment, from prolonging life or curing a condition to managing the symptoms, 
and of moving from life to death, the liminal constructs of simultaneously experiencing 
both life and death are revealed.156 The temporal property of liminality by going beyond 
that expected of being in transition, instead lingering to become semi-permanent, informs 
this process of the transition from life to death so that it may feel suspended, stalled, or 
never-ending.157  
 
Hospital/ICU and Art 
Elmgreen & Dragset are a Berlin-based collaborative partnership comprising the Danish 
artist Michael Elmgreen and Norwegian Ingar Dragset. They have been working together 
since 1995 as installation and performance artists at the intersections of art, architecture, 
design and social norms. Their 2003 life-sized installation Please Keep Quiet portrays a 
 
155Iedema, “Corridor Work:” 238. 
156 Megan Clinch, Sara Shaw, Richard Ashcroft, R. “Liminality in practice: A case study in life sciences research.” 
BioSocieties (2018). 1-23 
157 Paul Stenner, and Monica Greco. 2017. Liminality and affectivity: introducing liminal hotspots. Theory & Psychology 27 
(2): 141. 
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multi-bed hospital ward. The hospital beds are arranged as if in a four-bed ward, with two 
beds facing each other. All beds are occupied and the patients are tucked up and lying still, 
with one hand sticking out from underneath the sheets. As the exhibition viewer enters the 
so-called hospital ward through a swing door, it shuts firmly behind them. On examination, 
the viewer realises that the installation, which is initially more reminiscent of a slightly old-
fashioned model railway diorama than of contemporary reality, contains no monitors, no 
jugs of water, no call buttons and no chairs for visitors. The privacy screens convey an early 
1900s to 1940s medical aesthetic. The scene is activated when visitors instinctively adopt 
the standing visitor position close to the head of the patients. In a 2014 interview titled 
“The Fiction of Elmgreen & Dragset: Interview” in Randian, Dragset stated that:  
 
We are definitely co-opting the audience … We are always thinking of the audience 
experience in relation to the art. We try to think about who the audience is, yet 
without making things for a specific audience. We try to keep things open, so it’s 
possible for different readings of the work.158 
 
In the same interview Dragset relays the comments of museum guards at the National 
Gallery in Copenhagen, where this work is on permanent display. The guards note that 
visitors frequently run out of the installation after feeling overwhelmed by the sterilised 
smell of the hospital. However, according to Dragset there is no smell. Indeed, as 
suggested by museologist Kali Tzortzi, Please Keep Quiet is a comment on the specific 
place of a hospital ward: quiet, anonymous and isolated from the time and space in the 
white cube art museum. The insertion of the “non-space”159 of the hospital into another 
decontextualised space disrupts the security of how viewers read the architectural space of 
the hospital room.160  
 
 
158 Chris Moore “The Fiction of Elmgreen & Dragset” 2016 http://www.randian-online.com/np_feature/fiction-elmgreen-
dragset-interview/ accessed June 19 2018  
159 Kali Tzortzi, Museum Space: Where Architecture Meets Museology (Farnham: Ashgate, 2015),61. 
160 Tzortzi, Museum Space: Where Architecture Meets Museology, 61. 
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Figure 14: Elmgreen and Dragset Please Keep Quiet (detail) 2003 
 
The Australian photographer Carol Jerrems (1949–1980)161 created a multi-part single work 
during the three months she was an in-patient at Hobart Hospital in 1979, just prior to her 
death months later at the age of 30. She took black-and-white photographs that 
conformed to “three of the main aspects of her practice: documentary photography, 
portraiture and self-portraiture.”162 Using the phrase “took photographs” implies somehow 
that the image existed as a print, a relatively stable, safe, and secure archive, but in reality 
the works existed initially as a roll of exposed film in a canister, vulnerable to erasure 
through exposure to light, heat or water, or just being forgotten and misplaced. A friend 
developed them for her and gave her a proof sheet.163 It was not until 2004 that the 
photographs were finally printed, 24 years after her death.164 In the second part of her 
 
161 Dictionary of Australian Artists Online, “Carol Jerrems”, https://www.daao.org.au/bio/carol-jerrems/ accessed Feb 18 
2019  
162 Helen Ennis, Reveries: Photography & Mortality, 2007. 49 
163 Helen Ennis,. Reveries: Photography & Mortality, 49 
164 Helen Ennis, Reveries: Photography & Mortality, 50 
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work she wrote what could be described as a diary in a plain school exercise book. Labelled 
The Patient, the text was organised in a sequential timeline, outlining the symptoms, 
treatments, materials, and processes of the world she inhabited in the hospital. By using 
the third person in the title, the work is framed through the same dislocation and 
separation that is felt in her photographs, as she textually documents the isolation and 
aesthetic construction of both the physical and emotional spaces of the typical late-1970s 
Australian hospital. 165  
 
In the pre-digital year of 1979, Jerrems did not have the opportunity to see what the 
unprocessed images looked like beyond the small scale of the proof sheet, nor she did 
select which ones to keep. She was unable to use her technical skills to develop and print  
 
Figure 15: Carol Jerrems (Nurse and curtains) 1979 
 these to her standards. The images therefore exist in the blurred boundary between art-
making and presentation or exhibition and will always remain so. Her intention for the text 
 
165 Helen Ennis, Reveries: Photography & Mortality, 175-192 
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work was more clearly articulated within the work itself. On September 15 she wrote “I will 
burn this book on completion, probably.”166 For whatever reason she did not burn the 
book, perhaps because she did not think it was finished. This book was written in her own 
voice, which among other things is that of a patient. 
 
The Australian academic Juliette Peers in her 2010 review of the exhibition Up Close: Carol 
Jerrems with Larry Clark, Nan Goldin and William Yang, compared Goldin’s work with 
Jerrems’s by describing Goldin’s forthrightness in her documentation of subcultures with 
what she saw as the prevarication of Jerrems. Peers described Goldin’s works as engaging 
the audience so that “the viewer … was assumed also to be capable of being a player, not 
simply an admiring courtier.”167 Rather than prevaricate, Jerrems’s photographic works 
from Hobart Hospital do not evade either the viewer or the subject in the unavoidable 
truth of the inevitability of death and the often less-than-desirable hospitalisation before 
that death.  
 
SUPERFLEX, a Danish collective currently consisting of Jakob Fenger, Rasmus Nielsen and 
Bjørnstjerne Christiansen, are best known for their intervention into the Tate Modern 
Turbine Hall in 2017 and 2018 titled One Two Three Swing!161 This playful response to the 
site’s former role as an energy-generation facility invited visitors to behave in a manner 
typically considered improper at museums by taking turns on the readymade168 swings or 
by devising their own games in response to the multicoloured stripes on the floor. In an 
earlier work that commenced in 2014, SUPERFLEX inserted the ideas of the readymade, 
relational aesthetics, and the monetised art market into the one process and event, leading 
to slightly surreal results. At the beginning of the project, the work Hospital Equipment 169 
 
166 Helen Ennis, Reveries: Photography & Mortality, 51 
167 Juliette Peers Up Close https://www.artlink.com.au/articles/3545/up-close/ accessed September 10 2018 
168 The readymade as described in the Tate online dictionary of terms is “The term readymade was first used by French 
artist Marcel Duchamp to describe the works of art he made from manufactured objects. It has since often been applied 
more generally to artworks by other artists made in this way.” https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/r/readymade. 
Accessed February 14 2019 
169 Christian Viveros-Fauné “Super Flex Art as Activism” 2017 
https://SUPERFLEX.net/texts/superflex&rsquos_hospital_equipment_art_as_activism_and_activism_as_art accessed 
23/6/2018 
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involved the exhibition of readymades or what they label as “upside-down readymades,”170 
consisting of a surgical suite. The sale process of this work is twofold. The purchase of this 
work results in the equipment being transported and installed in hospitals in the Middle 
East, so far with one in Gaza and another in Syria. Beautiful, high-quality glossy prints of 
the equipment are a further monetisable component of the project, sold at Art Basel and 
other venues. If no collector purchases the tools, the medical equipment will remain in 
Europe and its non-use will indirectly contribute to avoidable deaths in those two specific 
hospitals in the Middle East. These deaths are both non-medicalised and medicalised at 
the same time.171 
 
 
Figure 16: Superflex Hospital Equipment 2014 As installed Den Fine Center for Contemporary Art, 
Copenhagen 
Quotes by the members of SUPERFLEX, together with additional material from a number of 
co-workers and collaborators, were included in a catalogue essay by the art historian 
Barbara Steiner for a catalogue produced by Tate Modern for their Turbine Hall 
 
170 Donald Hyslop, Isabella Magnoni, and Valentina Ravaglia. Hyundai Commission: SUPERFLEX: One Two Three Swing! 
(London: Tate Publishing, 2018), 56 
171 Hyslop, SUPERFLEX, 59 
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Commission.172 The discussion centred around the possibility that art can have practical 
implications in society, primarily through examining and questioning the systems and 
structures that make up society. In this work, SUPERFLEX members see 
 
Figure 17: SUPERFLEX Hospital Equipment 2014 As installed A. Shifa Hospital, Gaza. 
  
themselves as challenging the concepts of contemporary art collections and ownership, 
the underfunding of humanitarian concerns and the need to supplement that by 
crowdfunding. In using the term “upside-down readymades”173 to describe items 
purchased from a commercial supplier of medical equipment, they seek to insert those 
objects into an unstable space where the apparently contradictory ideas of practical object 
and artwork can be held simultaneously. It is as if Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 urinal work The 
Fountain could be taken out of the gallery and installed in a male toilet ready to be used, 
yet still be thought of and monetarily valued as an artwork. This would become even more 
 
172 Hyslop, SUPERFLEX, 16-65 
173 Hyslop, SUPERFLEX, 56 
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convoluted if the gallery or art space into which this work were to be installed is itself a 
former urinal, as is Das KloHäuschen in Munich, Germany.174  
 
In the work Hospital Equipment SUPERFLEX takes the readymade and “brings it back to a 
language of use.”175 However, in his contribution to the catalogue, the art writer Greg Allen 
decries the work as “ineffectual” and asks: 
 
Does the ready-made transubstantiation really only need to occur in the mediated 
image of the project? … Maybe its great impact should be exposing the tenuity of the 
art world’s own self-reinforcing system, whose currency increasingly, can only be 
exchanged for the occasional self-congratulatory gestures of a handful of 
aesthetically inclined multi-millionaires seeking the approbation of an even smaller 
number of hedging billionaires.176  
 
The accretion of meaning is developed in these three examples of artists working with the 
material of the interior fittings of a hospital and lived experience in it. These artists do not 
overtly engage with the exterior and their works are representations of the changing 
multiple contexts of the contents within the containers of the hospital.  
 
In these works, the changing historical contexts are dragged in, sometimes without 
informed consent. Even the most resolutely contemporary work, Hospital Equipment by 
SUPERFLEX, cannot shake off the fine architectural detailing of the gallery in the initial 
installation or being partnered with a homespun storage cabinet in the operating theatre 
in Gaza. The feeling of impermanence when the operating table and lights are relocated to 
a new arena of use is reflected in the feeling of the impermanence of the Elmgreen and 
Dragset installation Please be Quiet. All of the components could be packed up and sent 
elsewhere at a moment’s notice. In fact, this has happened to the SUPERFLEX work.  
 
 
174 Das Klohaeuschen, “Home” 2019 http://www.das-klohaeuschen.de/ accessed Jan 11 2019 
175 Hyslop, SUPERFLEX, 68 
176 Hyslop, Superflex, 56-60 
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The liminality of the occupation of the space and of the space itself in these three works 
resonates with one of the major concerns in my work on the hospital. These works will be 
detailed toward the end of this chapter. The non-space of the Elmgreen and Dragset work 
has been relocated from the ephemeral lived experience of the apparently marginalised 
patient in the Carol Jerrems work and in turn extends into the space outside the square in 
the first installation of the SUPERFLEX work.  
 
Partial and Full Omissions  
 
In these reflections on the idea of the hospital, it is interesting to consider what is left out 
as health professionals, authors, and architects respond to the form and function of 
hospital design; its purpose, quality and place in the world. Some of these omissions are 
set out below: the voice of the patient, the absence of the dead body, the dead body’s 
bedspace, and the violence of medicine. Most critically, the hospital is rarely discussed as a 
multidisciplinary space and as the site of a set of practices.  
 
Partial Omission: The voice of the patient 
Even with the focus on patient-based design, notions of best practice in providing health 
care, the symbolism of how patients move around facilities and the layering of other 
functions onto hospitals, the patient’s emotional voice as a user of the hospital can be 
overlooked. As a point of reflection, the following excerpts taken from both patient oral 
histories and survey responses offer just a very small sample of that voice.  
 
And nobody has spoken to me there. Well a bit disappointed because I would have, 
erm … I would have liked an explanation of some sort, to talk to me, to tell me why – 
well, why I was having the reactions I was having and erm – but no, 
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nobody’s said a word about it. I was confused, and I’m just as confused now about it. 
177  
 
… there was a time when they were beating me as part of my recovery and that 
seemed to work. 178 
 
I think it [the sound from the ventilator] was some kind of signal that sounded 
regularly, saying ‘I am working with this patient with no problem’, in some way, I 
understood that it meant something. 179 
 
So we waited in this awful interior space with neon lights and sad people sitting 
exhausted on these chairs … and the nurse said, ‘Could you come in?’ And then we 
saw this doctor from Edinburgh, and we said, ‘Well … how long have I got?’ And he 
said, ‘Do you really want to know?’ And we said, ‘Yes we really want to know.’ And he 
said, ‘Two to three months.’ And we said, ‘Oh!…’ And then the nurse came up, ‘I’m 
very sorry dear, but we’ll have to move you out into the corridor, we have so many 
people waiting.’ So we sat on these two chairs in the [windowless] corridor trying to 
deal with this business, having two to three months to live. 180  
 
Partial and Full Omission: The voice of others in the hospital 
While patient and health care professionals receive considerable academic attention, there 
is less discussion of families and carers and less still of non-medical and support workers. 
 
177 Lucy Doos, Eleanor Bradley, Claire Rushton, Claire A, Duwarakan Satchithananda, Simon Davies, and Umesh Kadam. 
“Heart Failure and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Multimorbidity at Hospital Discharge Transition: a Study of 
Patient and Carer Experience.” Health Expectations 18, no. 6 (December 2015): 2405 
178 Lotta Johansson, Ingegerd Bergbom, Berit Lindahl, and Lotta Johansson. “Meanings of Being Critically Ill in a Sound-
Intensive ICU Patient Room - a Phenomenological Hermeneutical Study.” The open nursing journal 6, no. 1 (January 1, 
2012): 115  
179 Beverly Ewens, Joyce Hendricks, and Devorah Sundin. “Surviving ICU: Stories of Recovery.” Journal of Advanced 
Nursing 74, no. 7 (July 2018): 1557. 
180 Charles Jencks. “The architecture of hope.” in The Architecture of Hope. ed Charlie Jencks, and E. Heathcote, (London: 
Frances Lincoln. 2010), 11 
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Also seemingly disregarded are other political, social, economic, cultural, and technological 
users of the physical space of the contemporary hospital.  
 
One example of the less-considered users of hospitals, and of particular liminal spaces 
within the hospital, are the homeless.181 Some homeless individuals occupy these liminal 
spaces within the often-labyrinthine complexes of contemporary hospitals on a semi-
permanent basis. One experience of being the family or carer of someone in ICU is that, 
relatively frequently, you are asked to step outside while medical staff undertake some 
procedure. This can occur at any time of the day or night. In the early hours after midnight 
the family or carer can be left to wander the darkened corridors, led on by the glow of the 
vending machines, randomly encountering other users, including the homeless, in these 
dislocated spaces all safely locked inside the building and yet out of ICU.  
 
Another example of less-considered users of hospital spaces are those who refill the 
vending machines. They often work on a contract basis, a hospital insider in some ways 
whose presence is approved but perhaps not valued. The extent and depth of their 
experiences in these spaces is unknown, unstudied and unrecorded, but may potentially be 
more comprehensive than expected. They also occupy a liminal space of being 
simultaneously seen and not seen. 
 
Partial Omission: The former patient’s dead body and that dead body’s 
former bed space  
This third example of an omission builds on Betsky’s refrain that the hospital is where you 
come “to be sick and maybe die.”182 The patient’s body is the material of the interaction; 
the relation within a hospital. Once that body is dead the relation or the interaction stops. 
There is little tolerance for the sight of the dead body by other users of the hospital. 
Speciality transports such as concealment trolleys are used to move the body from the 
 
181 Ian Begley, Homeless use hospitals at night to avoid sleeping rough, 2018 https://www.independent.ie/irish-
news/health/homeless-use-hospitals-at-night-to-avoid-sleeping-rough-36477542.html accessed 21st Jan 2019  
182 Betsky, “Framing the Hospital: the Failure of Architecture in the Realm of Medicine,”68 
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place of death to the morgue. These transports conceal both the presence and the shape 
of the body. In some rare circumstances it has been reported that a body is transported to 
the morgue under sheets and blankets but with an oxygen mask covering most of the 
face.183  
 
The major exception to these rules are for the deaths of young children. In those cases, the 
body in a Moses basket is often moved to the chapel or to an isolated ward or bedspace, 
with family, friends, and carers encouraged to sit with the body for a reasonable length of 
time.184 
 
Figure 18: Concealment Trolley 
 
 
183 NHS, “Transporting bodies” 2018 https://www.wsh.nhs.uk/CMS-Documents/Trust-policies/251-
300/PP(16)267TransportingbodiesaroundHospital.pdf accessed 21st Jan 2019 
184 NHS https://www.wsh.nhs.uk/CMS-Documents/Trust-policies/251-
300/PP(16)267TransportingbodiesaroundHospital.pdf accessed 21st Jan 2019 
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It is possible that this well-intentioned consideration of the sensibilities of the living 
members of the public acts to dislocate or sever the experiences of the recently dead 
patient’s family and carers. Until the death of the patient, the family and carers were 
associated with a specific location in the hospital: the bed or bedspace of the patient. After 
death, and in particular after the transportation of the body to the morgue, they are cut 
free. There is no physical evidence of the patient in the public sphere of the hospital and 
the family and carers are of limited further interest to hospital staff. The relatives of those 
who died in ICU in particular were reported as having said that they “… felt alone in their 
grief with unanswered questions.”185 Two UK-based paediatric intensive care scholars, 
Michaela Dixon and Doreen Crawford, included in a general paediatric intensive care 
handbook a record of one father’s persistence in maintaining his connection to the 
patient’s bed, the site of his son’s death.  
 
Ahmed’s son died in PICU, having sustained multiple injuries in a road traffic accident. 
At the anniversary of his death Ahmed visits PICU and sits in a chair at the nurse’s 
station opposite the bed space where his son died. Ahmed has done this for five 
years. As the years have gone by and staff have moved on fewer nurses knew Ahmed 
or cared for his son prior to his death. At the time of his final visit no member of staff 
on duty knew Ahmed or his son and the unit was about to move into a new 
building.186 
 
The experience of the future loss of the patient’s bedspace after her death by that patient 
is poetically outlined by UK-based cultural theorist Peter Conrad when he wrote of a 
photograph by Carole Jerrems from her 1979 series, The Patient: 
 
… a woman in a dressing-gown sits beside her own empty bed, its mattress hollowed 
out in memory of the immobile hours she has spent in it. Her head is slumped on the 
 
185Isabell Fridh, Anna Forsberg, and Ingegerd Bergbom, “Close relatives’ experiences of caring and of the physical 
environment when a loved one dies in an ICU,” Intensive and Critical Care Nursing, 25 (2009), 111-119.  
186 Michaela Dixon and Doreen Crawford, Pediatric Intensive Care Nursing. (Chicester: Wiley, 2012), 378 
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pillow and she appears to be asleep – or, with her hands clasped, is she praying for a 
ghost that might wrap itself in that white sheet? The curtains around the bed, which 
guarantee that death can take place in private, have been drawn open. Directing the 
scene as usual, Jerrems organises a morbid tableau: a Madonna keeps a vigil beside 
an empty tomb, not celebrating a miraculous resurrection but quietly grieving for her 
own exit from life.187 
 
Figure 19: Carol Jerrems (Patient, Royal Hobart Hospital) 1979 
 
The minimal level of personalisation of the space by the patient seems to highlight the 
transient nature of the occupation of that bedspace by the body of that patient. She is 
wearing what may be her own dressing gown and she is using what may be her own box 
of tissues, but her presence in that space is obviously ephemeral. It could be easily, quickly 
and completely removed. The bedspace stripped, disinfected, decontaminated, sterilised 
and returned to a state of anonymous readiness for the next patient.  
 
187 Peter Conrad. “The Faith of Images: Up Close.” The Monthly, no. (October 2010): 61. 
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This contrasts with the personalisation of her own bedspace documented by Jerrems in 
this project. There she has documented her subversion of the fluorescent light fitting 
above the bed into a form of presentation and display. A disturbing feature that confronts 
the medical aesthetics of the 1970s Australian hospital is the tilted rectangular board with 
a chewed-off corner that is propped behind the bedhead in a transitory intervention into 
the architecture of the bedspace. However again these signs of the presence of Jerrems in 
this space could be removed easily, quickly and completely.  
 
Figure 20: Carol Jerrems (Carol Jerrems’ bed and personal effects, Royal Hobart Hospital) 1979 
 
Even in the face of death, the occlusion of the body from other users of the facility 
diminishes the value of the dead and encourages the living to further postpone the idea of 
death; to maintain for a little bit longer the idea of the “niceness” of the hospital.188 This 
attempt at promoting niceness continues into the common practice of having little to no 
 
188 Betsky, “Framing the Hospital: the Failure of Architecture in the Realm of Medicine”, 68 
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signage indicating the location of the morgue or mortuary within the hospital. You know 
where it is if you need to know where it is. 
 
Partial Omission: The violence of medicine 
The investigation of the link between architecture, interior design, health and violence is 
assisted by a recently developed suite of tools, the investigative practices utilised by the 
research agency Forensic Architecture, established in 2010.189 These tools are intended to 
produce architectural evidence that the research group provides to inform judicial and 
political forums about the links between architecture and violence.190 As one of the founders, 
Eyal Weizman, stated in the publication Forensic Architecture, Violence at the Threshold of 
Detectability:  
 
One of the cases examined by the research group based at Goldsmiths in London is 
the reimagining of the interior architecture of the Syrian prison, Saydnaya. The aerial 
outline of the group of buildings could be determined by satellite imaging but there 
was no access available to any written or drawn documentation of these interior 
spaces. The available record was the memories of those who had been prisoners 
within the building. Part of the regime/ the routine/ of the prison was severely 
reduced access to water, food and warmth, chronic sleep deprivation, forbidden to 
talk to each other, and experiencing high levels of stress or terror due to the 
imposition of randomly allocated severe beatings often resulting in death. The 
prisoners were kept in a liminal space of sensory deprivation at the threshold of both 
vision and sound.191  
 
 
189 Forensic Architecture describe themselves on their website as ‘Forensic Architecture (FA) is a research agency, based at 
Goldsmiths, University of London. We undertake advanced architectural and media research on behalf of international 
prosecutors, human rights organisations and political and environmental justice groups. Forensic architecture is also an 
emergent academic field developed at Goldsmiths. It refers to the production and presentation of architectural evidence 
– buildings and urban environments and their media representations.’ https://www.forensic-
architecture.org/project/ accessed 13th Jan 2019 
190 Eyal Weizman, Forensic Architecture: Violence at the Threshold of Detectability (Brooklyn: Zone Books, 2017), 9. 
191 Weizman, Forensic Architecture, 86 
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The link between architecture and violence can be seen in this image of the reconstruction 
of a slot or hatch in the cell doors in Saydnaya. Like the odd-shaped tilted flat surface with 
a chewed corner propped at the back of Jerrems’s bed, it appears out of place. It could be 
seen as a means of passing things between two architectural spaces, but in looking out of 
place it draws attention to the idea that there may be an alternative use. During the 
reconstruction process the former prisoner Samer Al-Ahmed described in translation an 
incident when:  
 
A guard patrolling outside asked him to push his head out through the hatch. It was 
too narrow, but Al-Ahmed finally managed to squeeze his head through by turning it 
sideways and pushing through, the guard then turned his head putting his throat 
against the edge and started kicking it repeatedly. 192 
 
 
Figure 21: Forensic Architecture, Sadynaya, inside a Syrian torture prison, (screen shot) 2016 
 
It would be expected that many of these prisoners would have experienced hallucinations 
and perceptual distortions of one type or another during their time of incarceration.193 
 
192 Weizman, Forensic Architecture, 92  
193 Brian Hagan, Emily Wang, Jeneris Aminawung, Carmen Albizu-Garcia, Nickolas Zaller, Sylviah Nyamu, Shira Shavit, 
Jospeh Deluca and Aaron Fox, “History of Solitary Confinement Is Associated with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
Symptoms Among Individuals Recently Released from Prison.” Journal of Urban Health 95, no. 2 (April 2018): 141–148. 
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Through an extensive examination of the guided oral histories of Saydnaya’s former 
prisoners, the Forensic Architecture group recreated the interiors of the prison though 
digital modelling. Weizman talks of this process as being at the intersection of a range of 
sensory thresholds beyond just sight and sound. The group of former prisoners report that 
this process of reimagining the physical space can be empowering, and that the 
architectural modelling functioned as a mnemonic technique, a conduit to testimony.194 In 
this process: 
  
… victims of extreme violence must recall and reconstruct the worst moments of their 
lives, moments when they were physically hurt or experienced, at close hand the loss 
of loved ones … The closer one gets to the essence … to the heart of the most violent 
incidents the more elusive memory can become. 195 
 
These gaps or blips might result in the oral history and memory of violence being 
discounted. However, this visual imaging is still affecting even when blips or disruptions 
have occurred and some areas are obscured. Others believe the gaps in memory are 
indicators that violence has been witnessed or experienced.196  
 
The UK-based art writer Ned Carter Miles wrote in 2017 of an installation by the Beirut-
based sound artist Lawrence Abu Hamdan197 who in an ongoing project is using sound to 
explore architectural space for evidence of the unequal use of power. In the preparatory 
work for his installation, Saydnaya (ray traces) Hamdan also worked with former prisoners 
of Saydnaya to use sound to map the spaces of this Syrian prison. Hamdan asked prisoners 
to match the reverberations of certain sounds with the memories of their time in this 
prison, where most prisoners were kept in darkness, blindfolded. Hamdan then used the 
acoustical process of ray tracing,198 a design tool here used to map the acoustical leaks of 
 
194 Weizman, Forensic Architecture, 46 
195 Weizman, Forensic Architecture, 44 
196 Melissa Hamilton, “The Reliability of Assault Victims’ Immediate Accounts: Evidence from Trauma Studies.” Stanford 
Law & Policy Review 26, no. 1 (January 1, 2015): 306 
197 Ned Miles, “Lawrence Abu Hamdam,” Art and AsiaPacific, no. 104 (July 1, 2017): 109.  
198 The theory behind the acoustic design tool Ray Traces is outlined in Bergman, David R. “Ray Theory.” In Computational 
Acoustics, 137–175. Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2018.137-175. 
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the prison to produce an experience of how the building sounds and how the sound within 
the prison changed over time. Miles comes to the conclusion that in Hamdan’s process 
“the language of documentary concedes to that of art,”199 as the methodology was 
“uncertain” and the resulting drawings or images of the architecture could be seen as 
abstracted and were exhibited in different scales and relationships. The memories of the 
stressed and disorientated prisoners were not considered sufficient to provide an accurate 
rendition of the spaces in which they were disorientated. As Hamdan describes on his 
website he was working with: 
 
…. more fragile truths; works in which human memory, architecture, violence, and the 
processes of reconstruction are entangled and become irreducible to the language 
and urgency of human rights and advocacy.200 
 
One piece of evidence considered acceptable as documentary is Hamdan’s determination 
that the noise level of the prisoners’ whisperings dropped 19 decibels in the prison after 
the 2011 Syrian revolution.201 As Berlin-based writer Ben Mauk wrote in his review of this 
work: “His work begins in activism but ends elsewhere.”202 It is not only documentary and it 
is not only art. Hamdan described the impact of this in an interview with the Iranian curator 
Mohammad Salemy as the point where the artist and the scientist collide at the “threshold 
of perception” and the threshold of what is perceivable.203  
 
While gaps in memory are frequent for patients admitted to ICU, a study of ongoing 
experiences of intrusive delusional memories by former ICU patients considered oral 
histories and memories as valid research data. They established the context for these 
experiences succinctly:  
 
 
199 Ned Miles, “Lawrence Abu Hamdan,” Art and AsiaPacific, no. 104 (July 1, 2017): 109. 
200 Laurence Abu Hamdan, “Sayadna” 2018 http://lawrenceabuhamdan.com/#/sayadna/ 
201 Laurence Abu Hamdan, “Sayadna” 2018 http://lawrenceabuhamdan.com/#/sayadna/ 
202 Ben Mauk, “Does Sound Deceive Forensic Art” 2018 https://frieze.com/article/does-sound-deceive-forensic-art-
lawrence-abu-hamdan-0 
203 Mohammad Salemy “Conversations Laurence Abu Hamdan”, 2018 
https://ocula.com/magazine/conversations/lawrence-abu-hamdan/ 
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As they [the patients] may be heavily sedated or unconscious, few patients remember 
being admitted to intensive care, and most are disorientated when they wake up. 
Many patients recall little from the entire stay.204  
 
In addition, many ICU patients experience more than mere disorientation; they also 
encounter a form of hallucination known as the syndrome “ICU delirium”.205 As one patient 
reported, “Yeah, I went fishing with me dad, and that one did frighten me, because my dad 
has been dead for ten years.”206 During their time in ICU many patients report the difficulty 
and anxiety they feel trying to reconcile what they were experiencing with what they know 
of reality. As with the patient who went fishing with his dead father, they often report 
feeling scared or frightened. Intrusive memories of these hallucinations are often 
experienced at varying frequencies, up to several times a day for varying lengths of time 
after discharge. Two of the memories of hallucinations experienced in ICU are recorded in 
this study: 
 
They [the nurses] had to prepare so many patients for death … They turned you into a 
Zombie … put you into a shopping trolley and wheeled you into a basement. They 
got paid according to how many patients they brought down. People were lying 
round at various stages of dying … I ended up in a trolley with an old boy called 
George, who was dead … He was leaning on me and there was unbearable heat … 
Before I knew it, a nurse came upon me. She gave me the injection. There were 
people there with cloaks like an abbot, I couldn’t see their faces. They were … families 
who would take your soul … They would envelop you … suck you up and move on ... I 
jumped out and got away but ended up in a coffin in a chapel of rest.207  
 
 
204 Dorothy Wade, Chris R. Brewin, David C.J. Howell, Emily White, Michael G. Mythen and John A. Weinman, “ Intrusive 
memories of hallucinations and delusions in traumatized intensive care patients: An interview study,” British Journal of 
Health Psychology 20, 615.  
205 Judith M. Magarey, Helen H. McCutcheon and Judith M. Magarey, Judith M. “Fishing with the Dead’--Recall of 
Memories from the ICU,” Intensive & critical care nursing 21, no. 6 (December 1, 2005): 351.  
206 Magarey, “Fishing with the Dead,” 349 
207 Dorothy Wade, Chris Brewin, David Howell, Emily White, Michael Mythen, and John Weinman. “Intrusive memories of 
hallucinations and delusions in traumatized intensive care patients: An interview study,” British Journal of Health 
Psychology, 20: (2015), 625.  
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And:  
 
There was a nurse … I felt she was disapproving because I was a bariatric patient, I 
wasn’t a real intensive care patient, I wasn’t really ‘ill’ ... I was clicking the buzzer and 
the nurse took it off me and told me to be quiet. She hung it on a hook out of my 
reach … She said the other patients were sick and I was disturbing everyone  …It really 
made me feel like a child … My memory is of lying there with tubes in me. I thought I 
called for help many times and nobody came. But my family said that none of this 
happened. They knew I wasn’t myself. 208 
 
In this last case, an obese patient who appeared to be hallucinating described a common 
form of structural violence. This violence, a constructed system of modes of operation and 
belief systems, excludes some by disconnecting societal relations. Her family did not 
believe this story to be true. The nurse perhaps thought her to be at least partially 
responsible for her health condition and an unworthy nuisance. The structural form of 
violence described by the patient illustrates aspects of a framework of violence in medicine 
outlined by the American academic Johanna Shapiro. She describes this framework as 
forming a continuum, running from what some might consider trivial to that which may be 
thought of as harsh and unrealistic. All this violence is most commonly overlooked or taken 
to be just what happens.209 The expanded scope of Shapiro’s understanding of violence 
within medicine is reinforced by how the World Health Organization210 defines violence: 
  
The intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, 
another person, or against a group or community, that either results in or has a high 
 
208Wade “Intrusive memories of hallucinations and delusions in traumatized intensive care patients: An interview study.” 
626 
209 Johanna Shapiro, ““Violence” in Medicine: Necessary and Unnecessary, Intentional and Unintentional”. Philosophy, 
ethics, and humanities in medicine: PEHM Vol. 13, no. 1, (June 11, 2018): 6-7. 
210 World Health Organisation “Violence” 2017  
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/42495/9241545615_eng.pdf;jsessionid=791B066607F2947EABFC141791F
D7B70?sequence=1 accessed 26th August 2018 
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likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment or 
deprivation. 
 
Shapiro’s framework of types of violence in medicine ranges from the systemic 
bureaucratic “organisational violence”, originating from the hospital’s architecture and 
design, noise levels, access to public transport, and the edibility of the hospital’s food, 
through to physician arrogance and what Shapiro calls “the laity’s faith that medicine can 
solve all problems”,211 to the end point of the violence inherent in keeping people 
technically alive while prolonging a meaningless existence. That the World Health 
Organization does not define violence in terms of motive or intention is echoed by Clive 
Parker, the Director of Arts for Health at Manchester Metropolitan University, who queries 
the: 
 
... discrete violence of the hospital [but considers it to be] … without aggression … 
[where the violence in hospitals is ] ... an ambient contractual violence tempered by 
metaphor and discretion but consented to by patients and parents who sign off their 
permission to be subjected to all manner of trauma.212 
 
The American medical humanities scholar Kathleen Powers disagrees with the notion that 
the violence within hospitals is tempered by metaphor and discretion. Rather, she 
considers the metaphoric language used in hospitals to be a language of violence, or a 
language of war. In a 2017 paper she outlined the militaristic and violent frameworks for 
the metaphoric descriptions of treatment and patient response. These descriptions include 
the notion that some therapies offer “a precise and targeted response to sites of disease … 
requiring ongoing surveillance to find new targets from a silent and hidden threat and 
interminable medical interventions.”213 However, Powers suggests that the success or 
otherwise of these treatments is often attributed to the courage of the patient and their 
 
211 Shapiro, “Violence” in Medicine, 2-4. 
212 Clive Parker, Critical Care, Cad factory 35. 
213 Kathleen Powers. “The common use of words of violence in medicine". Medicine and Violence Conference, the 
Program for the Medical Humanities. September 8, 2017. University of California, Berkeley. Center for Science, 
Technology, Medicine and Society." 
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ability to fight the disease. Within this violent, militaristic metaphor, should the patient 
stop fighting they will almost certainly experience defeat; to transition to palliative care 
implies failure.214 The crux of her paper is that violent, militaristic language and metaphor 
privileges the use of aggressive, violent treatments and is a means of passing responsibility 
for the success or otherwise on to the patient.215 Bizarrely, Powers has found these violent 
metaphors are now often applied to patients with Alzheimer’s and dementia, both of which 
are currently incurable. The agency of patients with Alzheimer’s or dementia is 
compromised and unlikely to affect the progression of the disease; however, the language 
used would still unfairly imply the patient had agency in the progression of their disease.  
 
Earlier the American sociologist Deborah Lupton had argued that aggressive violent 
contemporary surgical and therapeutic treatments cause “alterations in the body which can 
mark and mutilate.”216 The scars of amputation have been familiar signs of the violence of 
medicine for many centuries. They are now overlaid with physical scars from recently 
developed surgical treatments of cancers, heart disease, and numerous other chronic 
diseases. The scars from surgical wounds on the interior surfaces of the body as well as the 
exterior skin are the most obvious sign of surgery, and when these scars are the result of 
elective cosmetic surgical treatments it is easier to acknowledge that it is possible this is a 
form of violence.  
 
In his seminal publication The Birth of the Clinic, Foucault stated that the idea of violence 
in the patient–healthcare worker relationship could be seen to be inherent, saying “but to 
look in order to know, to show in order to teach, is not this a tacit form of violence, all the 
more abusive for its silence, upon a sick body that demands to be comforted, not 
displayed?”217 Foucault connects the notions of death and of seeing, or “the gaze”,218 and 
questions the actions of doctors and healthcare professionals in their relationships with 
 
214 Powers, Powers, Kathleen. "The common use of words of violence in medicine”, 
215 Powers, Powers, Kathleen. "The common use of words of violence in medicine", 
216Deborah Lupton, Medicine as Culture: Illness, Disease and the Body, (London: SAGE Publishing, 2003), 88. 
217Foucault, The birth of the clinic, 84  
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patients, noting the potential balances and imbalances of power.219 “Violence” may be too 
harsh a word to apply to all medical activities as is suggested by Foucault. However, 
imagine if the operation of a contemporary ICU were to be examined by the Forensic 
Architecture suite of tools and techniques and evaluated by non-medical definitions of 
violence and torture. Through reverse engineering and examination of the ICU’s evidence-
based design, the bureaucracy, and the training of the medical staff, one may conclude 
there is an inherent level of violence determined both by the container of the hospital and 
the contents. Looking from a different viewpoint or in a different context may reveal what 
has been accepted or left unsaid, and what is seen may no longer be acceptable.  
 
Sleep deprivation, acknowledged by Amnesty International to be a means of torture,220 
could be expected to occur in the regimes of long working hours required of early-career 
doctors, residents, and interns. The assumption of a distortedly heavy workload as normal 
can be seen in this 2007 study by Australian medical academic Louis Landau when he 
reported that “trainees apparently expressed reduced satisfaction with hours in excess of 
80 hours per week”.221 
 
Since 2004, countries in the European Union have limited the maximum numbers of hours 
per week for early-career doctors in hospitals to 58 and since 2009 to a maximum of 48 
hours per week with a maximum shift length of 13 hours. In New Zealand since 1985 there 
is a maximum allowable workload of 72 hours per week with a maximum shift length of 13 
hours.222 Australia has followed an alternative method, where specific numerical limits are 
not imposed but a reliance is placed on the general work safety legislation to control the 
risk of these working conditions, as outlined in the Australian Medical Association’s 
National Code of Practice: Hours of Work, Shiftwork and Rostering for Hospital Doctors.223 
 
219Foucault, The birth of the clinic, 84  
220Amnesty International Defining torture https://www.amnesty.org/en/what-we-do/torture/ 
221Louis Landau. “Quality Junior Doctor Training, Improved Workforce Outcomes and Patient safety”, Australian Health 
Review 31, no. 1 1 (April 1, 2007): S107. 
222 Phillipa Gander, Heather Purnell, Alexander Garden, and Alistair Woodward. “Work Patterns and Fatigue-Related Risk 
Among Junior Doctors.” Occupational and Environmental Medicine 64, no. 11 (November 1, 2007): 733 
223 AMA “Hours of Work” 2016 
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There is, however, both quantitative and qualitative research on the impact of the working 
conditions experienced by early-career doctors on clinical outcomes and on the health and 
safety of the workers. On the one hand, a study of the literature224 by Isabella Zhao, Fiona 
Bogossian and Catherine Turner reported that the literature was unable to establish causal 
links between fatigue and work-related injuries. On the other, in a study where 36 
emergency physicians were shadowed for a total of 120 hours, the authors, Australian 
medical academics Johanna Westbrook, Magdalena Raban and Scott Walker reported poor 
clinical outcomes evidenced by the failure to complete simple prescription tasks with what 
would seem to be the unbelievable statistics of a total of 208 prescribing errors in 239 
medication orders.225 They attributed these errors to multitasking, sleep deprivation, and 
difficulty concentrating. Finally, a UK study of 2170 trainees in anaesthesia reported 84 
percent had felt too tired to drive home at the end of shift and 57 percent had experienced 
a near-miss or car accident driving home from work.226  
 
The systemic or organisational violence proposed earlier by Shapiro227 could also be 
applied to the work practices specific to the training programs undertaken by young 
doctors. The Australian Medical Association in 2016 undertook an update of their Safe 
Work Hours Audit. 228 The title of the audit draws a clear link between numbers of hours 
worked and safety. In addition, it spells out the links between fatigue and the safety both 
of the doctor and the patient. One of their strongly worded conclusions is that of their 
study respondents, of whom 80 percent were doctors in training, one in two was working 
unsafe hours.  
 
 
 
225 J. L. Westbrook, M.Z Raban and S.R. Walter, “Task errors by emergency physicians are associated with interruptions, 
multitasking, fatigue and working memory capacity: a prospective, direct observation study.” BMJ Quality Safety (2018), 
655-663.  
226 L. McClelland, J. Holland, N. Lomas, E. Redfern, and A. Plunkett “National survey of the effects of fatigue on trainees in 
anaesthesia in the UK,” Anaesthesia Vol 72. 9. (Jul 5, 2017) 1069-1077 
227 Shapiro, “Violence” in Medicine, 2-4. 
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Giving the last word to the voice of the doctor in training, a qualitative study by Australian 
and Scottish medical academics Victoria Tallentire, Samantha Smith, Adam Facey and Laila 
Rotstein, “Exploring newly qualified doctors’ workplace stressors: an interview study from 
Australia”, included several quotes from the study participants that allude to the stress of 
the workload and the systemic violence of the system:  
 
You’re covering about 100 patients on your own and it's just, your pager is full. Like, 
you've got 25 outstanding pagers, a few MET [medical emergency team] calls going, 
like, really sick patients. And it's just that absolute sense of being totally overwhelmed 
and exhausted …229 
 
and  
 
I didn’t know what I was doing and I called the registrar to ask for help and he said, ‘I 
don’t want to deal with this, you sort it out’ and hung up on me. And it’s, like, 
absolutely terrifying. It was my first week. I had no idea what I was doing with this 
patient … It’s not professional the way we’re spoken to sometimes, and, you know, it 
wouldn’t be allowed in any other workplace so it shouldn’t be allowed here.230 
 
The bureaucratic system of requiring long hours per shift, rotations of those shifts, and the 
possibility of stress experienced in the real-world training model for postgraduate medical 
training could all be framed as an additional form of violence in medicine. 
 
Art and Hospital/ICU - My Work Blood on Silk: Last Seen 
Blood on Silk: Last Seen was exhibited in 2017 as the first commission for the Turbine Hall 
of Casula Arts Centre in Western Sydney, Australia. The Turbine Hall, where visitors enter 
 
229 Victoria Tallentire Samantha Smith, Adam Facey, and Laila Rotstein, “Exploring newly qualified doctors' workplace 
stressors: an interview study from Australia.” BMJ Open (2017), 
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the gallery, is a cavernous exhibition space.231 The ground floor of the hall is the site of 
multiple points of transition and of deciding where to go and what to see. Some points 
relate directly to the architecture and others to the patterns or paths of passage in the 
space, establishing an invisible criss-crossing pattern of usage. The most overt point of 
transition is at the entry to the interior, followed by less obvious points of transition over 
the entire ground floor, as the visitor determines what sequence of paths they will take. At 
the mezzanine level, the visitor traffic is limited to the perimeter of the space. 
 
Overlaid onto this pattern of transitions is the work Blood on Silk: Last Seen. The points of 
transition in the process of medicalised death start at the same place, coming through the 
entryways either through the hospital’s emergency department or the main front door, as 
with Casula. Layers of transition points are then built up through the hospital’s systems, 
design and architecture: the controls of visitor entry into the ICU, the swing doors leading 
to the operating theatres, and the empty, shadowy corridors at night where the carer has 
been asked to wait while the staff undertake some procedure on the patient. The visitor 
enters and is drawn to looking upwards to see the large sheets of hand-made silk paper 
referencing the visceral nature of the body’s connective tissue, hanging from the ceiling to 
form five or six rooms or partially curtained bed spaces. The corners of the curtained 
spaces are curved, allowing one to imagine that they could be thrown back like a hospital 
curtain to provide access to the entire space. The visitor looks at the ceiling as if they are a 
patient lying on their bed just staring upwards.  
 
The ceiling is not lit, drawing the upper reaches of the silk into darkness. In his book In 
Praise of Shadows,232 the Japanese writer Jun’ichirō Tanizaki reframes the value we 
habitually assign to light and dark and investigates a certain type of seeing that can only 
be experienced in the darkness of shadows: “The darkness seemed to fall from the ceiling, 
lofty, intense, monolithic, the fragile light ... unable to pierce its thickness … the visible 
darkness.”233 In Blood on Silk: Last Seen, the light of the floor and the darkness of the high 
 
231 Casula Arts Centre Turbine Hall is a space approximately 13.8 metres high by 12.7 metres wide and 26.5 metres deep. 
 
233Jun’ichirō Tanizaki In Praise of Shadows, (New Haven: Leete’s Island Books, 1977), 34-35.  
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ceiling, illuminated only by intermittent daylight, are both offset by the liminal space in the 
mezzanine gallery and speak to the clarity of seeing in the shadow, evoking the way of 
seeing in the liminal spaces occupied by carers in ICUs.  
 
This is a work that reflects the time of day and the weather. In the nighttime the ceiling is 
in deep darkness and appears out of reach and mysterious. During the day, as the space of 
the gallery is not climate-controlled, it is possible to allow access to the wind and the 
daylight. The work responds to those changing conditions, with some elements only 
becoming visible in the late afternoon. The visceral tissue like character of the handmade 
silk paper approaches and recedes with the distance of the viewer from the work. At one 
point on the mezzanine the silk paper is close enough to touch, to examine and to hold 
close.  
 
In the mezzanine gallery to the side of the main gallery, the hard, fluorescent lighting 
starkly refers to the liminal space of the former smoking areas just outside many hospital 
buildings (all hospitals in Australia are now smoke-free, including all external areas). Along 
the wall at an inconvenient height a row of metal ashtrays waiting to be of no service are 
spaced to allow individuals or small groups of smokers to congregate and pass the time.  
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Figure 22: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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Figure 23: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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Figure 24: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 reconfigured in 2019 (detail). Photo credit Alex 
Gooding  
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Figure 25: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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Figure 26: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail) 
Art and Hospital/ICU – My Work The Seventh Seal as Fairytale: Once 
upon a time in the threat of a pandemic (ICU)  
My second rewriting of the narrative of The Seventh Seal as a fairytale is reimagined within 
a contemporary ICU and the surrounding liminal spaces and is titled: 
 
Once upon a time in the threat of a pandemic (ICU): 
Chapter One  
1. We can see the intensivist and the registrar who have returned from a city where a 
Class 5 pandemic has been declared. They are sleeping. We hear an alarm. We can 
see that the intensivist is awake. The intensivist goes to use the toilet. Death 
appears; the intensivist challenges Death to a card game* to delay the intensivist’s 
own death. 
 
2. The intensivist and the registrar get dressed, put their stethoscopes around their 
necks and leave. They ask directions to the ICU of a patient on a trolley in the 
corridor. They do not know if the patient is alive or dead. 
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Chapter Two  
3. We see a young patient waking up in ICU. A nurse washes the patient’s face.  
 
4. The young patient sees a hallucination of someone beautiful teaching him to walk. 
He rings his wife to tell her. The nurse tells him to be quiet.  
 
5. The young patient, his wife and child are watching a nature video. A visitor 
complains about the noise.  
 
Chapter Three  
6. Walking along a hospital corridor, the intensivist and the registrar see a new 
artwork. The art is uplifting. Death has been banished. The registrar shares a drink 
with the artist who offers to hide a lock of the registrar’s hair in the work.  
 
7. The intensivist goes to a meeting about the Pandemic Disaster Response Plan 
(PDRP). Death switches places with the CEO. Then the intensivist tells the CEO of 
the plan to defeat Death at cards. 
 
Chapter Four  
8. The intensivist and the registrar meet a young member of the ICU team. She has 
been given the blame for a patient becoming infected. Everybody avoids her.  
 
Chapter Five  
9. The intensivist and the registrar go outside to find something to eat. They have a 
cigarette at the back of the morgue. It is full of bodies. The registrar sees someone 
stealing jewellery from a dead woman and recognises the thief’s face. A relative of 
the dead woman hides in the background.  
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10. The registrar stops the thief from attacking or raping the dead woman’s relative.  
 
11. The registrar gets a can of drink from the morgue’s vending machine, tries to kiss 
the woman’s relative, offers the relative a job and leaves together with the 
intensivist.  
 
Chapter Six  
12. The ICU visitor puts on a song-and-dance routine in the hospital waiting room. He 
wants to make money. A patient who had been waiting a long time throws a piece 
of fruit at him. The visitor leaves. He goes to a bar with a woman he met in the 
hospital corridor.  
 
13. A group, expecting the apocalypse, rally at the hospital. Everybody stops to watch 
them. They are giving out sweets and balloons to the children.  
 
Chapter Seven  
14. There are many people in the bar drinking beer and eating nuts. They talk about 
the pandemic and scare themselves. The bar is dark and dirty.  
 
15. The young patient hallucinates that he is bullied and made to dance. He awakes 
scared and frightened.  
 
Chapter Eight  
16. We see the intensivist, the young patient’s wife and child sitting outside on the 
grass. It is sunny and peaceful. The young, scared patient is wheeled out to them 
and his wife comforts him.  
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17. The intensivist is offered food and drink. Taking a bowl of milk and holding it, the 
intensivist says, “I’ll carry this memory between my hands as if it were a bowl filled 
to the brim with fresh milk … and it will be an adequate sign … it will be enough 
for me.”  
 
18. The young patient plays a song on his phone. The intensivist talks about their 
spouse. All are content. The intensivist offers them accommodation at a country 
house. 
 
19. Death draws the intensivist away to continue their game of cards. 
 
Chapter Nine  
20. They all leave to go to the intensivist’s home in the country. The intensivist leads 
the convoy.  
 
21. At the motorway rest stop a man sees the woman from the corridor with the ICU 
visitor. The visitor pretends to kill himself and then goes to sleep in the bush. 
Death cuts down a tree, which falls on his tent and kills him. 
 
22. The young member of the ICU team is brought through the rest stop. The 
intensivist asks about the infected patient’s death. There is no answer. The human 
resources team lead her away.  
 
23. At the rest stop the intensivist resumes the card game with Death. They hear the 
screams of a dying man. It is the thief. He is infected. He begs for water. They 
keep away from him and he dies.  
 
24. The intensivist resumes the card game with Death. Distracting Death, the 
intensivist knocks over the table. The young patient, his wife and child escape.  
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25. At the rest stop we see it is the dark night of the soul. 
 
Chapter Ten  
26. The young patient and his wife drive away on a side road and hide.  
 
27. The intensivist and the others go to the country house. They meet the intensivist’s 
spouse who offers food and drink. Over the meal the spouse looks up news of the 
pandemic on a phone. The internet goes down; it is out for half an hour.  
 
28. Death comes for them all.  
Chapter Eleven 
29. The young patient’s wife looks out at the new day’s sun. The young patient sees a 
hallucination where Death leads the others away over the top of a hill silhouetted 
by the storm clouds. 
The End 
*Racing patience ICU 
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Chapter 3 – Blood, Blood Products, Body Parts and Surveillance  
It's work. I'm providing a product. 
You know, I'm like a cow. I'm giving milk.234 
 
Art/science collaborations and projects, including those involving art and medicine such as 
this one, necessarily occur across the boundaries between disciplines.235 Whether they are 
a means of producing “good art” or are a “good thing” was examined by the editorial team 
for Leonardo, an art journal that publishes papers on artists, theorists and academics at the 
cutting-edge practice of art, science and technology. In the preface for an issue of 
Leonardo in 2018, Roger F. Malina, Alex Topete Garcia, and João Silveira listed what they 
call exemplars at the crossroads of transdisciplinary projects; examples of peer-assessed, 
excellent art that clearly illustrates the benefits of art/science collaborations. As Malina, 
Garcia, and Silveira comment:  
 
The exemplars offer specific evidence that transdisciplinary collaboration is not the 
exception to the traditional rules of scientific research, technological innovation, art 
practice or academic inquiry but has emerged as a discrete paradigm in need of its 
own definitions, rules and recognition.236 
 
There are of course oppositional views on the success or otherwise of these 
multidisciplinary, transdisciplinary or critical interdisciplinary practices. A relatively common 
artistic authorship strategy that might elicit such a response is sourcing an artefact of 
science, from a laboratory, from a physical or online scientific archive, or from the 
collection of a science museum. The artist then relocates the unchanged artefact to an art 
 
234 François Pilet and Marie Maurisse “Blood Business”, 2018 https://vimeo.com/217497031 accessed 16th December 
2018 Interview an unnamed producer about the repetitive process of being paid to produce blood plasma 
235 Transdisciplinarity is commonly associated with working within a collaboration however the research in a PhD is the 
work of one individual. As a result, I have adapted the methodology to a new form, transdisciplinary by proxy. This is 
where the use of the published research of others stands in for their physical presence within a collaboration. 
236 Roger F. Malina, Alex Topete Garcia and João Silveira “What Is the evidence that art-science-technology 
collaboration Is a Good thing?” Leonardo, Volume 51, Number 1, 2018: 2.  
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exhibition. Moving the artefact, which could even be data or its modelling, to an art space 
or art museum excises it from its original context and locates it within the discourse of art, 
not the discourse of science, nor the discourse of any co-authored space. It does not 
operate as a boundary object. 
 
Using the parallels offered by debates around ethnographic museum practices of 
collection and interpretation, one might view such an artist as simply a collector acquiring 
an artefact from “other”, “exotic” sites or discourses with different languages, cultures and 
contexts. The artefact in this process is then reinterpreted in light of its relocation to a 
privileged art space as existing within the discourse of art and removed from its original 
context. These colonial practices are increasingly unacceptable, but not yet entirely 
extinguished within the ethnographic museum field.237 Artists are increasingly using 
changing ethnographic methodologies to move beyond the apparent underlying premise 
of this practice as one of inclusion and exclusion, with each context seen as a separate or 
isolated event or site.  
 
Some critics do not accept that there is anything of value to find in the intersection of art 
and science and in the fluidity of this boundary. The American art historian and critic James 
Elkins argues against what he calls the more traditional art/science aesthetic narrative in his 
essay “Aesthetics and the Two Cultures: Why art and science should be allowed to go their 
separate ways.”238 He argues that there is an art/science narrative that was previously lost 
but is now rediscovered. This narrative is based on a combined aesthetic understanding 
derived from “the empiricism of the early Renaissance, the geometrization of vision in the 
15th Century, the 19th Century infatuation with color theories and the 20th century 
exploration of computer assisted painting.”239 Elkins writes that this linking of the 
aesthetics of arts and sciences apparently hinges on the idea that they share simplicity, 
elegance, harmony and beauty. 
 
237 Alexander Geurds and Laura Van Broekhoven, ed Creating Authenticity: Authentication Processes in Ethnographic 
Museums (Sidestone Press 2013), 3-7. 
238 Francis Halsall, Julia Jansen and Tony O'Connor, ed Rediscovering Aesthetics (Standford: Stanford Press 2009), 34-50. 
239 Halsall, Rediscovering Aesthetics, 35. 
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Elkins posits four arguments that critique the value of connecting art and science. First, he 
writes that the standard art/science aesthetic narrative does not apply to all of art, only to 
some art. Second, Elkins suggests that only minor or unknown artists are involved in the 
standard narrative linking art/science; Elkins considers an artist to be “minor” based on the 
number of references to them in art history texts, an ironically objective method of 
determining artistic value. Third, Elkins considers the interest in art/science as an interest in 
technology, engineering, and new media, rather than science itself. Finally, Elkins believes 
that what appears in art as “science” is actually popularised science, by which he appears to 
mean science that is simplified in some way. He concludes his argument by stating that “... 
many more artists take bits and pieces of science and put them together collage fashion 
without attending to their original meanings.”240 
 
There are two elements of prime interest in Elkins’s arguments. The first is the importance 
he places on attending to the “original meaning” or context of scientific artefacts, or what 
he calls the “bits and pieces of science”. The second is the distinction he draws between 
the categories of technology, science, and popularised science, and whether these 
categories are actually useful. 
 
The current discussion in publications such as Nature and Scientific American concerning 
science, technology and engineering suggests that these categories are so intertwined that 
it is almost impossible to distinguish the boundaries between them. This point is well 
illustrated in the menu and submenu bars on the Scientific American website.241 The main 
menu lists “The sciences” and “Tech” as separate categories. However, the sub-menus for 
each category reinforce the idea that discipline boundaries are not solid and immutable. In 
the sciences menu, chemistry, physics, and biology are listed alongside arts, culture, and 
ethics. In the tech submenu, aerospace, energy, and medical & biotech are listed. Elkins’ 
idea that technology is only a form of applied scientific knowledge and not a form of 
 
240 Halsall, Rediscovering Aesthetics, 39. 
241 Scientific American “Home” 2018 https://www.scientificamerican.com/ 
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knowledge itself suggests that new knowledge is not created in the application of scientific 
knowledge. This argument is not consistent with the views of other contemporary 
theorists, including the UK sociologist Greg Myers,242 American historian Allen Repko,243 
and American sociologist John Law, about knowledge formation or creation. Law succinctly 
places one view of the model of the creation of knowledge as the theoretical embodied in 
skills and ways of seeing244 that are in turn constructed by the social, economic, and 
technological contexts. Despite this, Elkins distrusts interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
practices and seeks to maintain the boundaries of the categories of art and science as 
separate or distinguishable.  
 
The mission statement for the European Research Council runs counter to Elkin’s position, 
in stating that: 
 
Today the distinction between ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ research has become blurred, due 
to the fact that emerging areas of science and technology often cover substantial 
elements of both.245  
 
This understanding of a blurred distinction can be extended to consider that the 
boundaries between the categories of art, science, technology, engineering, and popular 
science are fundamentally fluid and arbitrary in nature. What is included within and 
excluded from a discipline changes significantly over time; the borders and boundaries 
exhibit degrees of permeability. Many theorists, such as Stephen Rowland, Myers and 
Repko argue that it is in these areas of fluidity and change that “art/science” can be 
explored and realised.246 
 
 
242 Greg Myers. “Discourse Studies of Scientific Popularization: Questioning the Boundaries.” Discourse Studies 5, no. 2 
(May 2003):265. 
243 Allan Repko, Interdisciplinary Research, 10. 
244 John Law, “The Materials of STS” in The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies, ed Dan Hicks and Mary Carolyn 
Beaudry (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 178. 
245 European Research Council “Home”  2018  https://erc.europa.eu/about-erc/mission accessed 12th December 2018 
246 Allan Repko, Interdisciplinary Research, 10. 
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A more nuanced view is that of the scientists Vincent Bergeron and Dominic McIver Lopes, 
who suggest that “to see what is at stake … [from non-integration]  …consider what it 
would be like for science to go it alone and pay no heed to non-scientific studies.”247 They 
argue: 
 
So, integration [between categories] is not the same as convergence on a unified 
theory of aesthetic response. It does not even require that scholars from different 
disciplines share the same interests or vocabulary. It only requires that they seek to 
understand the same phenomenon.248 
 
These comments apply both to objects and phenomena located within disciplines and to 
those existing as boundary objects. Cross-disciplinary, multidisciplinary, or transdisciplinary 
approaches do not necessarily require the participation of each discipline in a 
collaboration, but can exist in the residues of observations and understanding of each 
discipline. This concept is further explored in the next two sections, where the science and 
art of the materiality of blood, blood products, and body parts as material in transit are 
juxtaposed.  
 
Blood, blood products, and body parts as material in transit  
The circulatory system for the human body is comprised of the cardiovascular system and 
the respiratory system. The cardiovascular system is a complex, variable and closed 
interchange; normally, blood does not leave the distribution network of heart, arteries, 
veins and capillaries. The three primary functions of blood are as a means of transport 
around the body including the gas exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide; protection of 
the body from external factors including disease and regulation of the body’s temperature 
and pH level.  Blood is produced within the human body as a renewable, replenishable 
 
247 Vincent Bergeron and Dominic McIver Lopes, “Aesthetic Theory and Aesthetic Science: Prospects for Integration” in 
Aesthetic Science: Connecting Minds, Brains, and Experience, ed Arthur Shimamura 001 and Stephen Palmer, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011), 72. 
248 Bergeron, Aesthetic Theory, 72. 
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resource and has not yet been successfully synthesised on an industrial scale due to the 
high cost of the processes involved.249 A short-term replacement for the oxygen-carrying 
mechanism of blood, one the most important features of the red cell component of blood, 
may be the most achievable commercial product in the near future. 250 Meanwhile blood, 
blood products, and body parts that are produced by one body and then removed from 
that body to be placed into another all have a commercial value, both in legal and illegal 
markets.251  
 
The sociologist John Law argues that “matter matters”,252 but only if it is detectable. Thus:  
 
… materiality is understood as a relational effect. Something becomes material 
because it makes a difference, because somehow or other it is detectable. It depends, 
then, on a relation between what is detected and that which does the detecting. 
Matter that does not make a difference does not matter. It is not matter since there is 
no relation. No relation of difference and detection. No relation at all.253  
 
Law questions the stability of the relationship between matter and its materiality, or its 
practice of being matter. Thus, the patterning through the practice by the matter of blood, 
which could initially be a singular, definable form of matter, a physical chemical structure, 
can instead be a multiple number of materialisations, made evident through practices. 
These practices can occur both inside and outside of the body and are formed by differing 
physical, cultural, social, and economic contexts.254 
 
 
249 David Shier, Jackie Butler, and Ricki Lewis, Hole’s Human Anatomy & Physiology 13th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 
(2013): 525-553. 
250 Samira Moradi, Ali Jahanian-Najafabadi, and Mehryar Habibi Roudkenar, “Artificial Blood Substitutes: First Steps on 
the Long Route to Clinical Utility.” Clinical Medicine Insights: Blood Disorders 9, no. 2016 (January 2016): 33–41. 
251 RW Toner 1, L Pizzi L, and Leas B,. “Costs to hospitals of acquiring and processing blood in the US: a survey of hospital-
based blood banks and transfusion services”, 2011 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21174480 accessed 30th 
September 2018 t 
252 Law, “The Materials of STS,” 173. 
253 Law, “The Materials of STS,” 173. 
254 Law, “The Materials of STS,” 184. 
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Blood comfortably holds two detectable but apparently contradictory materialities at the 
same time: that of being ubiquitous and yet singular. Blood is a material found in all 
humans and is essential for the ongoing functioning of the human body. Blood’s 
singularity arises from the singularity of its producer, reflecting the genetic coding and 
lived experiences of the producer. As with many other parts of the body, the genetic 
sequence of the human producer can be revealed through DNA profiling to be a 
detectable and unique singularity (there is one exception to this singularity: the blood of 
identical siblings.)255 In her recent publication, the performance artist and scholar Lisa 
Newman wrote: 
 
… though blood is a tangible, indexical mark of the literal body its visible presence 
outside of the body is also referential of the body’s absence by pointing to its 
impermanence, shifting identity, and mortality.256  
 
The materiality, as previously described by Law, of blood and blood products can be partly 
examined in the transition from being in the body within the circulatory system to being 
outside it. The change in the blood’s location allows for different methods of detection, 
affecting its materiality. The most extreme form of this transition is exsanguination, or 
when an individual bleeds out to death. The two main ways this transition can occur are 
the traumatic processes of external bleeding, when blood moves from inside the 
circulatory system to outside the body, and internal bleeding, when blood leaves the 
circulatory system but remains bound by the body. In both cases the consequences are life 
threatening. 
 
The most frequent form of internal bleeding out occurs when blood moves out of the 
circulatory system and into the retroperitoneal cavity, otherwise called the abdominal 
cavity. This space can hold the entire volume of a body’s blood within the body and yet 
outside the circulatory system with life threatening consequences.  The rupturing of 
 
255 Douglas Starr, Blood: an Epic History of Medicine and Commerce (London: Warner, 2001), 17- 19 
256 Lisa Newman “Blood for Money”, 2014  https://madeinart.weebly.com/blood-for-money-by-lisa-newman.html 
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aneurysms257, for example, can also result in blood entering other parts of the body 
without leaving it.  
 
Another practice whereby blood and blood products can transition from inside the 
circulatory system to outside the body occurs through the collection of blood or blood 
products for transfusion to another body. The reverse process is that of transfusing blood 
and blood products from another body, transitioning from being outside a body to inside 
it. Another transition out of both the circulatory system and the body is the taking of blood 
samples of external testing. The tests are destructive and the blood is not returned to the 
body.  
 
Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in art  
This thesis focuses on blood, blood products and body parts in transit, or in motion. The 
movements and transitions of blood and blood products through the human body, from 
one body to another, from one part of one body to another part, and from within the body 
to permanently outside the body are located in a range of economic, technological, and 
social contexts. The movements of body parts from one body to another is always assisted, 
can occur through both legal and illegal channels, and can involve both live and dead 
producers.  
 
In 2013, the Australian cross-disciplinary artist John A Douglas incorporated his everyday 
experience of dialysis treatment (what he describes as “life support”) into a 10-hour 
performative work titled Body Fluid II (REDUX).258 In this performance, Douglas undergoes 
his daily cycle of dialysis treatments. An understanding of the why, how, and where of the 
dialysis process underpins Douglas’s work. Dialysis is the process of removing waste 
 
257 An Aneurysm - The most common aneurysm of the aorta is an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). This occurs in 
the part of the aorta that runs through the abdomen. Without surgery, the annual survival rate for an AAA of over 6 
cm is 20 percent. Acute Aortic Dissection: Population-Based Incidence Compared With Degenerative Aortic Aneurysm 
Rupture, Mayo Clinic Proceedings Volume 79, Issue 2, (February 2004) 176-180 
 
258 Symbiotica, “John A. Douglas artist page”, 2018  http://www.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au/residents/john-a.-douglas 
accessed 19th September 2018 
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products and excess water from the blood while regulating the levels of specific chemicals 
through a set of semi-permeable membranes. It is an effective treatment in the short term. 
It is not a cure.  
 
There are two main types of dialysis: peritoneal dialysis and haemodialysis. In the 
peritoneal dialysis process, the blood does not leave the circulatory system and is cleaned 
of impurities by an exchange across the semi-permeable filter of the peritoneal membrane. 
Two to three litres of a liquid called dialysate is pumped into the abdominal cavity and 
dwells there for four to eight hours. The blood’s waste products move across the 
peritoneal membrane. After several hours the dialysate, full of waste products, is drained 
out of the abdominal cavity and disposed of. A new batch of dialysate is then pumped into 
the abdominal cavity to repeat the cycle. This process can be done manually with a cycle of 
four exchanges per cycles of drain, fill, and dwell for a period of eight to 10 hours, which 
usually occurs overnight.259 In haemodialysis, the blood is removed from the body entirely 
and run through a filter or series of semi-permeable membranes within a dialysis machine 
that cleans the blood before returning it to the body’s circulatory system.260 The different 
approaches used in these two types of dialysis bring to mind the differences between 
internal and external bleeding. Often, when internal bleeding occurs, the blood leaves the 
circulatory system and fills the abdominal cavity; the absence or misplacement from the 
circulatory system is often not detectable for a considerable period of time.  
 
259 Kidney Health Australia, “Haemodialysis Fact Sheet” 2019 https://kidney.org.au/cms_uploads/docs/home-
haemodialysis-fact-sheet---kidney-health-australia.pdf 
260 Kidney Health Australia, “Peritoneal Fact Sheet” 2019 https://kidney.org.au/cms_uploads/docs/peritoneal-dialysis-fact-
sheet-–-kidney-health-australia.pdf  
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Figure 27: John A Douglas Body Fluid II (REDUX), (detail) 2013 
 
The type of dialysis predominantly used by Douglas prior to his kidney transplant was 
peritoneal; his blood did not leave his circulatory system or his body. While peritoneal 
dialysis is considered a less invasive and gentler process for the patient, the peritoneal 
membrane generally becomes clinically unsuitable for the process after two or more years. 
The 10-hour performance of Body Fluid II (Redux) is comprised of seven cycles of roughly 
85 minutes. Each cycle is set by the dialysis machine: 
1. Awakening: 10:00 
2. Orbit: 11:25  
3. Herculeum: 12:50  
4. Waltz: 14:15 
5. Burden: 15:40  
6. Exhaustion: 17:05  
7. Rejuvenate: 18:30261 
 
 
261 John A. Douglas “Body Fluid II Redux” 2018  http://www.johnadouglas.com.au/project/body-fluid-ii-redux/ accessed 
19th September 2018 
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For this performance, Douglas wears a full body suit of golden-coloured lycra and is 
hooked up to a dialysis machine. He is surrounded by the treatment’s paraphernalia and is 
rendered mobile by a hospital trolley. As the day progresses, bags of used yellowed 
dialysate stack up, tucked slightly behind his bed. Against a far wall is a desk with a 
spotlight, a blood pressure testing cuff and a clipboard and chart on which he records his 
vital statistics. He lies on a flat gold mattress and base and uses a silver space blanket as 
part of the ritualised performance. Across the back of the darkened space are three 
projections of videos by Douglas, and the green glow of an exit sign. The movements of 
Douglas are scripted and developed in collaboration with Australian choreographer and 
installation artist Sue Healey. Some of Douglas’s movements were described by the 
Australian artist Helen Pynor as when: 
 
… we quickly register the contradictory and absurdist nature of the spectacle. This 
body does not perform feats in the conventional sense but rather is deeply anti-
heroic … dragging a catheter bag behind him across the performance floor, locked in 
a thwarted endgame dual with his dialysis machine.262 
 
The gold lycra suit fits imperfectly over his bloated stomach, smoothing out the smaller 
details while wrinkling at the joints and junctures of his body, punctuated by a slightly 
distracting seam placed over his head. It does not feel like a permeable or semi-permeable 
membrane. It is unclear how he sees and breathes, or if he is even present. He does not 
look like the viewer. He is other.  
 
As in Knezevic’s work Invisible Agent 2015, discussed in Chapter 2, the labour of disability 
or disease, more usually performed behind closed doors, in private and out of sight, is 
instead performed under spotlights, drawing attention to the process. The Australian 
curator and critic Daniel Mudie Cunningham wrote in his review of Douglas’s work: 
 
 
262 John A. Douglas “Body Fluid II Redux” 2018 http://www.johnadouglas.com.au/wp-content/uploads/Body-Fluid-II-
FINAL.pdf Accessed 21st Jan 2019: 8 
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Corporeal interiors are hurled into an exterior world where the artist can project the 
course of his existence as grand gesture, knowing the reality of disease is as painful 
as it is banal. It is in this space between the knowing and unknowing of what is to 
come that we see the artist’s evisceration transformed into a thing of absurd beauty 
that lasts in the laughing face of decay.263 
 
While also a standalone work, the 2013 16-minute four-channel video and sound score The 
Visceral Garden was shown as part of Body Fluid II (REDUX); the two works could thus be 
read as one. The performance starts with an alchemical transformation of metals and 
moves into a journey by a red figure passing through a portal into the underworld. There, 
accompanied by the viewer’s increasing horror, the figure encounters the beauty of the 
rivers made of blood and forests made of bone populated by diseased organs that finally 
devour the figure. This journey has manifested disease and made the process of alchemy 
look everyday.264 In this way, the idea of “chronic time” experienced by the chronically ill 
and the relevance of duration in a 16-minute loop of video intersects with the real-time 
expression of chronic time played out in the scripted repetitive performance by Douglas in 
front of the video screens.  
 
The Italian-born, UK-based performance artist Franko B used a focus on the transition 
when his blood leaves his body in a performative set of performance and re-performances 
of the work I Miss You, between 1999 and 2005. In these performances, Franko B applies 
white paint over his body. Like John A Douglas’s costume, Franko B’s own skin seems to fit 
imperfectly over his bloated stomach, crinkling and wrinkling at the junctions of his body. 
However, unlike Douglas, it is clear to the viewer how he sees and breathes and that he is 
present.  
 
In a video of the performance of I Miss You in the Turbine Hall of the London Tate Modern 
in 2003, the white-painted body of the artist is seen walking as if in a fashion parade up 
 
263 Daniel Mudie Cunningham, “John A. Douglas: Body Fluid II (redux)” Artlink 33.3 (September 2013)  
264 John A. Douglas http://www.johnadouglas.com.au/wp-content/uploads/Body-Fluid-II-FINAL.pdf accessed 21st Jan 
2019  
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and down a fabric-covered runway lit from the side at ground level by strong spotlights.265 
Like Franko’s body, the fabric on the runway is wrinkled. The audience seen in the video is 
packed on either side. The dominant sound is the clicking of cameras, which becomes 
frenzied when the artist pauses at either end of the runway before turning to walk back to 
the other end. This sequence is repeated. All this time blood released from his circulatory 
system by open cannulas drips down his arms to the fabric-covered floor. Over the length 
of the performance the blood stains gradually form pools at the ends of the runway where 
the artist pauses and turns. In between there is the solidity of the four round pools, 
splashes, and single drops, which join to describe the path the artist has taken in his 
repetitive performative sequence.  
 
The UK-based art critic Jennifer Doyle wrote of the time toward the end of this 
performance when “he was, near the end, clearly straining with the effort to keep up his 
march.”266 The artist may have been weakened by his gradual but continuous loss of blood. 
 
Writing in a review of Franko B’s work Oh Lover Boy, the British Theatre critic Lyn Gardiner 
states that: 
 
It recalls the blood-letting techniques of early medicine, the idea that only by a free 
flow of blood can there be release, some kind of catharsis.267 
 
It is possible to extend this recall, to understand the performance by Franko B as a 
reiteration of the practices of bloodletting as a medicalised form of bleeding out. 
Bloodletting or phlebotomy was considered one of the ways the body could “rid itself of 
 
265 Franko B. “I Miss You” 2019 http://www.franko-b.com/I_Miss_You.html accessed 24th Jan 2019 
266 Jennifer Doyle, “Critical Tears: Franko B’s I Miss You, “ http://www.franko-b.com/Critical_Tears.html, accessed 
October 2015.24th Jan 2019 
267 Lyn Gardiner, “Bloody Peculiar” 2001  https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2001/may/01/artsfeatures1 accessed 24th 
September 2018 
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waste products” until the 1860s.268 The practice was associated with medieval times but 
still has several contemporary uses, such as the removal of excess iron from  
 
 
Figure 28: Franko B. I Miss You, (documentation of performance) 2003  
the blood and, by using the specific form of bloodletting by leechcraft, to reduce the amount 
of blood in areas of stressed capillaries after surgery.269 
 
The performance by Franko B is not bloodletting by leechcraft; rather, it is aestheticised as 
a contemporary medical procedure, through cannulas inserted beforehand and the ability 
to cap or uncap these cannulas at a moment’s notice. Using these tools means the way 
Franko B ensures that blood can transition to outside his body has been medicalised. It has 
 
268 Colin Blakemore, and Sheila Jennett, “Blood Letting.” In The Oxford Companion to the Body. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2001) 1. http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198524038.001.0001/acref-
9780198524038-e-117. 
269 Colin Blakemore, “Blood Letting.” 1. 
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been turned into a medical problem, one where a medical technique such as the insertion 
of a canula is used to resolve the issue of how to allow blood to move to out of the 
circulatory system and out of the body altogether.  
 
Like Douglas’s Body Fluid II (REDUX), Franko B’s works are emotional, relational and 
provoking, while still operating at the intersection of medical aesthetics and performance. 
 
Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Blood on Silk: Bleeding out (Internally) the book  
Part A and B, 2015/2016 rice paper, ink thread and wallpaper paste 22 x 30 cm 
Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out (Internally) is an artist book consisting of two parts, A and B. 
The sizes and formats of the two parts are not the same, so it is not immediately obvious 
that they belong together. Part A is a picture book intended to be touched, the pages 
turned, and to be held close by the reader. The images are representations of the sublime 
materiality of blood or its residue left by bleeding out internally. Part B is a condensed 
instructional manual trying to make sense of the short, traumatic, catastrophic event that 
follows a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm, leaving the patient in some cases with 
uncontrollable internal bleeding. The patient and the witness experience this event 
simultaneously, but not together. 
 
This book frames an episode of bleeding out internally as the narrative of a very short 
illness. The physical beauty of blood in part A is coupled with the thinly educational and 
instructional manual in part B to examine the differing body/mind responses. Through the 
artist book format and the physical action of turning the pages and touching the images, 
the viewer is encouraged to have an intimate, physical relationship with the material. In 
part B the references to the game format of snakes and ladders may encourage the viewer 
to mistake the content of the work. However, this format can also produce the same sense 
of urgency to get the patient to surgery, with every delay obviously affecting the patient 
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unfavourably. This game is not playable; it is only to be looked at and handled. It tests the 
instinctual need in these situations to “just do something”.270 
 
 
Figure 29: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out Internally (the book) 2015/2016 
 
270 This work is not part of the examination exhibition. It is in the collection of the University of York, UK 
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Blood on Silk: Bleeding out  
Blood on Silk: Bleeding out physically consists a 12-centimetre high zinc box sitting on a 
metal table. Holes have been cut into the top face of the zinc; from underneath, the 
interior is illuminated. Domestic kitchen glassware, spray-painted on one side in silver, 
aluminium or chrome, sits on top of the box partially covering the peepholes. A projection 
is positioned to play over part of the top of the box, partly falling over the side onto the 
floor.  
 
As the viewer approaches the table, the projection of drops of blood washes over the 
homogenised kitchenware in a sensual pattern of spread and retreat. The peepholes in the 
tabletop allow a partial or blinkered look into a series of linked surreal landscapes, 
represented by decolourised play and real medical equipment, toys and other found 
objects. They build up by references to the emotions or landscapes formed by the  
 
 
Figure 30: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out (detail) 2016. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
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hallucinations experienced during a slow and partial bleeding out. Like a semi-permeable 
membrane, some things are held and others allowed to pass. 
 
Within the zinc box, the scenes are homogenised again by the metallic spray-paint of 
silver, aluminium or chrome. The artefacts of both play and real medicalised equipment, 
memories, and trauma are washed over by the projections of dripping blood. When the 
viewer bends to look into the peepholes found among the glass kitchenware, they become 
co-opted to form part of the projection surface without necessarily giving informed 
consent.  
 
Some of the scenes in the box can only be viewed or revealed when the viewer moves part 
of the artwork by lifting one or more of the spray-painted glassware objects. The viewer is 
then rewarded for what would usually be considered inappropriate behaviour in an art 
gallery or museum by being able to see a greater extent of the artwork in more detail. The 
ways the objects and internal scenes interact with the viewer, allowing and restricting 
access in response to particular actions, implies the work’s agency. The British 
archaeologist Christopher Tilley outlined this interaction as “… we touch the things and the 
things simultaneously touch us. The relationship is reciprocal”271 and noted that “these 
things are the very medium through which we make and know ourselves.”272 This work 
considers this relationship in terms of the agency described by the medicalised term 
“informed consent” and the way this plays out in the interaction between a viewer and an 
interactive work. 
 
271 Christopher Tilley, Webb Keane, Susanne Küchler, Michael Rowlands, and Patricia Spyer, ed. Handbook of Material 
Culture. (London: Sage, 2013),18 
272 Tilley, Handbook of Material Culture, 20 
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Figure 31: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out (detail). Photo credit Alex Wisser  
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell  
The second in this linked group of wonder cabinet works, Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell, sits on 
the boundary between the determination of blood’s quality and materiality in transit and 
the governance of the means and modes of transit. Again, a zinc box sits on a table top. 
Groups of red stained test tubes protrude through the top face of the box. Within the 
interior, rotating lights flash through the red stains of the test tubes. The sound of the 
rotating lights is similar to the sound produced by a mechanical test tube washer. 
 
A context of the work is the process of quality control and governance of the blood, blood 
products and body parts being prepared for transit into another body. Testing is a direct 
examination of the material properties of a specific individual unit. The tensions between 
the rule of law, self-determination, anarchy, and autocracy are evident in the global market 
for blood, blood products, and body parts, and are played out in complex and changing 
patterns in this work. These market configurations for blood and blood products can be 
likened to the models found in markets supplying many contemporary commercial 
products and services. In the contemporary situation, the health and safety effects of a 
product or service are controlled by the relevant layer of government through a framework 
of regulation and law. When a market of providers can convince the government that they 
can regulate themselves without interference, they establish a set of standards and 
administer their own compliance. Within the globalised market for blood, blood products, 
and body parts, the intersections of anarchic black markets, the practice of self-regulation 
and the administration of international law can become very complicated and produces 
multiple tensions. This last focus on materiality reflects the effects of this specific market, 
and in particular the black market, in many parts of the world.  
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In Australia, the ability to buy and sell blood and blood products on the open market is 
controlled by government regulation.273 It is not legal to pay donors of blood or plasma 
suppliers, and there is little evidence of a back market. There are private banks providing 
storage for blood products, such as umbilical cord blood. Private blood banks were 
established in the 1980s but have since ceased trading.274 The payment of plasma suppliers 
is allowed in the United States which is now responsible for around 70 percent of the  
 
Figure 32: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell (detail) 2016 
 
273 Therapeutic Goods Act. (1989).  https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2016C01117 accessed 15th September 2019 
274 Australia National Blood Authority “ Home” 2018  https://www.blood.gov.au/ accessed 24th Jan 2019 
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world’s known plasma supply. Many poorer US states, such as Alabama, are both net blood 
and plasma exporters.275  
 
The second aspect of the work is the removal of blood for external testing; that is, testing 
outside of the body and not in real time. This movement of blood from one body to the 
laboratory is one of the rituals or routines of the ICU; it is a form of quality control testing 
of how the body is functioning. For the longer-term ICU patient, even this procedure 
becomes routine; something that is so familiar it is domesticated.  
 
In other areas of the hospital the taking of blood samples is less frequent and tends to be 
a marker that something is not quite right, that more information must be acquired. Within 
the hospital, the distribution of blood samples is also regulated following proscribed paths 
and patterns, whether using a manual or automated system. The information within blood 
is a substantial instrument of surveillance; a way of describing the body’s experience of the 
past, its current state in the present, and its predictable future.  
 
Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain 
This work, Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain is the third in this series of wonder cabinet-style 
works. Again, a zinc box sits on a metal table. The top surface of this box holds a series of 
glass key or valet trays. These trays, also called pocket dump trays, are designed to hold 
keys, wallet, mints and all the other things carried every day. In this work the trays hold 
unusable glass syringes and frame either side of each viewing hole.  
 
Underneath, in the private, subterranean sections of the work, there are small figurines 
scurrying and running, seeking to keep out of the light, to avoid the eye of authority. 
Viewers can bend to see, through the peepholes, scenes of medical or transplant tourism 
being played out. In one scene, a diorama of overdressed, anxious tourists perch on 
 
275 s Luke Shaefer and Analidis Ochoa “How Blood-Plasma Companies Target the Poorest Americans “ 2018 
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2018/03/plasma-donations/555599/ accessed 24th Jan 2018 
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sunbeds around a fountain of blood-like liquid. They are being splashed as it is pumped 
through the system. They face away from the sight, as if unwilling to engage with what is 
happening. An overdressed bodyguard, wearing a suit and hat, supervises the transplant 
tourists in the tropical scene of fountains, palm trees and daybeds. A live organ producer 
sits off to one side wearing a celebratory sash that denotes his seemingly high status.  
 
 
Figure 33: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain (detail) 2017 
 
The fountain in this artwork does not work beyond 10 days. The system clogs or clots as 
the liquid thickens and can no longer be pumped through the system. It must be replaced 
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to continue working. Again, this requirement that the technical, installation, or curatorial 
staff are complicit in the smooth running of the blood fountain further implies the 
reciprocal relationship between matter and people and the complicit relationship between 
the transplant tourist and the matter of the black-market transplanted organ.  
 
The fountain appears to be wasteful in its use of a product generally thought to be in short 
supply and valuable in monetary, social, and cultural terms. The materiality of blood both 
connects and separates all humans; the use of blood for a fundamentally meaningless 
spectacle grates against these two profound but ambivalent positions at the same time.  
 
Figure 34: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain (detail) 2017 
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers  
The fourth in this series of works speculates about a potential supply model based on “fee 
for service”, where supply is ensured by farming humans for blood, blood products, and 
maybe body parts. It focuses on the conflict between the idea that each person is an 
individual and yet each one can also be considered as an interchangeable unit of economic 
production within an agricultural model.  
 
Figure 35: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers (detail) 2018. Photo credit Alex Gooding 
 
Again, a 12-centimetre high zinc box sits on top of a metal table. The top surface is 
populated with sets of flexible plastic tubing running out of one hole and into another, 
disappearing back into the mechanics of the farming process hidden away in the interior of 
the box. These are the processes of extracting a saleable product in a similar way to 
milking: from a live producer, cow, or human. A small number of other holes allow the 
viewer to look down into the illuminated scenes within the box. The brightly lit interior is 
populated by figurines representing the producers of blood housed among the clunky 
industrialisation of farming. The dioramas are charming. Each small figurine asserts their 
own agency, their own individuality, and yet each one stands in their own stall, waiting to 
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be milked. In the real world these figurines are mass-produced, each very much like the 
other, each almost infinitely replaceable. 
 
In a recent documentary titled Blood Business, an unnamed producer of blood products in 
Detroit USA said, "It’s work. I’m providing a product. You know, I’m like a cow. I’m giving 
milk”.276 
 
 
Figure 36: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers (detail) 2018 
 
276 François Pilet and Marie Maurisse “Blood Business” 2017 https://vimeo.com/217497031 accessed 16th December 
2018 
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art:  
My Work Blood on Silk: Total Artificial Heart (TAH) 
The last in this series of five wonder cabinet works, Blood on Silk: Total Artificial Heart, 
provides another point of focus on the most elemental force behind the movement of 
blood and blood products: the beating of the heart. The heart is also one of the 
transplantable body parts and this junction between blood and body parts, such as the 
heart, forms a focal point in this thesis.  
 
When blood is not in transit around a body and that cannot be rectified as the heart has 
irreversibly ceased beating, that body complies with Australian legal definition of 
circulatory death.  
 
There are many possible replacements for the heart under development.277 Some artificial 
alternatives sit outside of the body. In this work, the hearts are aestheticised and stripped 
of their colour and substance. They sit on the top of the zinc box and therefore also 
outside the body of the box. Washed over by a projection of blood running, it becomes 
difficult to determine if the hearts are alive or dead, working or not.  
 
Again, holes in the top surface of the zinc allow the viewer to look down into the 
illuminated interior of the body onto schematic drawings, reconfigured as games of snakes 
and ladders, referencing back to part B in the artist book Blood on Silk Bleeding Out 
(Internally) made in 2015–2016. Again, when the viewer bends to look into the interior, 
their body becomes part of the projection surface, raising the question of informed 
consent.  
   
 
277Medical Director, “5 Artificial Heart Technology Innovations” 2019  https://www.medicaldirector.com/news/future-of-
health/2018/05/5-artificial-heart-technology-innovations accessed 24th Jan 2019  
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Once upon a time, long ago and far away, there were twenty-three 
units of blood  
In this work, 23 squat, square crosses are arranged in a grid of six by four, with one 
missing. The dimensions of the cross and its alignment mimic those of the Red Cross 
symbol, associated with the supply of blood and blood products in Australia. However, 
here the red cross has been decolourised; it is replicating the chemical process used to 
remove unwanted staining material in the preparation of microscope slides or to remove 
coloured impurities from water such as dye waste.278 Decolourising the red cross shifts the 
focus to the more formal aspects of the symbol without the often-overriding associations 
of the colour red. 
 
The reflectivity of both the ribbon’s satin weave and the modified sateen weave of the 
work amplifies the viewer’s movements, altering the colour of the ribbons and thus 
fostering the relationship with the viewer. A tension remains, as it is the red colour of 
blood that signifies its usefulness to the body. The depth and shade of red indicates both 
the amount of haemoglobin per litre and the percentage of oxygenated haemoglobin in 
the blood; the process of decolourising strips away this signifier of purpose and 
effectiveness. 
 
278 Science Direct, “Decolorization” 2019 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/decolorization accessed 24th Jan 
2019 
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Figure 37: Fiona Davies Once upon a time, long ago and far away, there were twenty-three units of blood 
2018 
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Blood, blood products and body parts as material in transit in Art: My 
Work Once upon a time long ago and far away – a fairy tale in the 
transplant unit 
My third rewriting of the narrative of The Seventh Seal as a fairytale is here reimagined 
within a transplant unit. This unit is never far from the ICU and most transplant patients 
spend one to three days in the ICU following their operation to get a new organ. This 
version of the rewriting is meant to be whispered when read aloud. 
 
Once upon a time long ago and far away – a fairy tale in the transplant unit 
 
Chapter One  
1. We can see a transplant specialist and a registrar. They are asleep. They have just 
returned from another country. That country is less well-off than this one. They 
went to buy a kidney. They are willing to pay. We can see that the transplant 
specialist is awake. Death appears and the transplant specialist challenges him to 
a singing contest, wanting to delay Death.  
 
2. The transplant specialist and the registrar get dressed, put their stethoscopes 
around their necks and go to the transplant unit. They ask directions of a patient 
on a trolley in the corridor. They think he is comatose, but he has died a while ago 
and his other organs cannot be harvested.  
 
Chapter Two  
3. We see a young patient waking up in the transplant unit. The nurse washes his 
face. 
 
4. The young patient sees a hallucination of someone beautiful telling him he is at 
the top of the waiting list and he will be able to pay for the operation. He rings his 
wife to tell her. The nurse tells him to be quiet and to not talk about money.  
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5. The young patient, his wife and child are outside. The young patient plays a happy 
song on his phone for them. A “donor” complains about the noise.  
 
Chapter Three  
6. The transplant specialist and the registrar arrive at the corridor where a new 
artwork is being installed in the hospital. The registrar asks the artist why this 
money has not been spent on something useful, such as buying kidneys.  
  
7. The transplant specialist goes to a management meeting about the problem of 
organ shortage. Death switches places with the CEO. Then the transplant specialist 
tells the CEO of the plan to defeat Death by singing the song of death by medical 
monitor.* 
 
Chapter Four  
8. The transplant specialist and the registrar meet the youngest member on the 
waiting list for transplant. She has been given the blame for her own rapidly 
failing health. Everybody avoids her.  
 
Chapter Five  
9. The transplant specialist and the registrar go outside to find something to eat. 
They have a cigarette at the back of the dialysis unit with several patients, all on 
the waiting list. The registrar sees someone switching names on the waiting list. 
The registrar recognises them. A patient’s relative hides in the background.  
 
10. The registrar gets a can of drink from the dialysis unit’s vending machine, tries to 
kiss the patient’s relative, offers her a job and leaves together with the transplant 
specialist.  
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Chapter Six  
11. The “donor” for the young patient waiting in the transplant unit puts on a song-
and-dance routine in the hospital waiting room. He is trying to make more 
money. Another patient who had been waiting a long time throws a piece of fruit 
at him. The “donor” leaves and goes to the toilet. He admires himself in the mirror 
and goes to a bar with a woman he met in the corridor.  
 
12. Wearing makeup and costumes, the young patient and his wife then busk to raise 
money in the same waiting room. They want to raise enough to pay for a new 
kidney. A group who oppose the exchange of body parts rally at the hospital. 
Everybody stops to watch them. They are noisy and give away pamphlets and 
sweets.  
 
Chapter Seven  
13. There are many people in the bar drinking beer and eating nuts. They talk and 
scare themselves. The bar is dark and dirty. A man comes in. He is looking for the 
woman who went to the bar with the “donor”. He bullies the young patient, who 
becomes frightened. The registrar sees them. 
 
Chapter Eight  
14. We see the transplant specialist and the young patient’s wife and child sitting 
outside on the grass. It is sunny and peaceful. The young patient, who was 
frightened by being bullied in the bar, finds them and his wife comforts him.  
 
15. The young patient and his wife offer food and drink to the transplant specialist. 
We see the transplant specialist, while holding a bowl of milk, saying, “I’ll carry this 
memory between my hands as if it were a bowl filled to the brim with fresh milk … 
and it will be an adequate sign … it will be enough for me”. 
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16. The young patient plays a song on his phone. All are content. The transplant 
specialist offers the young patient a discount on the surgery.  
 
17. Death draws the transplant specialist away to continue their singing contest. 
 
Chapter Nine  
18. They all pack for the move to the surgical ward. The transplant specialist leads the 
convoy.  
 
19. The youngest member on the waiting list is brought out to be moved to the 
palliative care ward. Another patient will take her bed. She is to be taken off the 
list. The transplant specialist asks her why she risked her chance of having a 
transplant. She is unable to answer. 
 
20. The transplant for the young patient is successful. The transplant specialist 
resumes the singing contest with Death. The transplant specialist distracts Death 
and knocks out his teeth so that he cannot sing well. The young patient, his wife 
and child run away. We see it is the dark night of the soul. 
 
Chapter Ten  
21. The young patient, his wife and child hide in the disabled toilet.  
 
22. The transplant specialist and the others go into the specialist’s rooms. They meet 
the specialist’s spouse.  
 
23. All are offered food and drink. Over the meal the transplant specialist’s spouse 
looks up news on a phone and reads out an article on new techniques for 3D 
printing organs. The internet goes down; it is out for half an hour. 
 
24. Death comes for them all. 
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Chapter Eleven 
25. The young patient’s wife looks out the small open toilet window to see the new 
day’s sun. The young patient sees a hallucination where Death leads the others 
away over the top of a hill silhouetted by storm clouds. 
The End  
*The Medical Monitor’s Song 
 
Blood, blood products, and body parts for sale or donation  
The British social researcher Richard Titmuss wrote in his 1970 book The Gift Relationship: 
From Human Blood to Social Policy279of the risks associated with market forces 
determining the supply, product quality, governance, and levels of inequality in the 
collection, processing, sorting, storing, and distribution of human blood. After undertaking 
an extensive study of the impacts of the UK donation model and the US paid producer 
model, Titmuss concluded that the gift or donation model was the more ethical, technically 
feasible, and socially responsible choice. There were two organisational factors behind his 
determination: that the gift or donation model resulted in less waste and also produced a 
higher quality product. There were other ethical and social factors Titmuss considered: the 
role of gifting or donation, particularly in anonymity, was a means of encouraging societal 
cohesion by reducing the isolation of the individual. The US market model tended to result 
in blood being transferred from the poor to the rich. In his foreword to the 1997 edition of 
Titmuss’s book, the UK-based sociologist Julian Le Grand added another factor – the 
greater probability of contaminated blood being introduced into the supply system – as 
another disadvantage of the market model. In models where donors are solely motivated 
by being of benefit to the recipients, the rate of bloody supply contamination was 
significantly reduced. 280 
 
 
279Richard Titmuss, The Gift Relationship: from Human Blood to Social Policy. (London: Allen & Unwin, 1997),  
280 Julian le Grand, forward in The Gift Relationship: from Human Blood to Social Policy. (London: Allen & Unwin, 1997) ix 
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The response from the US government to this criticism was to reframe the failures of the 
US system as a failure not of the system itself, but only of the management of the 
businesses of running blood banks; not a failure of liberal capitalism. One key action taken 
by US regulators was to reduce the reliance on “paid donors”, which often became a 
means of imposing racial barriers and introducing social inequality. This process, coupled 
with a rise in legal claims against blood manufacturers due to perceived product defects, 
gave rise to a change in the legal definition of blood provision to be a service rather than 
the trading of a product. These “blood shield laws” have shaped the current means of 
transfer and exchange of blood, blood products, and body parts. All producers are now 
“donors”, whether they are paid or not. If they are paid, the transaction is called 
compensation. 281 
 
Since Titmuss’s 1970 book, the modes of exchange operating in different segments of the 
markets that deal with blood, blood products, and body parts have become increasingly 
entangled, multilayered, and generally complicated. An interdisciplinary academic 
collaboration between the sociologist Renee Fox and medical historian Judith Swazey 
produced the book The Courage to Fail: A Social View of Organ Transplants and Dialysis282 
in 1974. In 1992, with the assistance of Judith Watkins, they wrote Spare Parts: Organ 
Replacement in American Society. In the conclusion to Spare Parts they track their 
involvement in this field from a time when transplantation was “a desperate measure for 
desperate patients … with desperately hopeless conditions” to an era when it was a non-
experimental, but still relatively rare, attempt to treat a range of end-of-life chronic 
conditions. They described the increased futility of many transplant operations taking place 
in the drive to repair individuals and sustain life.283 On the final pages they outline the 
reasons behind their decision to leave the field: 
  
 
281 Douglas Starr, Blood: an Epic History of Medicine and Commerce. (London: Warner, 2001),.268-270 
282 Renee Fox, and Judith P. Swazey. The Courage to Fail: a Social View of Organ Transplants and Dialysis 2d ed. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1978), 
283 Renee Fox, and Judith Swazey, Spare Parts: Organ Replacement in American Society (London: Taylor and Francis, 
2017), 102-107 
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By our leave-taking, we are intentionally separating ourselves from what we believe 
has become an overly zealous medical and societal commitment to the endless 
perpetuation of life and to repairing and rebuilding people through organ 
replacement. 284 
 
In both books, Fox and Swazey discuss the role of the gift from a family member to the 
failing body of a relative. Fox and Swazey describe this gift as “unrepaid and 
unrepayable”.285 About the futility of operations involving transplanting an organ from an 
often younger, living donor to an older, failing relative, the British-Australian nephrologist 
and transplant surgeon Jeremy Chapman said: 
 
You should take a long hard look at those 85,000 people who are registered in the US 
organ transplant system – a large number are never deemed fit enough actually to be 
transplanted by the listing transplant programme. Some 2,700 kidneys were 
discarded in the US last year…286  
 
The Organ Match system operating in Australia seeks to match the donor and recipient in 
such a way to be as equitable as possible and achieve the highest level of clinical 
outcomes. This computerised system has been reported as taking many cross-matching 
decisions away from medical staff. 287 In the popular media, one of these decisions that 
seeks to match the age of the donor and the recipient has been headlined in an article by 
Sue Dunlevy in the West Australian as “Seniors too old to get young organs.”288 The US 
matching system places its focus more on the needs of the recipient. An example can be 
found in the process of ranking potential recipients for the transplant of lungs from a 
 
284 Fox, Spare Parts, 107.  
285Fox, Spare Parts, 40. 
286Sally Satel, “ Is it ever right to buy and sell human organs?” 2010  https://newint.org/argument/2010/10/01/human-
organ-trade-debate/ accessed 26th Jan 2019 
287 Organ Match “ Update” 2018 https://www.tsanz.com.au/documents/OrganMatchUpdate1Volume6.pdf accessed 26th 
Jan 2018 
288 Sue Dunlevy “Seniors too old to get Young organs: 2017 https://thewest.com.au/news/australia/younger-organs-to-
go-to-younger-transplant-recipients-ng-b88449441z accessed 26th Jan 2019  
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deceased donor.289 Each possible recipient is given a lung allocation score, which calculates 
the risk of dying from being on the waiting list for an additional year and the likelihood of 
survival for a year after transplant. While being a recipient aged over 65 is listed as being a 
relative contraindication for transplant or a relative indicator against the suitability for 
transplant, it is qualified that this is not an absolute contraindication for the older recipient.  
 
A legal framework for transferring organs between producers and recipients is outlined in 
The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism.290 The preamble 
of the declaration, originally written in 2008 and updated in 2018, outlines the process by 
which it came into being and is defended. Laws outlawing the sale or purchase of body 
parts from living humans have been nearly universally adopted. There is currently only one 
country that has legal arrangements in place for the purchase and sale of kidneys supplied 
by living producers only: Iran.  
 
Since 1988, there have reportedly been 30,000 kidney transplants in Iran, a country of over 
80 million citizens. Prior to 1988, kidney transplants were only offered to Iranian citizens 
through procedures carried out overseas on related donors. This is an expensive method 
and does not serve those who lack a suitable living related “donor”. The Iranian 
government introduced a system called “rewarded gifting”, which permits the sale of 
kidneys but places restrictions on the age of the producer and the recipient, how much 
money can be paid to the producer, and who can receive a kidney. The system is not 
available to non-Iranian citizens. Surprisingly, Iran does not have a national system to 
capture the data about the system’s performance. Instead, the government extrapolates 
data from a major city-based transplant unit.291 
 
 
289 Indiana University Health Plans, “ Transplant: Heart Lung Plans” 2018 https://www.jhltonline.org/article/S1053-
2498(06)00251-8/fulltext accessed 26th Jan 2019 
290 The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism. (2018 Edition) Appendix 2. 
291 Owen Surman, Reza Saidi, Ruth Purtilo, Mary Simmerling, Dicken Ko, and Thomas Burke. “The Market of Human 
Organs: a Window into a Poorly Understood Global Business.” Transplantation proceedings 40, no. 2 (March 2008): 491 
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Legal ways to buy and sell certain organs were in operation in India292 prior to 1994 and 
the Philippines prior to 2008 but have since been discontinued.293 Chapman described a 
common operation for the legal sales in the Philippines: 
 
Let us take the example of the Philippines – here the trade in organs flourished until 
2008. The vendors were poor people living in the slums and making a living off the 
waste tips of Manila and Quezon City. The kidney broker lives in the only brick home 
in the slum from which he extorts the kidneys, for a sum of money similar to his 
fee.294 
 
In examining both legal and illegal organ markets, the US academic activist Nancy 
Scheper-Hughes wrote in her wide-ranging paper from 2002 “The Ends of the Body: 
Commodity Fetishism and the Global Traffic in Organs” that “the circulation of organs 
flows from South to North, from poorer to more affluent bodies, from black and brown 
bodies to white ones, and from females to males.” 295 In this paper she outlined the 
astonishing levels of complicity between the medical systems servicing the more well-off in 
their search for live donors. As one organ recipient from 2002 explained their preference 
for a live donor by describing the quality of a kidney donated by a cadaver: 
 
That kidney is practically dead. It was probably pinned down under the wheels of a 
car for several hours and then it was put on ice for another several hours. Then you 
expect it to go right back to work for me? It's really disgusting to think about putting 
that dead man's organ inside you. So I chose a better way. I was able to see my donor 
 
292Debra Budiani-Saberi, Kallakurich Raja Rajendiran, Katie Findley, Ponsian Kerketta, and Vijay Anand, “Human Trafficking 
for Organ Removal in India: A Victim-Centered, Evidence-Based Report.” Transplantation Journal 97, no. 4 (February 
2014): 380 
293 UNODOC, “ Trafficking in Persons for the Purpose of Organ Removal” 2015 http://www.unodc.org/documents/human-
trafficking/2015/UNODC_Assessment_Toolkit_TIP_for_the_Purpose_of_Organ_Removal.pdf accessed 26th Jan 2019  
294 Sally Satel” Is it ever right to buy and sell human organs?” 2010  https://newint.org/argument/2010/10/01/human-
organ-trade-debate/ accessed Jan 26 2019 
295 Nancy Scheper-Hughes, “The Ends of the Body: Commodity Fetishism and the Global Traffic in Organs.” SAIS Review 
22, no. 1 (January 1, 2002): 70. 
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[in a small town in Eastern Europe]. He was young, strong, healthy. Just what I was 
hoping for.296  
 
In terms of the numbers of such exchanges, this had grown so that in 2015 Deborah 
Lupton wrote, “The illegal market in body parts however is reputed to be widespread and 
account for approximately ten percent of all transplant operations. ”297  
 
There is a significant speculation and conjecture over the sources of organs in the 
transplant tourism market. Newsweek in 2009 reported shocking stories about street 
children in South America being trafficked and killed for their organs.298 Recently the BBC 
reported that refugees, including children from Syria,299 were being trafficked into the 
transplant tourism market in Egypt,300 where the transplants are performed in small former 
cosmetic surgery hospitals.  
 
Blood, blood products, and body parts for sale or donation: My Work 
Blood on Silk: Price Taker Price Maker  
In the context of the monetisation of what could be considered the un-monetisable and by 
contesting the preference for donation of blood for transfusion, the installation Blood on 
Silk: Price Taker Price Maker offers a provocative speculation about the economies, 
governance and transfer of risks and responsibilities in the supply of blood products and 
accessories through the immersive experience of an apparently live auction of blood. Our 
access to blood, a universal and seemingly abundant material, is constrained in this 
installation within an unfamiliar and disturbing economic context, which prompts the 
 
296 Nancy Scheper-Hughes, “The Ends of the Body: Commodity Fetishism and the Global Traffic in Organs.” SAIS Review 
22, no. 1 (January 1, 2002): 72. 
297 Lupton, Deborah. Medicine as Culture: Illness, Disease and the Body 3rd ed. London: Sage, 2012. 55. 
298 Janeen Interlandi, “ Organ Trafficking is No Myth” 2009 https://www.newsweek.com/organ-trafficking-no-myth-78079 
accessed Jan 26 2019  
299 Alex Forsyth, “Meeting an organ trafficker who preys on Syrian refugees” 2017 https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-
39272511 accessed Jan 26 2019 
300 Ahmed Haj Hamdo, Tamer Usman and the Independent Syrian Media Group, “ Underbelly of the War: Trade in Human 
Organs” 2016 https://www.newsdeeply.com/syria/articles/2016/05/13/underbelly-of-the-war-trade-in-human-organs 
accessed Jan 26 2019  
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viewer to question the ethical, social, and medical frameworks of blood distribution and 
purchasing.  
 
The work consists of stacks of polystyrene boxes, some new and others used and unclean, 
labelled to suggest they are housing blood units for auction. Some of the boxes are sealed 
with medical packaging tape and have small video screens showing details of the blood 
types on offer. Each “lot” is casually labelled with details of the type of blood or blood 
product, the number of units, options for future supply and details of the reputation of the 
supplier, if known. The appearance of some of the polystyrene boxes raises questions 
about hygiene and safety, with the banality of the materials evoking desperation, the 
subversiveness of black markets and the makeshift environment of illegal activities. The 
videos showing the slow bleeding out of the letters and symbols of various blood types 
reinforce the validity of these concerns. Audiences experience a loud soundtrack of an 
auction reminiscent of a country livestock sale, which creates tension as the sound loop 
works through the 20 lots on offer. An example of the sound track script: 
 
Lots three to six are going to be auctioned in one line (estimated price in your 
schedule is $3,900) for a total of 65 units of Platelets Pooled Leucocyte Depleted O 
Rh D+ve of particular interest is that they are all low Anti A and Anti B. Brought to us 
by a new player on the block, the Mediharmonic group. I think we'll be hearing a bit 
from them in the future. Rest of the details are in your schedule. 
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Figure 38: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Price Taker Price Maker (detail), 2015  
 
The installation itself is intensely claustrophobic. Within it, audiences experience a 
disjunctive immersive experience, connecting all the seemingly disparate elements into a 
core narrative that contests the economies of donation. This narrative is constructed 
through audience transactions, both emotive and physical, which provoke and challenge 
their ethical positions regarding blood as a commercial commodity. What creates the 
poignant debate for individuals is the possibility of donated blood being denied, while 
blood is sold in alternative markets.  
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The context for these debates is exemplified by the supply of blood and blood plasma in 
the US. New research on ageing in mice301 has been exploited by commercial interests to 
encourage the sale of blood from young producers at a premium, focusing in particular on 
those under 25 or sometimes under 35, for transfusion into older patients. In March 2018, 
the reporter Rebecca Robbins wrote in an article in Scientific American stating that older 
individuals were being charged US$285,000 to join a trial for a blood product promoted as 
possibly defying ageing and delaying death.302 That blood product appeared to be sourced 
from young producers.  
 
Blood on Silk: Price taker, price maker provokes debate about transactions of blood that 
occur outside of accepted economic and cultural frameworks. The subtitle of the work 
reflects the power relationship between the supplier or producer and the market for blood; 
if you have no influence over the market, you are relegated to being a price taker. The 
possibility of selling blood or blood products such as plasma is one of the strategies often 
listed as a way of increasing the income of an individual.303 It appears that blood producers 
have not acted collectively to increase their returns by using methods such as unionisation, 
collective bargaining, group marketing, or forming seller organisations. The speculation 
within Blood on Silk: Price taker, price maker extends this market dynamic into the brutality 
of the auction process and its visceral interaction between the market and the seller.  
 
It is a proposition of this thesis that there are increasingly marked similarities between 
current practices used by private companies to acquire commercial quantities of blood 
plasma and agricultural economics which could apply to the farming of humans. 
 
301 Initial studies at Stanford University on mice showed positive cognitive impacts in older mice who received 
transfusions from young mice. Also studying mice scientists at Harvard and Oxford Universities found significant 
improvements in the performance of body organs after young blood was transfused. 
https://www.nature.com/news/ageing-research-blood-to-blood-1.16762 accessed December 13 2018. There are studies 
currently underway at Harvard and Stanford into the impact of transfusion from young humans to older patients with 
Alzheimer/Dementia  
302 Rebecca Robbins, “ Young-Blood Transfusions are on the Menu at Society Gala” 2018  
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/young-blood-transfusions-are-on-the-menu-at-society-gala/ accessed Dec 13 
2018. The details provided on the trial to potential participants in the trial are available at 
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4390598-Self-funded-clinical-trial-FAQs-for-participants.html accessed 
December 13 2018 
303 Kathryn Edin and Luke Shaeffer “ Blood, Plasma, Sweat and Tears.” 2015 The Atlantic, Poor Sell Blood 2015 As an 
example https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/09/poor-sell-blood/403012/ accessed Jan 22 2019 
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Previously, it appeared that the use of a seemingly inexhaustible supply of producers “in 
the wild” was the preferred economic arrangement for plasma production, as it obviated 
the need to care for the producers. However, just as in livestock farming, where farmers 
usually take reasonable care of their animals by ensuring they have adequate feed and 
water, are immunised against disease, and are protected from the worst of the elements, it 
seems in the case of specialist niche markets for blood, blood products, and body parts, 
the producers “in the wild” are being increasingly “domesticated” and “owned” in some 
manner, such as through slavery and trafficking, contractual arrangements with the 
individuals, or other forms of control. An obvious group of individuals that could be 
monetised as domesticated producers are prisoners, particularly in privately run 
institutions in the US. This has already been practiced in China, as reported by Chinese 
medical scholar Dr Huang Jiefu when he estimated that prior to 2007, 95 percent of livers 
provided for transplantation came from executed prisoners.304 
 
Blood, blood products, and body parts for sale or donation: My Work 
Blood on Silk: Import export  
This work is a small, intimate, site-specific work located within the interpretation by the 
National Trust of Australia of Governor Macquarie’s office 305 at Old Government House in 
Parramatta. The sound is the voice of a male, Turkish native-speaker reciting in English the 
Declaration of Istanbul on organ donation and transplant tourism. A small wooden sewing 
box sits on a small metal stool. The lid is held three-quarters open by small ribbons. The 
inside of the lid has been lined with a thick, polished-brass sheet. The interior of the box 
has been painted matte black. Propped on the bottom is a small screen, a picture frame 
video, depicting transparent rolling storm clouds overlaid onto a doorway of a heavily 
institutionalised, prison-like building. Bending to look at the screen, the viewer is reflected 
in the brass. Their face is distorted and partially abstracted and the viewer may initially be 
unsure of whose face it is.  
 
 
304 Surman, “The Market of Human Organs”, 491–3 
305 Australian Dictionary of Biography. “ Lachlan Macquarie” ://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/macquarie-lachlan-2419 
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Prior to 2008 it was considered relatively easy to buy an organ from a live supplier 
overseas. Following the issuing in 2009 of The Declaration of Istanbul, a component of the 
market then went underground. The first underground market model was a referral broker 
system where a trusted person, usually someone who had previously bought a kidney, 
linked a potential buyer with a broker. This model morphed into a system where increased 
access to the internet allowed buyers and sellers to find each other directly. The buyer 
would find a smaller hospital that would overlook the illegality of the transaction and 
facilitate the supply of the kidney. Prices paid by buyers have grown from roughly $20,000 
in 2008 to over $120,000 today. With higher prices, the market is much more attractive to 
large criminal and terrorist organisations as a source of funds.306  
 
During his governorship, the physical space of Governor Macquarie’s office was a major 
centre of power. From there, the governor administered the colony of New South Wales 
from 1810 to 1821, as the seat of European governance in this region. During his time in 
power the tension between the rule of law, self-determination, anarchy and autocracy was 
evident and was played out in complex and changing patterns. 
 
Surveillance in the ICU: Collection of manipulable data 
Mackenzie Wark raises the idea that if we are to avoid fetishising data, we must 
understand how data is produced; that is, we must consider data within its context. Wark 
observes that data is “the product of a whole series of labours, of observing, recording, 
collecting, transmitting, verifying, reconciling, storing, cataloguing and retrieving. In each 
of these processes, human labour and the apparatus intra-act in all sorts of ways.”307  
 
Data is inevitably processed through a model or algorithm prior to being visualised. 
Drawing on ideas from Paul Edwards and Karen Barad, Wark stated that data and the 
models of their visualisation co-produce each other; it is not that there is data and, 
 
306 Hanna Samir Kassab, and Johnathon Rosen, Illicit Markets, Organized Crime, and Global Security (Cham: Springer 
International Publishing, 2019), 126-129 
307 Mackenzie Wark, Molecular Red Theory for the Anthropocene (Verso 2016),112   
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separately, a model of that data.308 At a certain point in its evolution, models acquire the 
capacity to remake certain facets of datasets. This co-production or co-authoring of 
selected data and selective models infers the selection of a mode of visualisation. However, 
as Wark states in relation to climate modelling in particular: 
 
Modelling problems remain. There is a trade-off between the resolution and the 
complexity of a climate model: should it have more finely grained detail and only a 
few processes, or more processes but less fine detail? Then there is the problem of 
rounding off error. To how many decimal points should a result be calculated? Tiny 
errors accumulate and affect the outcome.  
 
Surveillance in an ICU could initially be described as the direct and indirect observation of 
the body and the collection and visualisation of that data. As observations are increasingly 
coded and translated into alphanumeric data or its equivalent, these initial processes of 
surveillance have replicated the body as data and facilitate the creation of “data 
doubles”309 as a perpetual manipulable record of that surveillance. A potential step is the 
processing of that data by algorithms and the ability to have automatic or semi-automatic 
decisions about treatment and survivability made on that basis.310  
 
Akin to the idea of death discussed earlier, what seems at first glance to be something 
relatively clear-cut is not. As Crippen notes, in the days before critical care, patients who 
looked bad, were bad.311 Surveillance of the patients’ bodies replaced direct observation, 
facilitating the contemporary disconnection between appearance and wellbeing. This 
deception in terms of appearance lies within a continuingly updated archive of the 
surveillance, its comparison to established norms of the behaviour of specific parameters, 
and the context of that form of knowledge production. 
 
 
308 McKenzie Wark, A Hacker Manifesto, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004. 12 
309 Kirstie Ball, Kevin D. Haggerty, and David Lyon, Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies (Oxford: Routledge, 
2012), 50. 
310 Ball, Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies, 43. 
311 Crippen, End-of-Life Communication in the ICU, 168. 
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In examining surveillance as a means of ensuring compliance and acceptance, David Lyon 
outlined the ubiquity and liquidity of surveillance in a 2010 article “Surveillance not only 
creeps and seeps, it also flows.”312 In private correspondence, the literature scholar Dr 
Michael Jacklin stated at the time that:  
 
It’s crucial we grasp the new ways that surveillance is seeping into the bloodstream of 
contemporary life and that the ways it does so correspond to the currents of liquid 
modernity. The metaphor is a complex one, involving the fluidity, mobility and 
ubiquity of surveillance practices in twenty-first century societies as well as the 
internalisation of surveillance by twenty-first century subjects and, therefore, the 
relationships between surveillance and health, identity and the human body.313 
 
Numerous sources highlight the value of the data collection process through surveillance 
within ICU and redistribution to the health professionals.314 It is usually seen as in the 
patient’s interests, and benign.315 Several exceptions to this view have developed in recent 
years. The first wave of disquiet arose from the release of patient-identifying data through 
the legal framework of reportable disease for those who tested positive to HIV. 316 More 
recently, work has linked the current means of distribution of that information via the 
bedside medical monitor and its alarms to the development of alarm fatigue in the medical 
staff and to the development of episodes of ICU patient delirium and post-traumatic stress 
in both patients and carers. There are calls such as those published in a book chapter 
written by the Dutch technology and design experts Elif Özcan, Dilip Birdja, Lianne 
Simonse, and Ard Struijs, for a patient-centred approach to the soundscape of the ICU with 
the intention of using algorithms driven by artificial intelligence to monitor and adjust for 
 
312 David Lyon, “Liquid Surveillance: The Contribution of Zygmunt Bauman to Surveillance Studies,” International Political 
Sociology, Volume 4, Issue 4, 1 (December 2010), 325–338. 
313 Dr M. Jacklin 'Surveillance in the Blood Stream' private correspondence on Davies' installation at Campbelltown 
Arts Centre in 2013. 
314 Jacqueline Reilly, Jodie McCoubrey, Stephen Cole, Angela Khan, and Brian Cook, “Integrating intensive care unit (ICU) 
surveillance into an ICU clinical care electronic system,” Journal of Hospital Infection 89 (2015) 271- 275. This paper 
reviewed 44 studies and compared electronic versus paper-based data acquisition systems, they also studied the full or 
partial automation of the electronic systems of surveillance within ICUs. 
315Ball, Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies, 180. 
316 Reilly, “Integrating intensive care unit (ICU) surveillance,” 271. 
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trends that may be a cause for alarm, rather than the existing system where an out-of-limit 
alarm is sounded.317  
 
This recent call for a total reconfiguration of the monitoring system in ICU was flagged 
back in 2006 by the American paediatrician Joseph Schuman, who wrote in “Managing 
your patient’s data in the neonatal and paediatric ICU”318 that: 
 
Usually what we would like to measure and what we can realistically measure are not 
the same … and further that systematic but unexplained differences in mortality 
across participating hospitals accounted for 84% of the variation in mortality. When 
models prove uninformative, we ought to reconsider how we determine the factors to 
which we think we need to pay attention.  
 
Interestingly, Schuman also questioned the value of data-based systems over existing 
models used within the medical profession of exchanging information and opinions 
through oral storytelling, which describe how something happened and what came to 
pass. Data lacks nuance and without context can seem antithetical to the idea of 
storytelling.319 As the Dutch anthropologist Anne Marie Mol wrote, “In the logic of care 
exchanging stories is a moral activity in and of itself”,320 and further that “the logic of care 
has no separate moral sphere. Because “’values’ intertwine with ‘facts’, and caring itself is a 
moral activity, there is no such thing as an (argumentative) ethics that can be disentangled 
from (practical) doctoring.”321 In the New York Times in December 2016, the author Dhruv 
Khullar322 suggested that medical schools were increasingly using the study of art to teach 
medicine and particularly medical skills ,such as both observation and description of the 
 
317 Elif Özcan, Dilip Birdja, Lianne Simonse, and Ard Struijs. “Alarm in the ICU! Envisioning Patient Monitoring and Alarm 
Management in Future Intensive Care Units” in Service Design and Service Thinking in Healthcare and Hospital 
Management Theory, Concepts, Practice ed Mario Pfannstiel, and Christoph Rasche, (Cham: Springer International 
Publishing, 2019),421-445 
318 Joseph Schulman, Managing Your Patients' Data in the Neonatal and Pediatric ICU: An Introduction to Databases and 
Statistical Analysis (Malden, Mass: BMJ Books/Blackwell Pub, 2006), 346 – 353. 
319 Schulman Managing Your Patients' Data, 352. 
320 Annemarie Mol. The Logic of Care: Health and the Problem of Patient Choice, (London: Routledge, 2008), 77 
321 Mol. The logic of Care. 79 
322 Druv Khellar “What doctors can learn by looking at art” 2016. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/22/well/live/what-doctors-can-learn-from-looking-at-art.html 
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observed. One of the proponents of these programs was quoted as saying, “Very early in 
clinical training, students stop trusting their physical exam skills, they get labs and 
radiology to replace the [physical] exam.” Data analysis was then used to evaluate the 
program. Students who completed this study unit were 10 percent more likely to pick up 
on important details in their patients’ appearance and presentation.  
 
The medical monitors in ICU commonly record a visualisation over time of data related to, 
at a minimum, the patient's cardiac output, hemodynamic parameters, blood oxygenation, 
and body temperature. This data is visualised as a screen-based construction by sign, 
image, text, and sound. While this form of imaging could not be understood as a direct 
representation of a physical object, it functions as a representation of the performance of 
that object. This representation is developed through data visualisation (wave forms, text, 
and symbols) or sonification (the sound of alarms as the data diverges from preset 
“normal” ranges). Research has demonstrated that set point alarms tend to be ignored, as 
they describe a situation already known or the application of norms inappropriate to the 
specific patient.323 Increasingly, sonification of monitors is used in specialist situations, such 
as when a patient is under anaesthesia324 and in ICU, to describe trends.  
 
Florian Grond and Thomas Hermann325 argue that sound becomes sonification when it is 
perceived to possess explanatory powers, when it is neither just music nor serves as a mere 
illustration of data. They further argue that “sonification can only succeed as a cutting-
edge practice [when it] transcends either discipline [art or science]”, that is, when it works 
as a boundary object or experience. So, imagine the soundscape when, as Tom Rice326 
recounted in the catalogue essay for Transplant, a 2008 exhibition by Tim Wainwright and 
John Wynne at the Bow Arts’ Nunnery Gallery in London:  
 
323 Michael Kristensen, Judy Edworthy, Elif Özcan, and Sue Denham. “Alarm fatigue in the perception of medical 
soundscapes”. In European congress and exposition on noise control engineering, (2015) 745–750. 
https://www.conforg.fr/euronoise2015/proceedings/data/articles/000369.pdf 
324 R. K. Webb, H. Van Der Walt, William Runciman, J. A. Wiliamson J. Cockings, J. RUSSELL, and S. Helpsh, “Which 
Monitor? An Analysis of 2000 Incident Reports,” Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, 1993, 529-542. 
325 Florian Ground, and Thomas Hermann, Aesthetic Strategies in Sonification, (London: AI and Society Springer, 2012), 
218. 
326 Tom Rice, “Sound and the Boundless Body,” in Transplant, catalogue accompanying exhibition T. Wainwright and J. 
Wynne, Transplant, ed V. Hume (London, Bow Arts ,2008), 189. 
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“… all the time, the ambiguous battery of hospital machinery whines, pings, sucks, 
and drains around them and you, and in doing so signals, alerts, frightens, and 
intrudes with its variously successful attempts to keep life going and pain at bay.” 
 
At the same time, the body of the patient itself is not silent but, again as described by 
Grond and Hermann, can operate as a percussive instrument whose sounds can be 
interpreted as indicative of life or the health of various organs. However, the body is not 
always well-behaved, silent and compliant with these processes. 327 
 
While the Australian sound artist Norie Neumark328 in her book Voicetracks from 2017 
laments “the disingenuous arbitrariness of the sounds that are assigned to data in the 
practice of sonification”, it is possible that this arbitrariness could become a strength, as 
the patient may be able to change the arbitrary audio settings on their monitor to simulate 
electronica, a baroque orchestra, or some other arbitrary genre of music or sound 
production.  
 
Surveillance in the ICU: My Work The Medical Monitor’s Song  
As part of the preparation of this artwork I asked the Intensive Care Training Unit of the 
University of Sydney, based at Nepean Hospital in Western Sydney, to prepare a recording 
of a sequence of events as described on the bedside medical monitor. How these events 
played out was based on their experience and expert knowledge. The simulation produced 
was how a bedside monitor would record the expected impact of an abdominal aortic 
aneurysm rupturing on the three main traces of heart rate, blood pressure, and 
oxygenation, overlaid with various warnings and alarms. One of the expected outcomes of 
the event is that the patient might bleed out internally, resulting in their death. This is 
 
327 Florian Ground, and Thomas Hermann, Aesthetic Strategies in Sonification, (London: AI and Society Springer, 2012), 
234 
328 Norie Neumark, Voicetracks Attuning to Voice in Media and the Arts Book, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2017), 96 
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expressed in these traces as an initially increased heart rate followed by a decline, and a 
lowering of oxygenation and blood pressure.  
 
From this recording of the simulation I have developed a sonification: a process where the 
visual traces of the constructed data have been transformed into sound. One of the central 
tenets of sonification is the use of algorithms to “translate” data into sound, implying that 
there is a totally or relatively fixed relationship between each segment of data and a 
corresponding sound, however that relationship is determined. Thus, the particular 
algorithm selected drives or significantly influences the sonification of the data.  
 
In the construction of a sonification of the simulation, itself a constructed event, there is a 
rough indexical link through the use of a musical notation program to maintain the link 
between the visual notation on the screen and the visual notation on a musical score. In 
this particular program, the sounds of various musical instruments are able to be assigned 
to lines or staves of data that were previously rendered into the language of musical 
notation. Seemingly arbitrarily, the sound of a zither as imagined by this notation program 
was assigned to the oxygenation line on the bedside medical monitor. A taiko drum is the 
respiration, while the English horn conveys the shape of the heartbeat. This work is another 
form of re-rendering of the body. It reflects the body’s trends with particular parameters. 
When re-rendered into sound this event, which is a catastrophic rupturing of an abdominal 
aortic aneurysm leading to death, does not reflect the alarming and stressful nature of the 
rendered simulation of the event on the bedside medical monitor.  
 
Despite being trialled on an interesting mix of instruments, this score has been written to 
be sung. However, The Medical Monitor’s Song is not an easy score to sing. The front 
shape of the curve of the heartbeat on the medical monitor is expressed musically by a 
glissando, a fast, smooth slide from one note through several others to the note of 
destination. This is not easy to achieve with any level of precision except by a trained 
vocalist. Earlier in this chapter in the rewritten fairy tale, Once upon a time long ago and far 
away – a fairy tale in the transplant unit, the transplant specialist and Death compete by 
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singing this song. Neither would find this an easy task to excel in, especially as, unlike in 
chess, there can be no objective winner or loser. The winner is determined by an arbitrary 
call of judgement. However, once the transplant specialist has knocked out Death’s teeth in 
an attempt to reduce his singing prowess, the victory by the transplant specialist over 
Death is reasonably certain.  
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Chapter 4 – The Exhibition at the Nexus of Installation, Moving, 
Image, Sound and the Performative Lecture  
The action is in the words which tell the story  
and the words of the story tell the action.329 
 
Aspects of knowledge-making in my practice-led research Cast a cold eye on life, on death: 
the Remake: Medicalised Death in ICU,330 frame the foundation of this project. This 
research is grounded in the art-making processes of working by hand, and the act of 
reworking/rewriting/remaking, re-enactment/publication, reimagining, and re-performing. 
This process, and its analysis in this thesis, draws on knowledge development established 
through working with fragments of the 1957 Ingmar Bergman film The Seventh Seal as it is 
slowly reconstructed to tell a different narrative. This process of knowledge development is 
relocated within certain practice-led research structures that include Barthes’s framework 
of responding to a decisive fold in my life by determining to develop a new art-making 
practice, as he proposed in the (1978–1979 and 1979–1980)331 lecture series described in 
detail in the Introduction.  
 
The ways these two primary influences, Barthes’s The Preparation of the Novel and 
Bergman’s The Seventh Seal, come together in this process can be seen most clearly in the 
development through the three fairy tales in chapters one, two and three. In the first 
chapter, the fairytale: Once upon a time, far away and long ago, can be seen to be closest 
to the original script of the film The Seventh Seal. The sequence of events and the names 
of the main characters are unchanged. The rewriting process can be described as a process 
of selection: the script is divided into fragments, then certain elements are kept and others 
discarded. The primary intention is to transform the austere visual aesthetics of Bergman’s 
film into text as part of my new art-making practice. So, by condensing the script, using 
 
329 Melvyn Bragg, The Seventh Seal Det Sjunde Inseglet. (London: BFI Publishing, 1993), 30. 
330 Yeats. Last Poems: Manuscript Materials 
331 R. Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel:  
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short sentences and simple words, and by maintaining the segmented structure of the film, 
a reworking of an element or a fragment of Bergman’s film was achieved. The second and 
third versions of the fairy tale in chapters two and three were created after the initial 
version had been developed, reviewed and redeveloped. These two versions were 
relocated from the time and setting of the Bergman film into a contemporary ICU at the 
time of a class five pandemic and a transplant unit in the time of organ shortages, and 
reflect the economic, social, and technological contexts of contemporary concerns. 
However, it is still the intention in these two later fairy tales to write the austere visual 
aesthetics of the original film as text. The performance/re-performance and rewriting when 
the fairy tales are performed by being read to an audience, an empty bed, or to be 
recorded continue the process of multiple reworkings of each work.  
 
This chapter examines the range of outcomes of this project: the making of works located 
at the nexus of installation, moving image, and performance; an examination of the means 
and context of the exhibition of those artworks; and a means of activating what could be 
considered a specific site of inter or transdisciplinarity – the exhibition. This is where the 
artwork, the artist, and the audience or viewer intersect with the site-specific form of the 
interventionist performative lecture or performative event.  
 
The Seventh Seal (Swedish title: Det sjunde inseglet) 
Ingmar Bergman’s 1957 black-and-white film The Seventh Seal has been fully or partially 
re-enacted, referenced, reiterated or re-performed many times by other artists in its 
relatively short life. Bergman’s process, whether intuitive or intentional, in developing this 
film included many reworkings and re-enactments of an earlier script he had created for a 
student group in Malmo. The title of that work in English was The Wood Painting and it 
was first produced as a radio play, then as a theatrical play by Bergman, and later by Bengt 
Ekerot332 for the Royal Dramatic Theatre.333 Bergman used the processes of radio and 
 
332 Bengt Ekerot later played the character of Death in the film The Seventh Seal.  
333 Bergman Foundation “Wood painting its development and history of performance”  
http://www.ingmarbergman.se/en/production/wood-painting-1 accessed September 17 2018  
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theatrical production to rework this script and then, while in hospital recovering from a 
stomach complaint, he focused on transforming it into the script for The Seventh Seal. That 
script was later rewritten several times, but these versions were not publicly presented.  
 
The Ingmar Bergman Foundation was set up by the Swedish Film Institute in 2002 as an 
independent foundation responsible for the maintenance of the Bergman archive. It was 
also given the task to “administer, preserve and distribute information on Ingmar Bergman 
and his works.”334 On the foundation’s website, the headline for the page devoted to The 
Seventh Seal describes it in the following way: “Plague ravages the land as a knight on a 
spiritual quest plays chess with death”.335 
 
The film starts with a voiceover quoting from the Book of Revelation in the New 
Testament: “…and when he had opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven 
about the space of half an hour. And I saw the seven angels which stood before God; and 
to them were given seven trumpets.” (Revelations 8:1–2 King James Version). The French 
filmmaker, scriptwriter, and film critic Olivier Assayas, in a recent critical essay336 wrote that 
in the films of Bergman “the spoken word is embodied. The relationship to the performer is 
not through the assertion of the text but in its transcendence.” 
 
Figure 39: Ingmar Bergman The Seventh Seal (screen shot) 1957 
 
334Bergman Foundation http://www.ingmarbergman.se/en/ingmar-bergman-foundation accessed Jan 26 2019 
335Bergman Foundation “ Seventh Seal”  http://www.ingmarbergman.se/en/production/seventh-seal accessed August 5 
2018 
336 Oliver Assayas. "Where are we with Bergman?” Film Comment 54 4:56. 6. 
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Reportedly influenced by the structure of his Lutheran pastor father’s sermons during 
Bergman’s childhood, the film is constructed of scenes laid as out as partially independent 
segments of the narrative.337 This can also be seen as an incorporation of techniques used 
in the presentation of biblical images within the church where: 
  
The inclination of the church painters to narrate in series of pictures relates to the epic 
structure of both the play and the film. And as in the medieval murals, in the film images 
of the sinful alternate with those of the innocent.338 
 
Death is a character able to engage in the physical world, he sits to play chess with the 
knight, he speaks and is understood, he listens and understands, in the final scene he takes 
the lead in a dance of death. In the earlier Bergman versions of this work, The Wood 
Painting, the character of Death was represented by silence.339 Within this context where 
the phenomenon of Death can become a character, it is possible to give to another 
phenomenon, the weather, the agency to assume an interventionist role, the interactive 
role of a character disrupting or exploding the almost stereotypical “weather shot” in 
cinematographic practice.340  
 
There are two instances of this multifaceted role of the weather in The Seventh Seal. In the 
final scene of the film where Death, engaging with the physical world, brandishes a scythe 
to lead a line of six humans away along the ridge of a hill in the “dance of death”, 
backgrounded by the ominous grey clouds of the wild and unpredictable storm. Their 
deaths are not seen; they are imagined, foreseen and dreaded. That same storm is endured 
by the three characters who evade the company of Death – Jof, Mia and their child. They 
hide in the safety of the forest away from the eye of Death, from the risk of looking upon 
Death. An earlier example of the character of the weather is when immediately following 
 
337 Melvyn Bragg, The Seventh Seal = Det Sjunde Inseglet (London: BFI Publishing, 1993), 28. 
338Egvil Törnqvist, Between Stage and Screen, (Amsterdam: Amsterdam Press 1995), 96. 
339 Ingmar Bergman, Randolph Goodman, and Leif Sjöberg, “Wood painting”: A Morality Play “The Tulane Drama Review, 
Vol. 6, No. 2 (Nov 1961): 140-152. 
340 The stereotypical cinematic weather shot is used to establish the nature of the weather and set the mood of the scene.  
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the death from plague of the former seminary student who had turned to stealing from the 
dead, the clouds clear and a ray of sunlight illuminates his body on the forest floor. 
 
The re-enactments of The Seventh Seal discussed here include the 1968 parody, De Düva, 
directed by George Coe and Anthony Lover and the 1996 David Lynch movie Lost 
Highway. I then examine my current project, a fragmentary reworking/re-enactment of The 
Seventh Seal, relocated to a contemporary ICU.  
 
One of the reworkings by others of The Seventh Seal is the short film De Düva.341 Co-
directed by the actor George Coe and cinematographer and director Anthony Lover, it is a 
parody of Bergman’s works, including The Seventh Seal and Wild Strawberries. In addition, 
the original context for the public screening of this film, De Düva, could be considered an 
act of reimaging these two Bergman films through a remaking of the intersection of the 
artwork, De Düva, and the viewer or audience. In this process the film De Düva itself does 
not change. The only changing element is the context of its exhibition. This process of re-
curation by context had also occurred at the premiere of The Seventh Seal.342  
 
Originally De Düva was shown in art-house cinemas as a short film accompanying 
Bergman’s major releases. Prior to its release there had been no attempt to contextualise 
the film by marketing, interviews with the lead actors or director, no critical reviews or 
other forms of external validation, hence it was up to the audience or the process of word 
of mouth to make sense of the film or attempt to clarify its intent. It was a deliberate 
choice by the filmmakers to allow the apparently accidental intersection of the audience 
with the film to be placed in the context of a Bergman revival. The physical context was 
 
341 Chicago Film Archive “De Düva”  
http://www.chicagofilmarchives.org/collections/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/3615 accessed August 1 2018 
342 As a point of contrast - The premiere of The Seventh Seal was chosen by the Svensk Filmindustri for the gala 
celebration of their 50th Anniversary. Bergman’s extended description of the impact of that context on the reception to 
the film can be found at http://www.ingmarbergman.se/en/production/seventh-seal accessed 5th August 2018. 
“At Svensk Filmindustri, The Seventh Seal suddenly became part of the pomp and circumstance of an anniversary 
celebration focusing on the golden age of Swedish film. This was a catastrophe for the film; it was not made for such 
activities. The gala première held a murderous atmosphere for a serious art film complete with a society audience, a 
flourish of trumpets, and a speech by Carl Anders Dymling. It was devastating. I did what I could to stop the onslaught 
but ultimately was powerless. Their boredom and their malice poured relentlessly over everything.” 
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curated. There are reports that there was some confusion in the audience about the 
seriousness of the film, even to the extent that there were accounts that the language of 
the film must be an obscure dialect of Swedish. Later reports stated that the film had to be 
watched several times to really understand the spoken word, the subtitles, and the 
references to Bergman films. Others took offence that the film mocked not only Bergman, 
but all Swedes. The film could also be seen as a simple poo joke played with an admirable 
level of constancy of character. When the film was first released the format of presentation 
was as a 16 mm film reel. It had a limited release and it was difficult for a member of the 
general public to access it. Now the contemporary viewer can access De Düva online 
through the use of a search engine. Access is almost immediate, and the context in terms 
of the other videos sequenced around De Düva is determined by the algorithm of the 
search engine.343 
 
In David Lynch’s 1957 film Lost Highway, the motif of Death in a male human form is 
repeated as in The Seventh Seal, dressed in black with a whitened face. The idea of a pre-
existing relationship between Death and either the knight in The Seventh Seal or Fred 
Madison in the Lost Highway acting as a point of confusion or uncertainty links both films. 
In the Lost Highway, Death comments to the central character, Fred Wilson “We have 
already met, haven’t we?”.344 The references to melodrama and vaudeville in the 
presentation of the character of Death conflicts with the single-minded determination of 
the Death character in The Seventh Seal. A rampant, unpredictable Death using the time of 
the plague to choose large numbers of victims somewhat at random in The Seventh Seal 
has become a home invader with a white-painted face, a centre part in his hair, bug eyes, 
and a permanent smirk in Lost Highway.  
 
  
 
343 “De Diva”, 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1TlAd6M-xU accessed Jan 24 2019 
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiB7vDag4bgAhUbA3IKHVCVB-QQ_AUIDigB&biw=1920&bih=938 
344 David Lynch “ Lost Highway” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwpwVylj8I 
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Performative Lecture 
Barthes, in his Session of December 9, 1978 said, “A lecture isn’t a performance, and, as far 
as possible you shouldn’t come here expecting a show.”345 There is a tension between this 
statement and the division of the subject in his grand project or quest. It is possible that 
while the audience may not come expecting a show, that is always what is delivered by any 
presentation of the spoken word. If a lecture isn’t a performance, what is it? Even the 
dullest, most monotonous reading of the points already written and shown in a 
PowerPoint presentation is a performance. It is an inescapable function of the model of the 
exchange of words.  
 
The term “performative” has been linked with ideas of repetitive practices, subsuming 
objectivity and cultural agency. The performative becomes less a quality or adjective of 
performance than of discourse about the archive and the repertoire. While a significant 
basis of my practice has been an engagement with the process of producing artworks, the 
production of the physical art object to be experienced, whether it be sound, video, 
installation, or object, is then often layered with additional engagement by a community of 
viewers post-production and post-exhibition. The physical work, the “art”, serves as a 
catalyst or means of putting an idea to a group or individual and then watching and 
waiting for the response as the beginning of a conversation. This process of engagement 
occurs mostly in terms of shared reminiscences formed into a conversation, then becomes 
an ephemeral, undocumented artwork layered on top of the initial physical art. This 
element of the work mostly exists as fragments in the memories of the audience or 
viewers, with a more complete archive of these performances being held in my memory. 
However, access to my memory, as with any memory, is incomplete. 
 
The formative experience of this process occurred by accident; it hadn’t been thought 
through and I hadn’t designed it in any way. The first work in this Grand Project, well prior 
to my commencement of a PhD candidature, was a 2006 installation in a church in the 
 
345 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel: 10. 
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town of Aberdeen, located in the Upper Hunter region of New South Wales. Aberdeen is a 
former meatworks town with a population of about 1,500. It is now primarily a dormitory 
suburb for the coal mines further down the valley. The town also services the racehorse 
breeding industry in the surrounding countryside. I had originally approached the rector of 
St Marks Anglican Church about putting an installation in the church hall; his response was 
that after consideration he would prefer the work to be located in the church itself.  
 
The installation required the removal of two pews, allowing a series of three small wire 
beds hung with 23 fat splatter catchers346 to be installed. The fat catchers or sieves were 
embroidered with the Red Cross symbol associated with blood donation formed using 
small second-hand red shirt buttons. The kneelers were wrapped in a grey blanket 
material, each kneeler restating the data from a single instance of time in the traces 
formed on a patient’s bedside medical monitor; three hospital trolleys were inserted 
between the pews as if they were members of the congregation. By chance, the first day 
the installation was open to the public coincided with the town’s annual pumpkin festival, 
which was being celebrated next to the church. That meant many people attended the 
exhibition without it being a significant event and indeed many came almost by accident. 
With nearly every group that came in I talked about the background to the installation, 
that is the idea of medicalised death in ICU, and my experience on which this interest was 
based. In response, many of the visitors told me stories from their lives about when they 
watched and waited as someone died in intensive care, in emergency, or at home. These 
stories would not have been shared between us without the physical presence of the art 
installation as a catalyst. Returning to the idea put forward by the sociologist John Law, 
“Matter matters… Matter that does not make a difference does not matter. It is not matter 
since there is no relation.”347 In this situation, the matter of art matters because there is a 
relation and that makes a difference and so the matter of art matter, matters. It has agency.  
 
 
346 A fat splatter catcher is a cooking aid designed to sit flat over the top rim of a frypan and prevent the hot fat spitting 
from the fry pan onto adjacent surfaces. The catcher is made from a large metal ring slightly larger than the fry pan, a fine 
wire mesh stretched tight across the face of this ring and there is a handle to allow handling when hot. 
347 Law, “The materials of STS,” 171.  
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The Lecture on Nothing performed by the American sound artist John Cage in 1949 or 
1950 was one of the first instances of what could be called the lecture performance, 
sometimes called the “performative lecture”. 348 In the written record of the lecture printed 
in 1959 the words are laid out in four columns across the page as if partially on a musical 
score, with breathing spaces between the clumps of words. It does not look regular, even, 
and routine. However, a description of the recording of the event states that:  
 
Figure 40: John Cage Lecture on Nothing (detail of script) 1949 or 1950 
 
348 Lucia Rainer, On the Threshold of Knowing: Lectures and Performances in Art and Academia, (Bielefeld: transcript-
Verlag 2017), 113 
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… Cage’s speaking tempo is regular and concerted without relevant tempo variations. His 
voice is calm, stable, and precise. Cage’s words are well accentuated and well-articulated, 
having a monotonous, sonorous, and melodic tone. The flow of words is regular and neither 
stressed noticeably nor in a peculiar manner. The beginning of a new sentence, a new clause, 
and context words are emphasized, making it easy to listen to the text. Yet the reading 
rhythm is scored in beat and measure, as if being read for metronome. It is intoned in time 
and does not correspond to reading practices, which distinguish themselves through 
techniques of variation and dynamics. On the contrary, the text’s progression is very slow, 
non-dynamic, and non-directional.349 
 
Until recently, it was possible for anyone to listen to a recording of a later performance of 
the work by Cage, but as of 2016 the recording in the archive of the John Cage Trust has 
restricted access.350  
 
The audio traces of the work that remain easily accessible are the many reworkings, re-
imaginings and re-enactments of the work by others. One of these is represented by an 
online audio file,351 Lecture on Nothing by John Cage 1961 42’ 42”, by the UK-based 
musician Zac Gvi, who presented it at a symposium on the form of the lecture held at the 
MK Gallery in Milton Keynes in the UK in 2012.352 Presented in an English-accented male 
voice, the work is backgrounded by the sound of the metronome and foregrounded by the 
easily discounted sounds of either setting up to record or simply a person coming into the 
room to record. This performance is austere. 
 
In another reworking at the Barbican in London, UK, in 2013 the American artist and actor 
Robert Wilson presented his reproduction of Cage’s work. The Guardian reviewer  
 
349 Rainer, On the Threshold of Knowing, 115. 
350 The John Cage Trust ” Complete Works”  website https://www.johncage.org/pp/John-Cage-Works.cfm accessed 24th 
Jan 2019 
351 Zac Gvi “ John Cage – Lecture on Nothing 1961” 2012   http://openfile.org.uk/archive/zac-gvi/ accessed August 6 2018 
352 MK Gallery “ Symposium” 2012http://openfile.org.uk/events/open-file-2/symposium/ accessed August 6 2018  
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Figure 41: Roger Wilson Lecture on Nothing Text by John Cage, performed by Robert Wilson, 2013 
 
Andrew Clements commented that “Cage himself is heard reading, his light, east-coast 
voice vividly contrasting with Wilson’s heavier Texan accent.”353 Wilson toured this 
performance extensively within Europe, and in Moscow and Shanghai during 2012 and 
2013. The minimalism or austerity present in the Zac Gvi reinterpretation is not seen in the 
Wilson production, which was undertaken at roughly the same time. Wilson’s version was 
played out on a theatrical set with a large number of panels of black text on a white 
background and an additional character, a man dressed in black who used binoculars to 
view Wilson sitting at a white table in the centre-front of the stage reading the Lecture on 
Nothing. One of the other props on the set was an all-white bed made with all-white 
bedding set to the right of the all-white table and chair. The floor space was covered in 
crumpled black and white sheets of paper. For these performances, Wilson was dressed 
completely in white and had applied whitening paint or cream to his face, hair, neck, and 
hands. Neither Gvi or Wilson changed the words of the 1959 script, but in their re-
performances changed the voice. 
 
 
353 Andrew Clements “ Lecture on Nothing – Review” 2013 https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2013/feb/26/lecture-on-
nothing-review accessed August 6 2018  
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Cage’s Lecture on Nothing raises two central questions: Why is there a move from the 
referencing of ideas to the physical performance of those ideas, and how can this process 
disrupt the privileging of harmony, repetition and form in the manner in which the 
audience or viewers interact with the work?  
  
The Thai-born, Los Angeles-based artist Prima Jalichandra-Sakuntabhai also uses the 
performative lecture to question aspects of the Western canon.354 Since 2015 Jalichandra-
Sakuntabhai has written and performed a series of works, performative lectures under the 
title (Site) Specificity I to III. The series started by using the format of a lecture presented 
against a sequence of moving images. This was then expanded by a fragmentation of the 
boundaries between lecturer, audience, and assistants. The techniques she uses include 
projectors, objects, and installations, overlaid with talking, partially as if reading or 
lecturing and extending the scope of the work by incorporating the audience. Jalichandra-
Sakuntabhai has stated that “the space of projection itself becomes confused with the 
space of the audience who is invited to become part of the space and thus submits 
themselves to the manipulation of the projection as well.”355 These presentations are not 
static; often two projectors are used, sometimes overlapping as they are moved to 
different angles of image delivery and audience capture. The sounds that accompany the 
physical effort of these manoeuvres are also audible in the video documentation of the 
works.  
 
In (Site) Specificity III the live performance has largely been replaced by documentation of 
the performative lecture. Constructed in Jalichandra-Sakuntabhai’s Los Angeles bedroom, 
the ambient light behind the windows as day transitions to night becomes an additional 
performative element in the work, appearing like a screen. In the just under 20-minute 
work, initially a central screen plays a video while the silhouette of the audience member 
apparently moves across in front of the screen, seemingly oblivious to the disruption being 
 
354 Megan Mueller “ Prima Jalichandra-Sakuntabhai” 2018   http://thestudiovisit.com/prima-jalichandra-sakuntabhai/ 
accessed Jan 24 2019 
355 Kathryn Barulich “Slicing History: Jalichandra-Sakuntabhai” https://www.dissolvesf.org/trace/primajalichandra-
sakuntabhai accessed Jan 24 2019  
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caused. After some time, another screen is activated to scan around the room while the 
voice of the lecturer outlines a position on absence and disappearance. The lecturer does 
not become visible except as a silhouette holding a torch into the eyes of the audience.356 
This, the most recent of the three works in the series, is made of a video projector, table, 
bookshelf, books, two mirrors, mirror cube, 1980 globe, upright bed covered in black 
fabric, two windows covered in vellum, emergency flashlight, wall pieces, dichroic on 
acrylic, and is performed in the smallest and most personal of the sites: the bedroom. 
 
In November 2016 the American artist Martine Syms gave what was called in the headline 
of an article by the writer Sam O’Keefe in the Miscellany News, the Vassar College student 
newspaper of record since 1866, as “Contemporary artist gives dynamic performative 
talk.”357 The process of her performative talk was described by O’Keefe as: 
  
The talk, replete with refreshing combinations of ideas and proposals, collectively served 
as a performance within a lecture, as her presentation appeared more viscerally 
expressive rather than preplanned. What made it so effective was its aesthetic aspect, 
which Syms achieved through her use of the screen. Showing the audience multiple 
videos either created by her or by artists from whom she found inspiration, she never 
closed a window on her screen, letting each video continue to play as she sequentially 
layered one video on top of another, creating a mosaic of moving pixels.358 
 
356,Jalichandra-Sakuntabhai’s “Site Specifity III” 2019 https://www.primasakuntabhai.com/site-specificity-iii.html accessed 
August 6 2018  
357Sam O’Keefe “ Contemporary Artist gives Dynamic Performative Lecture” 2018  
http://miscellanynews.org/2016/11/09/arts/contemporary-artist-gives-dynamic-performative-talk/accessed August 3 
2018 
358 Sam O’Keefe “ Contemporary Artist gives Dynamic Performative Lecture” 2018  
http://miscellanynews.org/2016/11/09/arts/contemporary-artist-gives-dynamic-performative-talk/accessed August 3 
2018 
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Figure 42: Martine Syms Performative Lecture at the Centre for Experimental Lectures at the Storm King Art 
Centre, 2016 
 
This process can be seen in an online video359 (from 6 minutes 11 seconds) documenting 
another of Syms’s performative lectures. This one was given in September 2015 and 
organised by the Centre for Experimental Lectures at the Storm King Art Center in 
Cornwall, New York, US. The centre specifically encourages the idea of the public lecture as 
a creative platform. One of the overwhelming features of this performance was its slightly 
rough-and-ready “do-it-yourself” (DIY) aesthetic both in the staging of the lecture 
outdoors and in the presentation by Syms. It did not appear rehearsed, beyond an 
understanding that much of the material Syms used had been previously presented, and so 
could be considered to have been rehearsed by the repetition of performance.360 The 
rumble of thunder in the distance, the wind against the microphone, and the silhouettes of 
the audience members apparently sitting on the ground and interjecting conflicted to 
some extent with the proscenium arch361 mode of presentation of the lecture.  
 
 
359 Martine Syms “Performative Lecture” 2015 accessed August 3 2018.  
360 Martine Syms “Transcript” 2015 http://experimentallectures.org/files/Martine_Syms_Misdirected_Kiss.pdf accessed Feb 
10 2019 
361 The proscenium arch as a mode of presentation is a theatrical term for the presentation of a work framed by the floor 
of the stage, two sides and a frame. It is considered that this works to separate the audience from the actors both 
physically and by providing only one viewpoint to the audience. 
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Syms completely eliminated this DIY aesthetic in her 2017 project at MoMA in New York, 
US, titled Project 106.362 A curatorial assistant at MoMa PSI, Jocelyn Miller, wrote in the 
exhibition catalogue that Syms utilised a wide range of media images and modes of 
presentation of those images from gifs to advertisements to surveillance footage and:  
 
… reassembles their parts into multimedia collages viewers can inhabit, exposing the 
mechanisms of performance: both the learning of styles, signs, and symbols and their 
reformulation into a self -presented to the world.363 
 
For this occasion, Syms presented a performative lecture in the video HOW TO SEE Projects 
106 with Martine Syms.364 In a seemingly choreographed performance, Syms walks viewers 
through the exhibition almost from mark to mark, while performing the elements of the 
work. A smartphone augmented reality app (WYD RN)365 allows audience members to be 
the author of the collages. 
 
Syms’s installation for Projects 106 references the site of production, the site where 
something gets done, a photographic studio or somewhere where things are always 
in flux, able to be reworked and reimagined or re-enacted. They may never be 
finished. 366 
 
An alternative model of the performative lecture is used by Vic McEwan, an Australian 
sound-based multidisciplinary artist based near Narrandera in country New South Wales. 
At an event at Wagga Wagga Regional Art Gallery in July 2018,367 McEwan gave a 
performative lecture interpreting a recently completed arts and health project, The 
 
362 Martine Syms “ Projects 106” 2017  https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/3665 accessed July 22 2018.  
363 Martine Syms “ Projects 106 Exhibition Catalogue” 2017 https://www.contemporaryand.com/exhibition/projects-106-
martine-syms/ accessed Feb 10 2019. 
364Martine Syms “ Projects 106” 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsJan9FHjKc accessed August 6 2018.  
365 WYD RN is a commonly used text message abbreviation standing for What are you doing right now?  
366 https://www.artforum.com/interviews/martine-syms-discusses-her-projects-exhibition-at-moma-68509 accessed 
August 6 2018. 
367 Wagg Wagga art gallery Webpage 2018 https://www.wagga.nsw.gov.au/art-gallery/activities-and-events/the-
harmonic-oscillator-a-performative-lecture-with-vic-mcewan. 
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Harmonic Oscillator.368 This was a multi-year collaborative project in which McEwan 
worked in partnership with the British Director of Arts for Health at Manchester 
Metropolitan University, Clive Parkinson, and Vicky Charnock, the Arts Coordinator at Alder 
Hey Children’s Hospital in Liverpool, UK.  
 
The elements of this performative lecture were the advertising, the setting, the food and 
drink provided, the arrangement of the screen, podium and layout of the chairs, the 
acoustics, the lighting, and then the material presented by the artist: the sound files, video 
files, and spoken voice segments. Each section of the material presented by McEwan was 
allowed its own space. They did not overlap. The structure of the performative lecture was 
a narrative, a storytelling with the interchange between sequences of material providing 
points of punctuation.  
 
McEwan’s point of entry to the community of the hospital was as a sound artist. Noise is an 
ephemeral aspect of the hospital that has a significant impact on those who use the space. 
McEwan started with the typical academic methodology of undertaking a literature review 
of scholarly articles on sound or noise in hospitals. This was followed by a sound mapping 
of the hospital, including evaluating noise levels in specific areas such as the ICU. He 
described this process in his presentation and earlier had written in his process diary of a 
sound mapping in the ICU around midnight on 25 March 2015:  
 
This walk took one hour and was less than 80 meters long. To take an hour to walk 
that short distance is quite a task. I was recording the walk with two omnidirectional 
microphones attached to me, so as well as walking incredibly slowly, with 
headphones on, listening to an amplified version of the environment, I was also 
having to control my breathing to some extent so as not to have an effect on the 
recording … This is quite a meditative process, an intense experience. During the 
walk, I was able to closely watch all the goings on around me, to observe the flotilla 
 
368 Vic McEwan “Harmonic Oscillator Project” 2016://www.vicmcewan.com/single-post/2017/01/20/The-Harmonic-
Oscillator. 
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of machinery that arced around some of the beds, flashing information … The range 
of beeping machines, rhythmic machines, sometimes playing together, sometimes off 
doing their own thing.369 
 
McEwan talked extensively about the artistic process of using his repeated presence in the 
hospital as he mapped the sound as a means of allowing him to respond to other aspects 
of the site, its contexts and communities, as and when he felt it was appropriate.370  
 
The diverse range of outcomes of the project were outlined during the lecture: the artist’s 
provision of a noise measurement report to building management that would support 
them in prioritising the implementation of noise reduction measures, the hospital staff 
using McEwan’s workshop skills to distract patients experiencing high levels of anxiety. The 
many artistic outcomes of the project include The longest heart beat, a significant sound 
work. This work was played during the performative lecture. It consists of the recording of 
the playing of a recording of a single heartbeat in a chamber with a two-minute 
reverberation time. The heartbeat was that of one of the patients in the Alder Hey 
Children’s Hospital. This emotional and affective work was played near the middle of the 
performative lecture with the audience siting in silence. It formed one of the key points of 
punctuation in the performative lecture. 
 
One of the significant aspects of the event was that the manner of the presenter, McEwan, 
provided the audience with a level of insight into his character and demeanor that made 
sense of the high level of trust exhibited by the participants in the project and the 
significant level of engagement he was able to show throughout the documentation of this 
project.  
 
Like the behaviour of a harmonic oscillator371 that after being pushed or experiencing a 
force returns to its base or starting point, this project and the performative lecture about 
 
369 Vic McEwan “ Harmonic Oscillator” 2017 https://www.theharmonicoscillator.com/research accessed Jan 25 2019 
370 Vic McEwan “ Harmonic Oscillator” 2017 https://www.theharmonicoscillator.com/research accessed Jan 25 20198 
371 The Physics Hypertextbook, “Simple Harmonic Oscillator”  https://physics.info/sho/ 
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the project do not appear to specifically seek to challenge the existing operation of the 
medical system in the Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. Instead, McEwan subtly brings the 
attention of the audience to certain aspects of the characteristics of the hospital by 
privileging the voice of the patient and other users of the spaces. As the title of the project, 
the harmonic oscillator would not be considered a mechanism of change; rather, it is one 
that seeks a return to the status quo. The process of going and coming back reflects the 
artistic process of the residencies at the hospital and does not ignore the time and 
alterative experiences of the viewer/listener of both the initial disruptive force and the 
subsequent return of the system to its starting point. McEwan’s intervention both in the 
project and in the performative lecture values the experience of this situation at this point 
in time.  
 
In opposition is the warning tone rung by Amelia Jones in her introduction to the book 
Perform, Repeat, Record.372 While the three instructional words of the title resonate with 
the practice of my art making, Jones argues that the performative can be a means of 
containment or control, a setting of limits. By emphasising the temporal nature of the 
works, the time it takes or requires from the viewer to engage with it focuses the question 
onto the process of re-enactment and re-performance, whether or not that has occurred 
through documentation or live performance.  
 
The Exhibition – Installation, Moving Image, Interactive Works and a 
Performative Lecture or Event373 
The art practice of installation could be thought of as a means to counter the dominant 
inscriptions of the white cube model; as an attempt to focus the audience or viewer’s 
attention on the physicality or materiality of the space or site and the objects within that 
space. Performative lectures or events are also a means to focus the attention of the 
audience in the present and to the present location. This is also reinforced in interactive 
works. Film and moving image works shown in a darkened black box can work to dislocate 
 
372 Amelia Jones, and Adrian Heathfield. Perform, Repeat, Record: Live Art in History. (Bristol: Intellect, 2012.), 14 
373 Catherine Elwes, Installation and the Moving Image (New York: Columbia University Press, 2015), 8.  
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the viewer or audience from their physical site and time. The UK-based artist, academic 
and writer Ken Wilder said in 2009 that in the moving image “the continuity between 
fictional space and real space is implied but systematically negated – there, but not 
there.”374  
 
Catherine Elwes, a UK-based artist, curator, and critic, suggests in the introduction to her 
book Installation and the Moving Image that the practice of pushing these apparently 
inconsistent art forms together encourages the audience or viewer to hold multiple 
apparently contradictory points of view and realities at the one time without one erasing 
any of the others.375 She refers to the liminality of the space occupied by this type of 
exhibition practice when she suggests that:  
 
Moving image installation trades in ambiguity by virtue of its occupation of that 
liminal space between material reality and what we understand to be not-real, yet 
present to the senses and the imagination. By staging what is familiar in an 
unexpected setting and offering up the uncanny for inspection in relative safety, 
moving image in the gallery holds the potential to recalibrate the terms of our 
engagement with our contemporary environment.376 
 
The Australian curator Blair French talks of the nexus between installation and performance 
as where each form “anticipates its own erasure”.377 French expands this idea into 
considering the materiality of the practice of performance or the performative and the 
ephemeral temporality of installation practice. Given the predominance of performance or 
performative works where even in the absence of a real or virtual proscenium arch the 
performer assumes a distance, a lack of relation, a lack of engagement with the 
 
374 Ken Wilder, 'Levels of Unreality', unpublished paper delivered at the Expanded Cinema Symposium, Central Saint 
Martins, London, 20 May 2009 
375 Elwes, Installation and the Moving Image, 3. 
376 Elwes, Installation and the Moving Image, 5. 
377 Blair French, “Aftermath the performance/installation nexus,” in Perform, Repeat, Record: Live Art in History. ed 
Amelia Jones, and Adrian Heathfield (Bristol: Intellect, 2012) 415. 
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audience/viewer, it is tempting to engage directly with the idea that the performance is 
matter and the installation is temporal. 
 
The term “installation” is broad but could be understood to include a combination of 
object, moving image, interactivity, sound, and projection. When this loose assembly of 
modes of presentation interacts with a formal or semi-formal performative event or 
lecture, it may break down the barrier between art and the discourse about art. Both of 
these occur at the same time and the boundary or space of contestation between these 
two or more modes of presentation and the knowledge production in that space becomes 
fluid, both physically and temporally.  
 
These consistent levels of the breaking down of categories or definitions overlaid with the 
transdisciplinary matter under investigation (medicalised death in ICU), can result in an 
exciting, dislocating, shocking, funny, beautiful, and maybe even intensely real experience 
between the voice of the audience, the voice of the work, and the voice of the artist. This 
process inevitably involves the artist in curatorial practices. 
 
Nicola Triscott, Director of Catalyst, a London-based arts/science organisation, investigated 
in her recent PhD thesis the modelling of a curatorial approach to the multidisciplinary 
nature of art/science.378 She determined that the pivotal principles that drove her curatorial 
model are that work is done with “matters of concern … [and that a ] … co-production of 
knowledge”379 is privileged and located in the context of its production; within an “ecology 
of practices”380 where the whole is comprised of a multitude of elements, each contributing 
often in unknown ways. This relates back to the importance of the unknowingness of the 
outcomes as outlined in the first paragraph of this thesis, which examined the proposals 
within The Preparation of the Novel by Roland Barthes. It also reflects the complexity of 
the processes and practices that have developed in this project. 
 
378Nicola Triscott “ Curating the Co-Inquiry” 2017  https://nicolatriscott.org/2017/11/05/phd-thesis-curating-the-co-
inquiry/ accessed online July 16 2018  
379 379Nicola Triscott “ Curating the Co-Inquiry” 2017  114 
380 380Nicola Triscott “ Curating the Co-Inquiry” 2017  114 
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Triscott frames her investigation within the definitions of layers of disciplinarity outlined by 
Stephen Rowland in a paper in 2002.381 Triscott interprets Rowland’s terms as two stories 
of interdisciplinarity. One is bringing together or merging different kinds of knowledge and 
skill to expand knowledge or to solve a practical problem. Rowland refers to this as 
transdisciplinarity. The other narrative of interdisciplinarity is that far from collapsing the 
boundaries between disciplines, these boundary areas represent sites of contestation 
between different “regimes of truth” where critical interdisciplinarity can be established.382  
 
Modes of Exhibition/Display/Exhibition-Making  
In the contemporary global art world the most common model for the display of artworks 
is within the white cube, often thought of as an architectural space that “… consists of a 
square or oblong space, painted white and with a light source”.383 Within the white cube 
there is a structure that can be referred to as a black box, “the name for a square room 
painted black in which artists performed experimental work”. It is also increasingly the site 
for presentation of video works.  
 
The development of the predominance of the white cube model owes much to the French 
philosopher Merleau-Ponty who, in his 1945 book, The Phenomenology of Perception,384 
focused attention on the site or context of the aesthetic interaction between the artwork 
and the viewer or audience. This site-based or situational focus reduced the ability to 
consider the artwork in isolation from its site, as well as reducing the ability to consider the 
viewer in isolation of the site of display of the artwork with the site’s technology, rules and 
ways of being.  
 
 
381 Stephen Rowland, “Interdisciplinarity as a site of contestation”, A draft paper presented at the annual conference of 
the British Education Research Association. UCL. Available from 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/cishe/seminars/interdisciplinarity/contestation_paper.doc Accessed May 24 2016 
382 Rowland, Interdisciplinarity as a site of contestation” 116 
383 Definition of the White cube model of display 
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803122301749 accessed Jan 4 2018 
384 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and Donald Landes, Phenomenology of Perception (Oxford: Routledge, 2012), 
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Features and behaviours associated with the white cube include a reduction in distraction 
from the artwork by the removal of architectural detailing including windows, and the use 
of single colour, mainly white, on the walls and ceiling, with a contrasting colour on the 
floor. The format encouraged monumentality and was considered timeless. The 
controllable light and temperature can also dislocate the viewer or audiences from the 
physical attributes or the physical conditions outside that space, as well as from an 
awareness of time even though they can choose the time they arrive and leave the space. 
The atmosphere of the white cube tends to encourage a meditative and sometimes 
reverential approach to the art displayed there. This architecture preferences certain 
audience behaviours; they are encouraged not to interact with other members of the 
audience and to not engage physically with the artworks through touch. Meanwhile the 
white cube mode of display is thought to privileging the flat plane of the art by focus. 
Clearly the white cube is not without inscription; it is imbued with multiple meanings and 
at its most basic is a means of conferring cultural and financial value on the artworks 
displayed within that context.385  
 
This relationship of value was questioned in a paper in the journal Empirical Studies of the 
Arts by David Brieber, Helmut Leder, and Marcos Nadal who reported the findings of their 
study into the experiences of art by audiences not specifically trained in art as: 
 
… only when encountering art that is meaningful and personally or societally relevant, 
do the physical context and genuineness contribute to enhance the experience of art. 
386 
 
Later in their paper they proposed an “inverse white cube effect” extending the traditional 
value adding impact of the white cube site on the value of the art exhibited there. They 
argue that a circular effect was set in motion, where the site raised the value of the art, 
 
385 Paul Gladston, and Lynne Howarth-Gladston, “Inside the Yellow Box: Cultural Exceptionalism and the Ideology of the 
Gallery Space,” Journal of Curatorial Studies, 6: 2, 194–211, doi: 10.1386/jcs.6.2.198 
386 David Brieber, Helmut Leder, and Marcos Nadal “The Experience of Art in Museums: An Attempt to Dissociate the 
Role of Physical Context and Genuineness”, Empirical Studies of the Arts 2015, Vol. 33(1) 95–105 
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which then raised the value of the site, which then raised the value of the art. This in turn 
raised the status or meaningfulness and relevance of the art, resulted in the physical space 
then increasing the influence of the art whether or not it was meaningful or relevant. The 
implication of this was that the presence of art inevitably raised the value of the physical 
space in which it was located or had been located.  
 
A 2017 paper by two UK-based academics, Paul Gladston and Lynne Howarth-Gladston, 
outlines the historical development, intention, and outcomes of an alternative mode of 
display they called the Yellow Box. They suggest this an alternative to the white cube and a 
cultural response to the inadequacy of the white box model for specific forms of Chinese 
art. In China in the early 2000s a series of exhibitions was launched by the Hong Kong 
dealer and curator Johnson Chang (also known as Chang Tsong-zung). The Yellow Box 
mode of display was used to subvert the predominance of the white cube model being 
applied to traditional Chinese brush or pen-and-ink works by focusing on creating a 
culturally appropriate response by first considering the size or scale of those works, which 
are relatively small in size, that is non-monumental; then second, promoting what was seen 
as the traditional intimacy and interaction in the art–viewer relationship and between 
viewers by the use of such props as paired chairs with a tea table; and third, maintaining 
the idea of the connection of the exhibition space with the outside, with nature, with time, 
and with life. 387  
 
In 2011, the German journalist Niklas Maak, in conversation with German art historian 
Charlotte Klonk and artist Thomas Demand in a Tate Modern online educational resource 
speculates that there is a movement to where the “…art produces its own arena of 
experience and emancipates itself from the notion of the exhibition as an introduction of a 
piece of art into a room.” 388  
 
 
387 Paul Gladston, and Lynne Howarth-Gladston, “Inside the Yellow Box: Cultural Exceptionalism and the Ideology of 
the Gallery Space,” Journal of Curatorial Studies, 6: 2, 194–211, doi: 10.1386/jcs.6.2.198 
388 Tate “ White Cube and beyond” 2015 https://www.tate.org.uk/context-comment/articles/white-cube-and-beyond 
accessed January 4 2019  
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An example of this movement could be found in a recent curatorial intervention into the 
Barbican Centre in London, UK. There, the exhibition design of the lower of the two levels 
of the Barbican Centre for the travelling exhibition Another Kind of Life: Photography on 
the Margins, shown from February to May 2018, partially replicated the architecture of the 
upstairs alcove configuration of exhibition spaces, but also relied on a series of 
freestanding tall, room-sized cubes to provide an intimate delineation of each of the 
photographers in the exhibition. The exhibition design model could be described as a 
brutalist concrete box of the building surrounding a series of white cubes containing black 
boxes with a grid of black, undefined corridors running across the flow of audience traffic.  
 
 
Figure 43: Barbican Centre installation shot of the exhibition Another Kind of Life: Photography on the 
Margins, 2018  
 
In an interview in the British Journal of Photography the Barbican curator Alona Pardo 
states that: 
 
177 
 
I am always trying to challenge myself and develop new ways of exhibiting work that 
defy the trap of the exhibition shuffle, where you just have people moving from one 
image to the next. Photography can have a relentless quality to it, especially when it 
is exhibited on a linear hang, at the same height, in a black frame. But, with all the 
different strategies of display that are available to us now, one can transform 
something quite traditional into an incredibly contemporary and exciting experience. 
389 
 
One of the most powerful elements in the downstairs layout was the use of very low levels 
of lighting in the approximately one-metre-wide cross walkway spaces between adjacent 
exhibition rooms to isolate each exhibition space and to break the “exhibition shuffle” 
mentioned in Pardo’s comment above. While tending to suggest the sequence of rooms to 
be viewed, the design on the lower level allowed this to be disrupted easily by visitors 
navigating an alternative path through the darkened cross-traffic walking routes. This 
allowed them to curate their own experience by selecting both the sequence of viewing 
and the repetition of all or parts of each body of work. In this way, viewers reworked the 
curation of the exhibition or, to put it another way, determined their own sites of 
contestation between the different regimes of truth of each photographer, or between the 
curator and their own regimes of truth. On the upper level of the gallery the sequence of 
viewing was more directly determined by the permanent architecture, with a racetrack-
style corridor around the central atrium and staircase with the exhibition spaces falling out 
from that corridor or walkway space.  
 
The site of my examination exhibition is one of the spaces within the Sydney College of the 
Arts Gallery on the University of Sydney campus in Callan Park Rozelle, Sydney. The 
building is a heritage building forming part of the Kirkbride complex that was completed in 
1885. The initial use of this complex of buildings and courtyards within a security wall was 
as an asylum for the insane. It is categorised in the Callan Park Master Plan of November 
 
389 Hannag Abel-Hersch “ Alona Pardo on Reinventing the Traditional Photography Exhibition “ 2017 http://www.bjp-
online.com/2017/11/alona-pardo-solo-exhibition-ipa-2018/ accessed August 5 2018 
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2011390 as being of exceptional significance. As with many buildings in the Callan Park 
precinct, it shows the impact of long-term inadequate levels of maintenance. The history of 
the entire Callan Park site is complex and multilayered. Until the occupation of the 
Kirkbride site by the Sydney College of the Arts, the history of this section could be seen as 
an ongoing critique of the processes, practices, and materials of the practice of the 
institutionalised or medicalised treatment of the mentally ill.  
 
Safe within the Kirkbride complex in the middle of one of the main courtyards, like a keep 
within a medieval castle, the SCA Gallery is inevitably a contested site for the production of 
knowledge by the display of artworks. In more formal terms, the outer skin of heritage 
sandstone, now stripped of many of the markers of its former uses, has been partially 
retrofitted with the characteristics of a modified white cube together with segments of a 
series of black boxes.  
 
The Exhibition – Installation, Moving Image, Interactive Works and a 
Performative Lecture or Event: My Work Cast a cold eye on life, on 
death: the Remake: Medicalised Death in ICU  
The process of a work of art being presented in a formal sense to the audience and then 
being re-enacted, reworked or reiterated by the original artist is accepted practice in the 
performing arts but not necessarily so common in the visual or cinematic arts. Once a film, 
video or object has been released or exhibited it tends to be considered as finished and 
not able to be reworked. 391 
 
The process used by Bergman was of multiple remakings and representations with a focus 
on reworking specific elements of the original works, The Wood Painting and The Seventh 
Seal. A version of this process has been used to develop an overarching installation work 
Cast a cold eye on life, on death: the Remake: Medicalised Death in ICU. The influence of 
 
390 Leichhardt Council ‘ Callan Park Master Plan Report’ 2011 
http://www.callanparkyourplan.com.au/downloads/january2012/2-Final-Draft-Callan-Park-Master-Plan-November-
2011/Final-Draft-Callan-Park-Master-Plan-November-2011.pdf accessed January 7 2019 
391 Often performance art is represented by others on the instructions of the artist.  
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The Seventh Seal is extended to its remaking being recontextualised into a contemporary 
ICU. When I say using the process of a remake, really what has been undertaken is the 
making of works reiterating, reviewing, and recasting the major ideas of the Bergman film. 
The critical concepts shared between The Seventh Seal and medicalised death in ICU 
include: faith either in God/eternal life or in the medicalised system of ICU, nothingness, 
the silence of hopelessness, silence indicating the absence of God or the void, silence 
indicating a lack of curative treatment options, a site or environment that is apocalyptic or 
crisis-driven, and a questioning to the point of distain of the value of an institution such as 
the church and its representatives, or of the hospital and the ICU. All of these can be 
distilled into the tensions between the fluidity of the pairings – the identifiable/known, the 
unidentifiable/unknowable, and the vast grey area in between that destroys the notion of 
the binary nature of these pairings.  
 
Some of the features of the ICU clearly resonate with the features of the Bergman film. The 
medieval, feudal context of the film is repeated in a large contemporary ICU ward where 
elements of the medieval guild structure operate in apocalyptic or crisis-driven contexts. 
The role of faith in someone or something being able to save the patient from death 
mirrors the faith in God shown by some characters in the film, the imperative to compete 
or gamble against the odds of success or failure for each procedure in order to prolong 
life. Of course, there is also the clinical beauty of Bergman’s austere visual aesthetics, the 
format of the film which has been described as a series of extracted sermons or parables, 
the focus on a few artefacts or props, and the character role played by the landscape 
interacting with dramatic weather.  
 
Often in an ICU ward the general design of the space dislocates the occupiers from an 
awareness of the outside world, an awareness of day, of night, of the seasons, or of the 
weather. In the remake installation, the character of the weather is seen only out of a small, 
half-open window in a slightly old-fashioned hospital staff toilet. In this location it can be 
necessary to make an appointment to check on the weather. It is a character in an ICU that 
is only present by an awareness of its absence.  
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Most of the exhibition spaces at the current SCA Gallery have multiple entry and exit 
points. About half of the spaces have significant amounts of natural light and therefore 
have a different model of presentation during the day and at night. A minority of the 
spaces control all available natural daylight to the point of exclusion.  
 
The composition of the work Cast a cold eye on life, on death: the Remake: Medicalised 
Death in ICU392 is as an ephemeral installation inhabited by performance and occasionally 
at preset times by the performative lecture or event. The individual works making up the 
overall installation include Blood on Silk: Price taker Price maker, three zinc tabletop 
wonder cabinet-style works installed within the bedspace of a reconfigured Blood on Silk: 
Last Seen, the card playing tent Blood on Silk: Racing Patience ICU, the video work the 
Medical Monitor,  a fairytale reading spot, a site-specific reconfiguration of the remaining 
elements of Blood on Silk: Last Seen, a projection of the medical monitor work behind a 
lecture podium and a couple of rows of chairs, and one of the woven works from the Blood 
on Silk series, one of which has been detailed in this thesis. Images of the works in the 
exhibition are presented in the Catalogue of Work presented for Examination located on 
page 221 of this document. The sequence of the works in the catalogue is the preferred 
sequence of the performative lecture and forms a loose figure of eight through the 
exhibition.  
 
The performative lecture mode of engaging with the installation is a small group series of 
activities – waiting, lecture of spoken word and moving image, conversation, sitting down 
and being read to, playing cards, in a 30-to-40-minute guided tour. Embodied in this 
performative lecture is the temporal aspect of medicalised death in ICU. The panic of trying 
to understand and respond to the card game, the bland, empty and unwelcoming nature 
of the smoking area, the beauty and detail of the wonder cabinet works combine with the 
medical monitor’s inevitable retelling of the alarmed body as its fades to death will 
immerse the audience in the experience. 
 
392 Yeats. Last Poems: Manuscript Materials 
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When there is a performative lecture underway, the installation is closed to other viewers 
or audiences. At other times the audience can enter from whatever direction they choose, 
either by intent or accident. They can select the sequence in which they see or engage with 
the works, determine the amount of time they spend with any work, and choose the time 
they leave the installation.  
 
The experience of the viewer or audience will depend on their initial choice to book in for a 
performative lecture or not, which entry point is chosen for the start of that tour, who else 
is part of that performative lecture group, and whether they choose to participate or not. 
The audience or viewer who enters by their own choice has assumed the responsibility for 
the curation of their experience.  
 
The knowledge acquired by these experiences will take many forms; it will not be a single, 
precise, or stable artefact but a multifaceted, complex amalgam of the voice of the artist, 
the voices of the audiences, and the complexity of pathways operating in the site and the 
time of the exhibition.  
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Conclusion 
The introduction to this thesis began with a discussion about the last lecture series of the 
philosopher and theorist Roland Bathes. In The Preparation of the Novel393 he outlined the 
how, where, what, and why, that he sought: a new life, a new way of writing culminating in 
a Grand Project. This new life was possible after his experience of a decisive fold in his life, 
a point from which everything could change.  
 
My Barthesian Grand Project, Cast a cold eye on life, on death: the Remake: Medicalised 
Death in ICU, adopted this approach after a decisive fold in my life. The afterword, which 
follows this conclusion, outlines the events and locations of the experiences that formed 
that decisive fold.  
 
From the point of the decisive fold, the framework of this thesis was developed: an 
examination of medicalised death, within the site of the ICU in a contemporary hospital, 
and the use of key materials and processes in the ICU. As an artist undertaking practice-led 
research, this extended transdisciplinary way of working with the multiplicities of the 
frameworks of the thesis and new ways of art making developed in response to the desire 
for a new life as proposed by Barthes, was expanded further to include the means of 
activating the modes of presentation or exhibition of the artworks produced within that 
framework.  
 
The disjunction between medical and architectural material practices and processes and 
the lived experience of the implementation of those practices and processes is heightened 
in an ICU, where the sickest of the sick are treated. At that tipping point between life and 
death, where the liminal space in that transition is occupied by the patient and their 
families, the forms of knowledge or logics of care can appear to fold in on themselves 
resulting in complex, sometimes unacknowledged negative experiences for the patient and 
their family. 
 
393 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 389. 
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After an initial examination of the literature and practice, the work of this thesis has 
contributed, first, by merely pulling together critical elements from a number of disciplines: 
art, economics, medicine, architecture, medical humanities, and popular culture. The act of 
bringing these elements together has formed unsettling intersections across disciplines in 
what has proved to be very fertile ground for investigation. Second, in my practice of art-
making there is a focus on the emotional landscape of the event and the expression of that 
landscape in a form that is perceptible to others. The subsequent development of specific 
forms of new art-making practice has also contributed to the literature by modelling 
alternative approaches to the development of practice about transdisciplinary  matters of 
concern.394 Third, this thesis also contributes to the literature and the practice by the 
formulation of several standalone but linked propositions.  
 
In Chapter One Medicalised Death I put forward the idea of the temporal nature of a 
medicalised death in ICU and the possibility that this concept could be extended to include 
all deaths. The idea is based on the understanding that death does not occur at a single 
point in time but is a sequence of processes that occur over a period. If the legal 
requirement that death is irreversible is included, then the length of time required for that 
to occur or become certain means this temporal property of death is even more marked 
and obvious. There are, of course, some deaths (such as, for example, decapitation) that 
are instantaneous and occur almost at a point in time, and the idea of reversibility is not 
relevant.  
 
One outcome suggested by this thesis is that it may be time to consider removing the 
requirement for the irreversibility of death from the legal definition of death as the fact 
that most deaths are not tested for irreversibility and never would be makes this a 
nonsense. This ambiguity around the question of when a death is irreversible is a 
contribution to the practice evident in the possible end-plays in the card game Racing 
 
394 Nicola Triscott “ Curating the Co-Inquiry” 2017 thesis https://nicolatriscott.org/2017/11/05/phd-thesis-curating-the-
co-inquiry 114 
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Patience ICU. It is likely that the game exposes that, like the character of Death in The 
Seventh Seal, death has its own agency.  
 
In Chapter Two, a standalone proposition contributing to the literature was developed by 
questioning published literature that outlined certain evidence-based design guidelines 
used in hospital and ICU design. These design practices seemed to ignore qualitative 
research findings and privilege quantitative design findings to the apparent detriment of 
patients and their families. Implementation of three contemporary design features of the 
ICU: increased external monitoring, three-tier design single-patient spaces, and the 
provision of alternative corridors for staff circulation, may have the unforeseen or 
unconsidered consequence of a reduced frequency of interaction between the patient, 
family, and staff. Such reduced interaction will result in less time spent with the patient and 
the family, which is not in their interest, as clearly illustrated in a published study involving 
both quantitative and qualitative research examining one type of event in the ICU, the 
manner in which patients died after they had been withdrawn from aggressive treatment. 
This study reinforced the idea that the time spent by staff with the patient and their family 
was of critical importance and that the process of the patient moving from life to death 
took time. This study reinforces the idea from Chapter One that death has a temporal 
component; it takes time, it has its own time. 
 
This process of extending the questioning of existing literature and the implementations 
from the results of those studies could be extended in a systematic way to include turning 
the tools of architecture in the approach developed by Forensic Architecture to pull apart 
and reverse-engineer the implications of the myriad decisions that make up the 
architecture and design of the contemporary hospital and ICU. This reverse-engineering 
approach or reimagining and reconsidering could also be extended to include the 
practices and processes undertaken within the contemporary hospital and ICU. 
  
In Chapter Two, the liminality of the ICU where the patient often exists in the space 
between life and death was extended to the architectural spaces of the hospital and ICU. 
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This thesis contributed to the knowledge evident in the practice by my artwork, Blood on 
Silk / Last Seen. In this work the liminality of the patient, their family, and the staff within 
hospitals is made perceptible not only to themselves but also to others.  
 
Finally, in this chapter I also sought to draw attention to a newly expanding field of study 
in medical humanities, the violence of medicine, and expanded it by including existing 
knowledge about the systemic or bureaucratic violence of the working conditions, shift 
hours, breaks, and stress levels experienced by medical staff, in particular during their years 
of training.  
 
In Chapter 3, Blood, Blood Products and Body Parts, a contribution to the literature and 
practice was established by the suite of five works examining the materiality and 
economics of those materials in transit. The sequence of the development of these works 
was initially based on the experiences at the time of the decisive fold, but then was led by 
the art practice research into new works and ways of thinking. An essential component of 
this addition to literature and practice is the drawing together across disciplines of 
elements normally residing in discrete silos. In particular, the economics of the means of 
exchange of these materials led to an addition to the literature by exposing the similarities 
between practices of agriculture and agricultural economics and speculating about the 
practice of human farming for blood, blood products, and body parts. The current 
procedures used by blood product manufacturers in the legal market are reliant on 
replaceable producers “in the wild”. This model may also apply to the illegal market for 
body parts. This speculation is extended to consider the potential for development of 
production units in human populations where domesticated farming practices are applied 
to specific groups, particularly those who mobility is already restricted, such as prison 
populations and, in particular, young prison populations. In the US these populations are 
already monetised as labour for manufacturing industries.  
 
As a practice-led researcher, an important aspect for my art practice is the intention of 
making a meaning evident or accessible to an audience. The process of making meaning 
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evident is, of course, relational and dependent on what each member of the audience 
brings to the interaction. The process of an interactive performative lecture within the 
installation is one way in which this intention is being trialled.  
 
The limitations of this thesis are the limitations of the author: who I am, what has been my 
education, and the society in which I live. These are the limitations that are evident to me 
and there will be many others that I cannot see. The thesis has also been limited by what 
was excluded. Also, by focusing on a specific way of dying within a specific context, the 
ICU, this thesis has limited application to conditions or circumstances where there is 
limited or restricted access to an ICU.  
 
The use of the transdisciplinary approach during this Grand Project has resulted in a 
questioning of several of the key conclusions in the literature and the ways in which that 
knowledge is produced. There are many other interconnections formed in the fertile 
ground of the transdisciplinary spaces between the many separate disciplines included in 
this thesis. All of them have the potential to lead to speculative artworks, and then by a 
process of accretion, to ephemeral or fluid resolutions. Examples of specific areas of 
practice-led post-doctoral research that will result are the application of the reverse 
engineering processes of Forensic Architecture to firstly the container of the ICU, the 
changing modes of practice in that container and the lived experience of the complicit 
relationships, that is the process of becoming something rather than what it was.   
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Afterword – The Decisive Fold395  
In late 2000 my father began experiencing a range of symptoms. These included 
abdominal and chest pains. He was admitted on and off to his local hospital before finally 
ending up in a major hospital near the centre of Sydney. Fairly soon after that he had what 
was described to me as a heroic operation to repair two large aneurisms close to his heart. 
Over the next days, this morphed into a series of operations. After four days, Dad was 
transferred to intensive care where he stayed for four and a half months, around 137 days. 
 
That initial series of operations was a loop of repair, rework and re-repair. During this 
sequence we were called in one morning at around 4.30 am, as Dad was not expected to 
survive. I live some distance from the hospital and by the time I got there he had taken a 
turn for the better. I think I was told by the nurse looking after Dad that she had given him 
23 units of blood during her shift and these had then been bled out into his stomach 
cavity. Later that day he was moved to ICU through an under-road tunnel.  
 
This ICU was a 12-to-15 multi-bed ward overseen by the medical staff from a raised, 
horseshoe-shaped station in the centre of the area. Only two beds were located in 
separate or private rooms. One of those rooms had the only window in the unit, which 
looked out over a metal roof to a wall but did have a slice of sky in the view. The other was 
windowless and close to the entry door. All the other beds were separated from each other 
by classic blue hospital curtains that were mostly drawn back to allow access, privileging 
the line of sight from the central control station. Entry to this ICU was not automatic. A 
grey plastic phone was mounted outside the door. I would lift the handset, wait for an 
answer and then ask permission to enter. Once permission was granted, the door lock 
clicked, and the silence and low light levels of the corridor were exchanged for the unit’s 
land and soundscape that started with the overly loud rustle of the disposable plastic 
apron as I pulled it down over my head, popping back into the over-bright lighting. Once 
next to Dad’s bed, I would wash my hands, check the monitor, listen to the ventilator and 
 
395 Barthes, The Preparation of the Novel, 5. 
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then run my eyes over the lines for kinks. Only then could I look at his face. Only then 
would I see if he looked okay, if he looked comfortable.  
 
After 11 months in hospital he died in 2001.  
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dimensions variable.  
     R.H.S. Medical Monitor Work, 2017 video 7’23”. Photo Credit Alex Wisser 
 
2. Medical Monitor Work, 2017 video 7’23”. Photo Credit Alex Wisser 
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3. R.H.S. Racing Patience ICU 2018, canvas, paint, found objects and printed matter, 
dimensions variable. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
 
4. Racing Patience ICU 2018, canvas, paint, found objects and printed matter, dimensions 
variable (Detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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5. Blood on Silk: Last Seen (Partial) 2017, reconfigured 2019 metal, paint, vinyl print and 
found objects, dimensions variable (detail). Photo Credit Alex Wisser  
 
6. Blood on Silk: Last Seen (Partial) 2017, reconfigured 2019, metal, paint, vinyl print and 
found objects, dimensions variable (detail). Photo Credit Alex Wisser 
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7. Blood on Silk: Last Seen (partial) 2017, reconfigured 2019 metal, paint, vinyl print and 
found objects, dimensions variable (detail). Photo Credit Alex Gooding  
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9. Blood on Silk: Price Taker Price Maker 2015 reconfigured 2019 (detail) Sound, printed 
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10 Blood on Silk: Price Taker Price Maker 2015 reconfigured 2019 (detail). Sound, printed 
materials and found objects, dimensions variable (detail).   
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11 Blood on Silk: Last Seen (partial) 2017, reconfigured 2019 (detail), silk paper, dimensions 
variable. Photo credit Alex Wisser  
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12 Blood on Silk: Last Seen (partial) 2017, reconfigured 2019 (detail), silk paper, dimensions 
variable. Photo credit Alex Gooding    
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13 Blood on Silk: Last Seen (partial), 2017, (reconfigured 2019), silk paper, dimensions 
variable and the three works listed below (detail). Photo Credit Alex Wisser  
 
14 Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers, 2018, plastic, metal, paint, ink, projection 
and found objects, 135 x 78 x 96(h)cm metal. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
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15 Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers, 2018, plastic, metal, paint, ink, projection 
and found objects, 135 x 78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Gooding 
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and found objects, 135 x 78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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135 x 78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
 
18 Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out, 2016, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 
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19 Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out, 2016, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 
135 x 78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
20 Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out, 2016, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 
135 x 78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Wisser 
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21 Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell, 2017, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects,135 x 
78 x 96(h)cm. (detail) Photo credit Alex Wisser 
22 Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell, 2017, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 135 x 
78 x 96(h)cm. (detail) Photo credit Alex Gooding 
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23 Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell, 2017, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 135 x 
78 x 96(h)cm. (detail) Photo credit Alex Gooding 
 
24 Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell, 2017, metal, glass, paint, ink, projection and found objects, 135 x 
78 x 96(h)cm. Photo credit Alex Gooding 
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25 Blood on Silk: Magenta No Exit, 2017, canvas, paint wood and satin ribbon, 285 x 285 
(h)cm. Photo Credit Alex Wisser  
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Figure 7: Danica Knezevic, Invisible Agent (detail) 2015. Videographer Danica Knezevic 
 
 
Figure 8: Tom Isaacs, Dream Analysis (detail) 2018. Photo credit Isobel Markus-Dunworth  
 
Figure 9: Annie Leibovitz, Sam Leibovtz (detail) 2005. 
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Figure 10: Fiona Davies, Racing Patience ICU, 2018. Photo credit Alex Wisser  
 
Figure 11: Fiona Davies, Racing Patience ICU, 2018. Photo credit Alex Wisser  
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Figure 12: Fiona Davies, Racing Patience ICU, 2018. Photo credit Alex Wisser  
 
Figure 13 Schematic architectural drawing of three tier patient space. 
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Figure 14: Elmgreen and Dragset, Please Keep Quiet (detail) 2003 
 
 
Figure 15: Carole Jerrems, (Nurse and curtains) 1979 
 
 
Figure 16: SUPERFLEX, Hospital Equipment, 2014 A installed Den Fine Center for 
Contemporary Art, Copenhagen 
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Figure 17: SUPERFLEX Hospital Equipment 2014 As installed A. Shifa Hospital, Gaza.  
 
Figure 18: Concealment Trolley 
 
Figure 19: Carol Jerrems (Patient, Royal Hobart Hospital) 1979 
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Figure 20: Carol Jerrems (Carol Jerrems’ bed and personal effects, Royal Hobart Hospital) 
1979 
  
Figure 21: Forensic Architecture, Sadynaya, inside a Syrian torture prison, (Screen shot) 2016 
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Figure 22: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
 
Figure 23: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail) 
 
Figure 24: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding  
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Figure 25: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail). Photo credit Alex Gooding 
 
Figure 26: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Last Seen, 2017 (detail)  
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Figure 27: John A Douglas Body Fluid II (REDUX) 2013  
 
Figure 28: Franko B. I Miss You 2003  
 
Figure 29: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out Internally (the book) 2015/2016
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Figure 30: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out (detail) 2016  
 
Figure 31: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Bleeding Out (detail) 2016 
 
Figure 32: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Buy/Sell (detail) 2016  
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Figure 33: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain (detail) 2017  
 
Figure 34: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Fountain (Detail) 2017 
 
Figure 35: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers (detail) 2018 
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Figure 36: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Blood Farming/The Producers (detail) 2018 
 
Figure 37: Fiona Davies Once upon a time, long ago and far away, there were twenty-three 
units of blood 2018  
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Figure 38: Fiona Davies Blood on Silk: Price Taker Price Maker 2015 (detail) 
 
Figure 39: Igmar Bergman The Seventh Seal (screen shot) 1957  
 
Figure 40: John Cage Lecture on Nothing (detail of script) 1949 or 1950 
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Figure 41: Roger Wilson Lecture on Nothing Text by John Cage, Performed by Robert 
Wilson, 2013 
 
 
Figure 42: Martine Syms Performative Lecture at the Centre for Experimental Lectures at 
the Storm King Art Centre 
 
 
Figure 43: Barbican Centre installation shot of the exhibition Another Kind of Life: 
Photography on the Margins, 2018  
 
